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Chapter 1 Promoting workers' health in low-income countries
Concern for occupational health and safety has a long tradition in Westem countries. In
these countries, well-established disciplines are able to recognize and control inherent risks
of industrial processes. The occupational health care system is well-developed and occupational health services play an important role in safeguarding workers' health. There is an
abundant body of scientific literature on almost evelY aspect of occupational health in
affluent nations.
In stark contrast, there is very little information available on work-related health hazards
in occupations in low-income countries, while the largest part of the worldwide workforce
is to be found in these low-income countries. Moreover, anecdotal evidence suggests that
working conditions in developing countries may substantially differ from those in affluent
nations, usually for the worse. Infonnation on the distribution of health hazards and the
prevalence of work-related diseases in low-income countries is extremely scarce or even
absent for many areas. In low-income countries, enforcement of labor laws is almost nonexistent, occupational health services are not available and resources for identifYing and
cvaluating working conditions and consequent health effects are severely limited.
This thesis is about the health and safety of workers inlow-income countries and opportunities to improve their working conditions. The origin of the thesis is the author's personal experiencc in one specific program directed at improving the occupational health and
safety in tamleries in Kanpur, India, and his more general experience in international public
health. Working conditions in many low-income countries lead to a loss of health and wellbeing of workers and their families. It is the author's conviction that readily available interventions may prevent many of the health problems and that in most situations increased
attention to working conditions will benefit local productivity and quality production. In
order to promote attention for occupational health in low-income countries, a two-tiered
approach is suggested. Intemational bodies should develop explicit occupational health
policies and systems at the national and internationalleve!. Simultaneously, at local level
concrete activities are needed aimed at the improvement of working conditions and workers' health.
This thesis intends to bring together needs identified at plant level to improve working
conditions and opportunities in international occupational health policies. It aims at bridging the gap between local problems and needs, and global strategies and policies to elevate occupational health in low-income countries. At local level, existing problems and
needs have to be identified and evaluated, and opportunities and solutions to improve
working conditions and workers' health have to be developed. At global level, strategies
and policies have to be implemented, tailored to local needs, that will bring the necessalY
SUppOit to stmt and maintain local activities. This approach is characterized by the motto
"think local, act global".
The thesis consists of two parts. In the first pmt, an analysis is presented of labor and
workers' health in low-income countries, with a review of international occupational health
policies. In the second pmt, a detailed description is presented of a specific occupational
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health program in the tanneries of Kanpur, India. As this study was strongly inspired by the
author's personal experience in India, we will [n'st set the stage by giving a shOlt description of this personal experience in section 1.1. The objectives of the thesis and the structure
of the book will then be presented in section 1.2.

1.1

Awareness and involvement in occupational health: the tanneries of KanpUl;
India

Whcn my eyes grew accustomed to the darkness in the tanneries, I saw the workers wcaring only pants, standing in deep pits up to their waists in a dark, foul-smelling, brownish
fluid, lifting the soaked, heavy skins. The working conditions in the tanneries of Kanpur
shocked me.
I visited Kanpur in India for the fIrst tinle in July 1987 as health advisor to the IndoDutch Envirolllllental and Sanitary Engineering Projcct under Ganga Action Plan, a colla,borative effOlt ofthe Indian and Netherlands govennnents to prevent the pollution of the
Ganges. My visit to the tanneries was palt of an introductOlY tour to the project site in Kanpm. Tanneries, being among the main contributors to the pollution of the Ganges, were
offered assistance by the project to constmct waste water treatment plants and cm'ome recovmy units. This SUppOlt was much appreciated by the tannelY owners at that time, as the
Pollution Control Board had already closed down some tanneries which did not meet its
requirements for waste water trcatment. Working conditions were not originally included in
the project. Discussions on occupational health issues with my Indian colleagues, Dr. Satish
Kumar and Dr. Abhay Shukla initiated the start of activities aimcd at inlproving working
conditions in the tanneries. Lcarning while doing, a palticipatory approach was developed
with tannelY owners, tannery workers, staff members of the Regional Labor Institute, the
Employees State Insurance Scheme (ESI) and the Inspectorate of Factories.
We realized during our exploratory visits to the tmmeries that working conditions and
environmental protection are closely interlinked. Lack of clear guidelines for storage and
the careless way in which chemicals were disposed of, exposed both the workers and the
environment to hazardous substances. We were convinced that improvement of working
conditions would also contribute to the prevention of enviromnental pollution. It was therefore cmcial to involve the Regional Labor Institute and the Inspectorate of Factories to
exchange views on tllis interrelation.
During a meeting with the local tannelY association, we raised the issue of the apparently miserable working conditions. It was difficult to convince the owners, as they did not
share our conclusions about possible hannful effects of the conditions in the tanneries,
pointing out the fact that they had been living on the tmmelY premises with their families
for several generations without being harmed by toxic substances. As data on health effects
of tannelY work were rather scarce, we emphasized the necessity of obtaining objective
facts about harmful working conditions. We explained that we had no preconceived ideas
about health effects of the tanning process and proposed to conduct a simple health survey
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among the workers aimed at major causes of sickness and disability. Local newspapers had
repeatedly accused tannelY owners of exposing their workers to hazardous working conditions. It seemed that the owners shared a common interest with us in assessing prevailing
health lisks in the tanneries. The owners had a positive attitude towards the teelmical assistance offered by the project and finally agreed in 1988 to cooperate in the Occupational
Health Program. From 1988 until the end of the program in October 1995, we received full
cooperation from the owners and workers of the tamleries in Kanpur. To our surprise, the
majority of the workers were indifferent. As they were paid by piecework, they strongly
opposed any alteration, including machine protection, which implied a slower work pace. A
slower process lneant less income. The workers were, however, keen on being trained in
first-aid and the program started with training in occupational health and first-aid.
It was realized that the genuine participation of the owners, gained by taking their interests into account, was essential to start the process of change. Our research approach,
therefore, combined working conditions and improvement of productivity. Sinlple methods
were used to demonstrate the prevailing tamling process, identifying inefficient working
methods and dangerous working conditions. The methods could be used in field situations
in the tall11eries. Using the results of the surveys in the local tanneries, owners and managers, working in small groups, formulated modifications in order to increase productivity
and to improve working conditions. Eight owners installed modifications at their own
expense. The most progressive ownel~ realized that good working conditions and healthy
workers were essential COlllerstones of their enterprise; if they opted for quality production.

In 1992, I was appointed as a health advisor for intelllational development cooperation
at the MinistJy of Foreign Affairs in The Netherlands and my involvement in the Occupational Health Program decreased. The program team, however, continued to work until
October 1995. With the working conditions in the tall11eries of Kanpur in my mind's eye, [
kept wondering how intelllational occupational health and safety policies of multilateral
organizations like the World Bank, the World Health Organization (WHO) and the
International Labor Organization (lLO) could contribute more effectively to the improvement of working conditions at plant level. During my missions, I searched for the activities
of international agencies to improve occupational health and safety, but they seemed to be
rather limited in scope, with a focus on dissemination of information in the broadest sensc,
vmying from training courses and scientific publications to general leaflets and policy documents. It was difficult to identify activities aimed at the concrete improvement of working
conditions, let alone to identify activities aimed at the assessment of the impact of such
activities on workers' health. At the same time, public opinion and politicians in the industrialized countries increasingly emphasized the need for transparency and the need for
impact assessment of international development cooperation cffOlts [World Bank 1992].
Occupational health is an indispensable part of public health since a substantial proportion of all health problems occur among workers exposed to hazardous agents. Also,
improvement of working conditions is closely linked to product quality. Better products can
only be achieved with great attcntion to all aspects of the production process including
working conditions. Moreover, a careful use of natural resources contributes to a sustainable production and responsible use of our planet's enviromnent.
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1.2

Objectives of this thesis

The objectives of the thesis are:
1.

To analyse the policies and activities of international agencies and non-governmental
organizations in the field of occupational health and to evaluate their impact on the
protection of workers' health in low-income countries;

2.

To investigate whether specific rapid appraisal techniques can be applied in lowincome countries to assess working conditions and workers' health and to evaluate the
impact of workplace improvements on exposure and health;

3.

To review the possibilities of incorporating occupational health in intemational development cooperation.

With regard to thc first objective, chaptcr two presents an overview of impOitant developments in the distribution of the worldwide workforce, the effects of industrial transformation in low-income countries and the increased export of hazardous production and
waste to these countries. In chapter tln'ee, international occupational health policies are
reviewed in relation to how they contribute to the protection of workers' health in lowincome countries with a short description of the major international organizations in this
field: the International Labor Organization and the World Health Organization. In chapter
four, intemational policies are reviewed in the light of national occupational health policies
in India.
The second objective is addressed in the second Palt of the thesis that describes the
occupational health in the tanneries of Kanpur, India. The main goal of chapters five to ten
is to evaluate the opportunities to link occupational health issues to bilateral cooperation in
the area of enviroll11lental and sanitalY engineering. Chapter five describes the Indo-Dutch
Environmental and Sanitmy Engineering Project Kanpur Mirzapur under Ganga Action
Plan 1987 - 1995 and the Occupational Health Program. Chapter six provides a description
of Kanpm; the tanneries of Kanpur and its tmmelY workers. Chapters seven to nine providc
a detailed description of the occupational health program with an emphasis on relatively
simple qualitative methods to assess the exposure of tannelY workers to hazardous substances and awkward ergonomic conditions and to asses the health status of tannelY workers.
The third objective of this thesis is to demonstrate the virtues of industrial counselling
in the tanneries of Kanpur and the strategy to link occupational health to environmental
protection and increased productivity, as described in chapter ten. Finally, chapter eleven
reviews the main conclusions and presents recommendations related to the three objectives
of this thesis.
The reader has to keep in mind that this book is mainly confincd to the situation of tannelY workers in India. Traditionally, leather work, including tanning, is a male domain and
this study is primarily concelllcd with the health of male workers. However, it has to be
emphasized, that the protection of the health of women and child workers is at lcast as
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imp011ant. The struggle for equal remuneration and the battle for fair social policies such as
maternity leave, provision of day care for children of women workers and the protection of
women and children against harassment at the workplace, are basic human rights. Bonded
labor, the use of child-soldiers and the use of child labor in dangerous industries, like
mines, and factories which produce explosives, should be terminated. Working children in
less dangerous positions should receive non-fonnal education at least, including literacy
and numeracy education. They should be informed about their rights, be trained in the
skills of how to socialize and how to react to aggressive behaviour, to empower them for
self-defence [Das et al. 1992]. However, these topics will not further be discussed in this
thesis.
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Chapter 2

Labor and workers' health in low-income countries

This chapter reviews the composition of the labor force and provides a description of prevailing labor conditions in low-income countries. First, the labor force distribution is
described, including the impOitant role of the non-formal sector. Second, the impact of the
integration of low-income economies into the global market, with its ensuing industrial
transformation and export of hazardous waste to low-income couutries, is brought into relation with workers' health. Finally, the problem of under-reporting of occupationalmOitality
and morbidity and its consequences for (inter)national occupational health and safety policies are described.
In the past 30 years, the world's labor population has increased rapidly. Of the 3,5 billion people between the ages of 15 and 65 year in 1995,2,5 billion worked for an income
in retulll for their labor, almost twice as many as in 1965 [World Bank 1995]. The labor
force in low-income countries' already comprises more than 50% of the world's total labor
force and it is expected that by the year 2025 this proportion will increase to ahnost two
thirds (table 2.1). Apalt from this enormous workforce, in 1995 an additional one billion
people spent their time on household activities, on subsistence agriculture, at school or on
actually seeking employment. These individuals are not captured in labor statistics, nor are
the countless children below the age of 15 and old men and women who are forced to continue to work for their survival. Although problems of child exploitation and working at old
age arc well recognized, this thesis will focus ou the occupational health of workers.
The majority of workers in low-income countries work in the non-formal (fann and offfarm) sector and earn an income which is often hardly sufficient to sustain life at a bare
subsistence level. Creation of new jobs, especially for the young urban population in lowincome countries poses a real challenge for govennnents and multilateral agencies. Massive
unemployment is a serious concern, and the fear of being unemployed may overshadow the
resistance to acccpt dangerous work, exposing millions to harm!hl working conditions.

, Annual per capita income below $ 670 in 1992 [World Bank 1995J.
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Table 2.1 The world's labor force by region In 1995 and in 2025

Millions of workers
1995
2025

Region

Growth 1995 2025 In %

Sub-Saharan Africa

214

537

151

East Asia and the Pacific

964

1.201

25

South Asia

440

779

77

Europe and Central Asia

239

281

18

80

204

155

Latin America and the Caribbean

166

270

63

High-income OEeD

373

384

3

2.476

3.656

Middle East and North Africa

TOTAL

Wodd Del'eloplllellf Report 1995: Workers ill all illtegmfillg world. World Balik 1995.

2.1

Labor force distribution

The distribution of the labor force over the employment sectors (services, induslty and
agriculture) differs markedly between high- and low-income countries (table 2.2). The
structure of world production has changed considerably over the past ten years. In lowincome countries employment in agriculture dropped, while employment in induslty
climbed. It is expected that this trend will continue [ILO 1995a].

Table 2.2 The world's working-age population by sector and country income group
Sector of employment

High-income countries

Low-Income countries

Services

42%

16%

Industry

19%

11%

3%

44%

30%

27%

6%

2%

100%

100%

Agriculture

Not in labor force
Unemployed
Total

Source: World Balik 1995
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In high-income countries, 42% of all workers betweeu age the 15 to 65 are employed in
services, 19% in industry, 30% are outside the labor force, 6% are unemployed and only
3% are in ag;riculhlre. In low-income economies, 16% work in services, 11% in indus tty,
27% are outside the labor force, 2% unemployed and 44% arc employed in agriculture. The
figure of 2% unemployed in low-income countries is probably a severe underestimation.
However, if we consider the total number of employed people, 40% of those employed in
services, 45% of those employed in indushy and 80% percent of those employed in agriculture live and work inlow-income countries [World Bank 1995].
Low-income countries are now far more differentiated economically than in 1965. Rapid export-oriented industrialization and competition between major economic blocks, with
market protection and trade agreements such as the NOith American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) and the European Union, will shape [uhne employment opportunities. In lowincome countries, these changes will accelerate the shift from agriculture to light and heavy
indushy and the expansion of the non-formal sector.
An important difference between high- and low-income countries is the distribution of
workers between the formal and non-formal sectors. In high-income countries, more than
80% of the labor force are engaged in the formal sector, the vast majority in permanent
positions [ILO 1995a]. In low-income countries, the large majority works outside the formal sector - 85% in Africa and 60% in Latin America [World Bank 1995]. The majority of
the labor force inlow-income countries does not have a permanent position. In India, for
example, some industries like constl1lction, bidi (hand-made cigarettes), hand loom, tanneries, quarries, mines and jute depend heavily upon this category of workers. The non-formal sector grows fast and it is estimated that in India about half of all industrial workers
belong to the contract, casual and tempormy categories [Qadeer and Roy 1989]. The strategy to employ casual workers in the small enterprises is often simply in an effOlt to survive. Most enterprises in the non-formal sector cmmot afford to offer pennanent positions.
Presently, the economic role and nmction of small enterprises, most of them belonging to
the non-formal sector, is clearly recognized as is their strength and ability to generate
employment and income. Moreover, the non-fonnal sector consolidatcs and contributes to
the diversification of industrialisation [Spath 1995].

2.2

The non-formal sector

ImpOltant characteristics of this sector are unregulated and competitive markets, small
scales of operation, labor intensive and simple technologies, skills acquired outside the formal school system, absence of legal and administrative regulations, employment of family
members, no fixed working hours or days, no institutional loans and production intended
for the final consumer [ILO 1972, Halt 1973, Charmes 1990]. Infon11ation on occupational
safety and health within this sector is rather scanty. There are no fon11al obligations to
repOlt occupational diseases and injuries and thus these remain in the shadow, unilluminated by the light of (official) statistics. In general, occupational risks in the non-fonnal
sector endanger whole families and even neighbourhoods, as toxic, explosive and other
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hazardous substances are brought into the dwellings for homework. Workplace and living
quarters are often not separated. Workers have long working days, often in insufficiently
ventilated places without reliable light sources. Overcrowding in the small dwellings often
leads to wrong and hazardous working postures. Women and children are especially at risk,
as they are involved on a large scale in housework, which is often highly repetitive work.
Work in the homes, in combination with the polluted environment in and around the house,
poses serious occupational and environmental risks [McCann 1996, Barten 1992].

2.3

Integration of low-income countries into the intel'llational market and its
consequences for workers' health

Over the past ten years, rapid economic and political developments have profoundly
changed the position of low-income countries in the intemational market. The fOllner
centrally-planned economics in Eastem Europe and the majority of the low-income countries arc now integrated in the global market [Anonymus, 1994J. The most important centres of economic activities arc concentrated in Western Europe, N0l1h America, Japan,
other South-East Asian countries and the velY rapidly emerging new industrializing countries such as China and South Korea. Dramatic improvements in product quality are needed
in low-income countries to comply with intemational quality assurance as laid down by the
International Organisation for Standardization (ISO). Some experts have argued, therefore,
that the market share in world production and trade of the least developed countries will
markedly decrease [Rantanen 1995]. Intemational trade agreements will have a great
impact on many issues, ranging from accessibility of local markets to labor standards and
environmental protection. Debates about the feasibility and desirability of including a
social clause in trade agreements continue in international fOllllns such as the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) and the !LO.
Many low-income countries are currently in the process of stimulating export-oriented
production. Foreign investment has increased tremendously in the past five years and
brought many challenges to workers in these countries. In this rapidly changing environment there is an increasing need to monitor the problems related to occupational health and
safety in a systematic manner. The !LO emphasizes that transfer of industrial processes to
low-income countries should be accompanied by a careful strategy to protect workers:
'Today there is a constant flow of machinelY, chemicals and processes from developed to
developing countries. However, this is now accompanied by a concern not to limit the
transfer of knowledge about how the machinelY, chemicals or processes function but to
extend it to knowledge about the effect machinery, chemicals or processes may have upon
the safety and health and the working life of those who operate or work with them' [!LO
1987].
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2.3.1 [mlllstrial tnll/sjol'lI/atioll
Many low-income countries have witnessed a kind of an industrial revolution during the
last three decades. It is a well documented fact that multinationals and other entell)]'ises
have established a wide array of industries in low-income countries [Rantanen 1995]. TIns
rapid transformation of traditional technology to modern production methods may have
various consequences for the well-being and health of the labor force. Occupational risks
have been introduced, such as occupational lung disease, industrial chemical poisoning,
heavy metal poisoning, industrial accidents, occupational cancer, noise-induced hearing
loss and musculoskeletal disorders. Monitoring of specific occupational diseases may indicate trends in exposure which are interesting as 'tracers' to follow the effect of industrialization. The epidemiological consequences of the shift in employment towards manufacturing is illustrated here by the prevalcnce figures of pneumoconiosis in China. Before 1950,
pneumoconiosis was sporadic. With the emergence of industrialization in the early fifties,
pneumatic tools were introduced in the mines. In a relatively short time span, pneumoconiosis became one of the most in1portant work-related diseases. In 1955, 41911ew cases of
pneumoconiosis were repolied. In 1986 this figure increased to 27 thousand new cases,
46% of them being mine workers [Zou 1995]. Similar figures on occupational diseases
have been described for other countries: Sudan, Egypt and India [EI-Karim et al. 1986, EIBatawi 1981, Durvasala 1992]. On the other hand, industrialization has created new jobs
and has contributed to the education and training of the workers and also to their wellbeing by providing them with employment. However, the risks of industrialization are seriotIS, as demonstrated by Quadeer and Roy in their study on occupational risks in India
[Quadeer and Roy 1989].
" ..... Our analysis of the organization of labor around technologies in the new as well as
the older industrial units shows:
I.

that the technological options chosen have made some tasks in the division of the production process much more hazardous;

2.

that these tasks are generally given to unskilled contract and casual workers who have
little bargaining power;

3.

that there is a strong tendency to devise less safe but quicker methods of production
particularly in the small-scale units;

4.

that even the organized industries which are mechanized sub-contract work to smallscale units and depend on contract labor for the completion of many necessalY tasks."

Occupational health in low-income countries only comes into prominence on international forums and debates gradually. In the past few years, occupational health and working conditions have hardly received serious attention during intel11ational conferences, like
the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio in
1992, notwithstanding the fact that workers are more exposed to hazardous substances than
the general population. Large industrial disasters like the explosion in the Union Carbide
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plant in Bhopal, India, or catastrophes like the [n'e in the Kader Doll factmy in Bangkok,
have received full media coverage and diverted public awareness to these largc-scale disasters, while the 'silent emergency' of millions of workers daily exposcd to hazardous conditions escapes our notice. Debates in NAFTA and the WTO included occupational health
and working conditions and the World Bank recently emphasized thc inlportance of a
healthy population and protection of human capital [World Bank 1993].

2.3.2 Export of hazardous waste and industries
Non-governmental voluntary organizations and environmental and occupational health
activists in both high- and low-income countries are concerned about the 'expmt' of entire
potentially hazardous industrial complexcs to low-income countries, like the asbestos
industIy and the Union Carbide plant in Bhopal in India [PRlA 1992]. Potentially dangerous industries are exported from the more regulated and protected cnvironments in affluent
nations to low-income countries. The shift in Europe, North America and Japan from hcavy
industries to the light technology and scrvice sectors, combined with the increasingly strict
regulations with respect to environmental protection, have "pushed!> many industries to
low-income nations. Low-income countries, being faced with international competition,
massive unemployment and the need for hard cun'ency, strive to attract industrial investors.
They "pull" polluting industries offering low taxation in a poorly regulated cnvironment,
with markedly lower wages and a lack of control or evcn negotiating power of trade
unions. Development of regulations and standards with regard to the control of toxic substances in low-income countries have not kept up with rapid industrialization. The stnlcture
for implementing labor legislation is not yet fully developed and the enforcing power is
lacking in the majority of low-income countries. The ILO Recommendations on Multinational Entell'rises, the London Guidelines on Export of Banned Chemicals, the UNEP's
Awareness and Preparedness for Emcrgency at Local Level (APELL) guidelines and the
United Nations Envirolllllental Program's Basel Convention on Prevention ofTransboundary Transportation of Hazardous Waste, all emphasize that nothing that is unacceptable in
the exporting country should be transferred to the impolter, no matter what legislation the
recipient country sets about such practices. Sadly, however, many companies apply double
standards with regard to environmental issues and occupational health and safety regulations [Frumkin et aJ. 1995].
There is also a growing conce111 about the practice of dumping hazardous products and
toxic waste inlow-income countries [VHAI 1987, PRlA 1992, Novotny 1994]. Greenpeace
reports that the cost of dumping in All-ica is between two and ten American dollars per ton,
as compared to between 160 and 1000 American dollars per ton in high income nations
[Goelzer 1993a]. One African nation has even been offered four times its gross national
product in exchange for receiving IS million tons of European toxic waste [Jeyaratnam
1993]. Build-ups of mercury, lead, chromium, copper and cadmium have been reported in
recent years in many industrializing countries in South East Asia [Leonard 1984].
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The media give due attention to the transport of toxic waste which could pollute the
environment. There is also a growing public awareness about the shift of industries which
cause environmental pollution. The working conditions within the walls of industries, however, still escape public attention. Media coverage of strategies to prevent occupational diseases lags behind the more spectacular issues like claims for compensation for severe occupational diseases, e.g. cancer from uranium dust and asbestos.

2.4

Workers' health in low-income coulltries

Protecting and promoting workers' health is of el1lcial impOltance to development, both
from a human or an economic perspective. Sound working conditions contribute to better
quality products. They are essential to prevent occupational accidents and diseases and to
contribute to the social development of workers. In a sample of industrialized countries, the
!LO estimated economic costs of occupational it~uries and associated production losses to
be of the order of I to 4 per cent of the GNP. The World Health Organization esthnates that
in low-income countries poor occupational health and reduced working capacity of workers
may cause economic loss of between 10 and 20 per cent of the GNP [WHO I 995a]. The
large majority of occupational accidents and diseases is preventable.
A recent method to assess the significancc to public health of individual diseases has
been introduced by thc World Bank through the concept of the Disability-Adjusted Life
Year (DALY), estimating the loss duc to the itlCidence and mortality of diseases and
injurics [World Bank 1993]. The DALY method combines in a single index the impact of
premature mOltality and non-fatal disease outcomes by combining the number of years of
life lost due to premature death and the number of years lived with disability. The use of
DALYs to underpin health policies has several applications, most importantly an assessment of national burden of discase, and a proccdure to identify national control priorities.
According to the World Bank repOlt approxhnately 2,5% of all DALYs inlow-income
countries arc attributable to occupation and, hence, could be largely prevented by appropriate interventions. Given the direct link between loss of productivity and disease and
injlllY attributable to occupation, reducing major occupational hazards is likely to be costeffcctive [World Bank 1993].
In the previous sections, the dramatic changcs in industrial production and labor markets in many low-income countries have been sketched. The health of a breadwinner,
whether male or female, is critical for the rest of the household. Preventing the disabilities
of breadwitmers, or curing them, is cl1lcial from both human and economic points of view
[Chambers 1989, Dasgupta 1993, Plyer 1993]. Among the physical factors which impoverish, accidents at the workplace and occupational diseases have been neglected, yet many
of the workers itl low-income countries are exposed to disabling accidents and occupational
diseases. Individual case studies of poor households reveal an accident as the event which
caused impoverishment. As Chambers has put it: "At a sudden blow, the body, the poor
person's greatest and uninsured asset, is devalued or mined. From being an asset, at one

stroke it becomes a liability that has to be fed, clothed, housed and treated. A livelihood is
destroyed and a household made pellllanently poorer" [Chambers 1989].
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It is difficult to present general information as to the workers' health in low-income
countries. The ILO estimates the number of occupational accidents in the fonnal sector at
120 million per year with 210.000 occupational fatalities worldwide [ILO 199 Sa]. EvelY
day more than 500 men or women go to work never to return alive [Takala 1993]. Fatality
rates in low-income countries are much highcr than in the industrialized world. Industrialized countries report fatality rates between 3 and 6 per 100.000 workers per year, while
low-income countries have fatality rates typically ranging from 25 to 30 per 100.000 workers yearly [Takala 1993]. The risk of having a sevcre occupational accident during working lifetinle is also mnch higher in low-income countries than in high-income countries.

Figures for occupational diseases or accidents vary not only between high- and lowincome countries, but also betwcen occupations. The 'WHO estinlated that betweeu 58 and
150 million occupational disesases may be caused by various types of occupational exposures [WHO 1994]. The economic importance of occupational health and safety is also
illustrated in the Year Book of Labor Statistics of the ILO, which repOits annually on the
substantial number of working days lost due to occupational accidents. Rantanen quotes
figures from Finland, where therc is a 3D-fold difference in the occupational accident risk
between the low-risk (e.g. managerial and administrative work) and high-risk occupations
(e.g. food and beverage manufacturing work, building consttuction work, industrial work)
and a 40-fold difference in the risk of an occupational disease [Rantanen 1995].
Scveral studies have painted a kalcidoscopic picture of the high occurrence of specific
diseases in various industries and agriculttlral activities. Classical examples are byssinosis,
pneumoconiosis, chronic and acute toxic metal and solvent poisoning which arc regularly
observed in low-income countries, while they have virttmlly disappeared from nations
which went through their industrial revolution at the begiIming of the twentieth centtlly or
before. Occupational diseases and injuries in the majority of low-income countries go unobservcd and thus unregistered, as the coverage by basic health services is still low, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa and in the remote areas of Asia and Latin America. Even if
basic hcalth services are available, the health staff has not been trained in occupational
health issues and will not be able to recognize work-relatcd diseases.

2.5

Problems in drawing tlte picture: under-repOl'ting of occupational diseases
and injuries

Given this situation in low-income countries, it is VClY difficult to present a complete and
reliable picture of workers' health. Only velY scanty information is available. Under-reporting of occupational diseases is illustrated here with an example from India. A comparison
of cases repOited under the Factories Act and the Workmen's Compensation Act revcaled a
twofold difference, indicating the lacunae in the implementation of the Factories Act. From
1960 to 1980 only 639 cascs of occupational discases were repOited under the Factories Act
(1948) in India. It is not vcry realistic to assulllc that in a continent as hugc as India the
number of occupational diseases over twcnty years has been so slllall [Quadeer and Roy
1989]. Why is under-reporting of occupational diseases so connnon? Five reasons lie at the
healt of under-reporting:
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First, the lack of political intercst in workers' health. Occupational health was dealt with
as a side issue during important international conferences like the United Nations Conference on Envir01Ullcnt and Development (UNCED) in Rio in 1992 and during the World
SUUllnit for Social Development in March 1995 in Copenhagen. Ncither is occupational
health high on the agenda of governments in the majority of low-income countries. This
lack of interest is sadly shared by govenUllents, employers, trade unions and non-govemental organizations'. Employers may even intentionally under-repott occupational injuries and
diseases and repotting may be discouraged by management. Under-reporting leads to
underestimation and neglect of occupational injuries and diseases. The situation is severely
underestimated and low figures subsequently fail to raise political interest: a vicious circle.
Second, the lack of occupational health and safety programs. According to Ong, lcss
than 25 percent of the world's working population has access to any form of occupational
health services. lOng et al. 1993]. In many low-income countries occupational health services cover only five to ten percent of the total labor force [WHO I 995a]. Over 40 percent of
industrial settings in South East Asia consist of small enterprises with fewer than 50 workers [Foo et al. 1985]. These settings have no occupational health services. This lack is
caused by insufficient financial means and the shortage of trained personnel.
Third, there is gross under-reporting of occupational accidents and diseases by physicians. In-house physicians may fear termination of employment and panel physicians may
fear that they will not receive new contracts if they report occupational diseases or injuries
[Geok Lin Khor 1992]. Often there are many administrative and technical constraints in
poorly developed national programs for occupational health. There is a widespread
ignorance among doctors about their legal obligations to make such reports and they tend
to avoid 'bureaucratic paperwork'. Furthermore, there is a lack of incentive for reporting.
Moreover, there arc considerable difficulties in diagnosing such diseases because of lack of
training or knowledge of occupational medicine and considerable difficultics in evaluating
the causal role of occupational exposure. Many occupational diseases have an insidious
onsct and a long latent period. Textbooks and educational programs printed in high-income
countries emphasize occupational stress, ergonomics and discuss 'healthy life style' issues
to keep the labor force healthy. The 'classical' occupational diseases, like byssinosis, have
moved to notes in the margin, are dealt with as side issues or have disappeared completcly
from recent medical textbooks. Diagnosis is also difficult when the underlying occupational
disease has been masked by another ailment. Mendes diagnosed 119 patients as having
silicosis among 3440 patients who had been diagnosed as having tuberculosis. These
patients came li0111 occupations such as rock drilling, sandblasting, rock grinding, foundry
work and work in the ceramics and glass industry. Obviously, nobody asked their profession to track down an occupational disease [Goelzer 1993b].

Fortunately, there are a few active non-governmental organizations like PRIA, the Society for Participatory
Research in ASia in Delhi, India and IOHSAD, the Institute for Occupational Health & Safety Development,
Manila, the Philippines.
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Fomth, there arc hardly any external pressure groups that watch and monitor working
conditions and production processes, advocate for improvcment and which denouncc abuse
as Greenpeaee docs for environmental protection and as Medeeins Sans Frontieres (MSF or
Doctors Without Borders) advocate for human rights in cmergencies. There are hardly any
international indicators on occupational health, which arc followcd in yearly publications
like the Human Development Index from UNDP. Massive unemployment and lack of social
security are among the main reasons that workers are more concerned with maintaining

their jobs than with the possible health effects of toxic exposures.
Fifth, there are only a vcry few rapid appraisal methods available to measure exposure
and health effects of hazardous working conditions. Since the first two conferences on
rapid rural appraisal techniques in Sussex in 1978 and 1979, numerous articles and books
have been published on these 'quick' and, increasingly less 'diIty' methods [Khon Kaen
University, 1987]. In the field of health, most of these methods were devoted to collecting
health data in mral areas. It is only since the end of the eighties that urban health gradually
came into the picture [Hatl'ham et al. 1988]. Within urban health, industrial settings
remained largely outside the scope of researchers [Shukla et al. 1991]. The first rapid
appraisals were multidisciplinmy effOits to collect data, without the large-scale involvement
of the connnunity. Recently, patticipatOlY techniques havc been developed, where community members actively participate iII data collection and in the ensuing planning and
implementation of activities. As governments are increasingly withdrawing fi'om the
management of social sectors, this situation calls for civic initiatives: initiatives from soci-

ety, where community members can be organized into self-help groups or connnercial
undertakiIlgs as, for example, the health insurance and savings schemes at the beginning of
this centlllY in Europe [Heydelberg 1993). If more simple rapid appraisal methods will be
made available, more data can be collected at the local level, without sophisticated instmments or methods.
Objective and reliable data are cmcial to identifying dangerous working conditions
which should be modified in order to protect workers' health and safety. Real estin]ates will
indicate those occupations in which workers are exposed to huge risks. Collection of reliable data is important to documeut high-risk occupations and to attract political and scientific attention. Worldwide strategies will only work if there is consensus on the necessmy
legal and organizational framework which enable the protection of workers' health and
safety. The followiIlg chapter devotes attention to intemational organizations and theiI' policies in the field of occupational health and safety, with a special emphasis on low-income
countries.
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Chapter 3

Intcl'Ilational occupational health policies

Integration of low-income countries into the international market, industrial transformation
and export of hazardous substances to low-income countries provide clear illustrations of
the increasing internationalization of industrial production and its ensuing hazards. Labor
and working conditions, including the effect of working conditions on the environment,
have increasingly become global issues, and protection of workers' health and well-being
thus require global attention. This internationalization wanants a survey of intemational
policies on occupational health and an inventOlY of international organizations in the field
of working conditions and workers' health. According to van Liemt, 'globalization' is frequently defined as the declining relevance of national stmctures and equated with a weakening of the power of national governments and other essential national institutions. Almost
by implication, there is a search for new or reinforced supranational structures. It is no
coincidence in this respect, that the new World Trade Organization (WTO) will have a
mandate that is both much broader (think of services and intellectual prope11y) and in a
sense much deeper (think of dispute settlement procedures) than that of the old General
Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT). There is no reason why concern about minimum
labor standards should not be pmt of this discussion [van Liemt 1994].
This chapter provides a description of the stmcture of the two major international Olganizations in the field of labor and health: the Intel11ational Labor Organization and the
World Health Organization. It reviews their function in the field of workers' health and
analyses their performance in this respect.

3.1

Introduction

It was not until the tUlll of the centmy that in many affluent countries serious attention was
drawn to protecting the health of workers. There was a gradual trend from isolated efforts
to protect workers towards institutionalization of such initiatives. The foundation of the
ILO in 1919 and of the WHO in 1946 marked intemational involvement with the health of
workers worldwide. The globalization of the world markets have contributed to an
increased attention for better working conditions, also from the perspective of social security and basic human rights [van Liemt 1995]. Moreovel; the World Bank underlines the
importance of health as a pre-requisite for economic and human development [World Bank
1993, 1995]. The awareness that working conditions and envirOlnnental protection are
closely interlinked, is growing both in affluent nations as well as in low-income countries
[Shukla et a!. 1991].

The following description of the role of the ILO and the WHO in the field of occupational health and safety is extracted from the 1992 consensus statement. 'The ILO and
WHO both have a unique and distinct role in the development of occupational health at the
intemationallevel. The history of joint efforts of these two UN organizations is a good
example of inter-sectoral collaboration, but has not yet always been translated into effective
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joint action at the regional and counlly level. Continued efforts of both organizations for
further development of occupational health are needed and the programs of each organization are mutually supportive, complementmy but not duplicative. The main focus of ILO
activity has been on the provision of international guidelines and Icgal frameworks for the
development of occupational health policies and infrastructures on a tripartite basis (including governments, employers and workers) and the practical support for improvement
actions at the workplacc, while WHO has concentrated on the provision of scientific backgrounds, methodologies, technical support and in the training of health and related manpower for occupational health'.
Sincc 1950, the ILO and WHO have a common definition of occupational health. This
definition was adopted by the Joint !LO/WHO COllllnittee on Occupational Health at its
first in session in 1950 and revised at its twelfth session in 1995 [Coppee 1996].
"Occupational health should aim at:
I.

2.

thc promotion and maintenance of the highcst degree of physical, mental and social
well-being of workers in all occupations;
the prevention amongst workers of dcpartures from health caused by their working
conditions;

3.

the protection of workers in thcir employment from risks resulting from factors adverse to health;

4.

the placing and maintenance of the worker in an occupational environment adapted to
his physiological and psychological capabilities; and, to summarize:

5.

the adaption of work to man and of each man to his job."

The main focus in occupational hcalth is on the tln·ee different objectives:
I.

the maintenance and promotion of workers' health and working capacity;

2.

the improvement of working enviromnent and work to bccome conducive to safety
and health; and

3.

development of work organizations and working cultures in a direction which supports
health and safety at work and in doing so also promotes a positive social climate and
smooth operation and may ernlance productivity of the undeltakings. The concept of
working culture is intended in this context to mean a reflection of the essential valuc
systems adopted by the undertaking concemed. Such a culture is reflected in practice
in the managerial systems, personnel policy, principles for participation, training
policies and quality management of the undeltaking.

Occupational safety was defined as the absence of unacceptable levels of known harm
allowing for plalmed and unplanned events and their likely consequences at workplaces.
Since the working enviromnent is considered an integral part of the human enviromnent,
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the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) is also dealing with the matter, particularly within the fi"amework of the Intemational Program on Chemical Safety (lPCS). The
following sections provide a description of the main organizations at the international level
in the field of occupational health and safety.

3.2

The International Labor Organization (ILO)

The ILO, founded in 1919, is one of the eldest specialized organizations of the United Nations (UN). The number of member states of this specialized UN agency for labor issues
stood at 175 in 1996 [Coppee 1996]. Workers, organized in trade unions, have played an
impOliant role in the foundation of the ILO. During the first world war, trade unions insisted on their pmiicipation in the peace negotiations. Their most prominent claim was the
inclusion of a clause ollnational and intcmationaI rights of workers in the peace treaty.
They also urged that guaranteed minimal conditions of employment should be defined and
that a permanent organization should be established with the mandate to draft and implement international labor standards and regulations. The pressure of the organized workers
before and after the cease-fn'e, combined with the fear of govemments for social turbulence
inspired by the revolution of 1917 in Russia, led the Paris talks to the establishment of an
intel11ational committee for labor legislation with a tripartite stl1lcture consisting of representatives from goverlllllents, employers and workers. This committee drafted a charter for
a permanent organization, according to the wish of the workers. In June 1919 the charter
was incorporated as Chapter XIII in the Treaty of Versailles, marking the foundation of the
Intel11ational Labor Organization. In 1946 the !LO became the first specialized agency
associated with the United Nations.

3.2.1 Goafs of the lLO
The ILO, fi'om its conception until today, aims "at the attaimnent of optimal social and
economic well-being of all and at the stabilization of peace". In the words of the !LO
Constitution, "universal and lasting peace can be established only if it is based upon social
justice". In 1944, the objectives of the !LO were reformulated at the Conference ofPhiladelphia, adding to its charter the principle of ILO's responsibility to fight against poverty
and social insecurity, proclaiming the right of all human beings "to pursue both their material well-being and their spiritual development in conditions of freedom and dignity, of economic security and equal opportunity". The foundation of the ILO has been sUlTounded by
the idealistic view that peace is more than merely the absence of war. Interestingly, the
World Health Organization realized in a similar way that health is more than the absence of
disease, deducible from its Constitution, which defines health as a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. However, it would be a mistake to ascribe the foundation of the ILO to optimism and idealism
alone. It was realized that the ILO could contribute to the regulation of intel11ational competition, a parallel interest of both the labor movement and govemments [Reinalda 1991].
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3.2.2 ILO's structure
The ILO comprises a yearly general assembly, the Intelllational Labor Conference, an executive council, the Governing Body and a permanent secretariat, the International Labor
Office. The Organization also works through subsidimy bodies such as regional conferences, industrial committees and panels of expelts. The International Labor Conference
elects the Governing Body and adopts the ILO's budget, sets intelllationallabor standards
(Conventions and Recommendations or the Intemational Labor Code) and provides a world
fonnn for the discussion of social and labor questions. Each national delegation has a tripatiite representation composed of two government delegates, one employers' and one wor-

kers' delegate, accompanied as necessary by techuical advisors. Employers' and workers'
delegates have a free voice and can disagree with their governments and with each other.
Half of the members of the Govellling Body are elected I1'OIn govenllllents and a quarter
each l1'om employer and worker representatives. A two third majority of votes is required
for Conventions and Recommendations. All member states are obliged to submit the Conventions and Reeollllllendations which have been approved by the Conference to their competent/proper authorities. Ratification of Conventions involves a dual obligation for a member State: it is both a formal commitment to apply the provisions of the Convention and an
indication of willingness to accept a measure of intelllational supervision. The tripmtite
Shl1cture, with participation of employers, workers and government institutions, has been
regarded as important as it enables the translation of the experience from the industrial setting into legislation to enhance optimal conditions for the inlplementation of the
Conventions. An advisOlY position of the 'social partners' (employers and workers) would
not sufficiently safeguard the implementation of these instruments. This stmcture of the
[LO is unique: it is the only organization of the United Nations with a tripmtite structure. It
enables employers, workers and goverlll1lent representatives to exert direct influence on the
[LO's activities, which greatly enhances the feeling of 'ownership' of decisions, a cmcial
element in international cooperation [World Bank 1992].

3.2.3 ILO's activities
The International Labor Organization, with regional offices in Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin
America and the Middle East and a number of country and area offices, offers tcchnical
advice related to labor regulations, social security systems, labor inspection and support
programs to policy development in the field of employment, working conditions and
environmental issues. These programs are under the supelvision of the Governing Body.
The ILO recently adopted for its field stmcture an active partnership policy (APP). This
brings the organization closer to its tripartite constituents in member states by strengthening
the field stnlctures, most notably through the establishment of 14 multidisciplinmy tcams
(MDTs).
The ILO has a supelvision system with regard to compliance of the implementation of
its Conventions and Reconll1lendations. Govcrlll1lents have to repOlt regularly on the implementation of ratified Conventions. The ILO tripmtite stmcture provides an excellent way of
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obtaining infollllation about the implementation of Conventions from both governments
and fi'om cmployers and workers. In their rcgular repOlts, govcrlll11ents havc to indicatc if
rcprcscntative organizations of the social partncrs have been consulted and have given their
annotations to the official governnlent reports. Governments arc obliged to send their
reports to thc Intemational Labor Organization and also for comment to thcir national
social partncrs. The social partners are allowed to send their COlmllent via theh' goverlll11ents, but thcy may also send it directly to the International Labor Office. In addition to
reports, compliance with Conventions can also be stimulated via complaint procedures,
raised by gOVCl1llllents or the social partncrs. In the case of long-standing and severe problems, the International Labor Organization may send a 'dircct contact mission' to try to
come to a solution. With respect to labor lcgislation, including legislation with regard to
occupational hcalth and safety, three fimdamental questions should be answered to bc able
to assess the contribution of the ILO and its supervisOlY system to the protection of workers [vall Liemt 1996]:
I.

why do countries have the labor legislation that they have and why do they ratiry ILO
Conventions?

2.

to what extcnt docs labor legislation have an impact on local practice and where it
doesn't, why not?

3.

what is the impact of the ILO supervisory mechanism on cases of ratified and non-ratified Conventions?

The contribution of thc ILO to the improvement of working conditions and to the
protection of the labor force at plant level in the tamleries of Kanpur was rather limited.
Conclusions, based on one industty in one town may, howevcr, be biased. Therefore a general overvicw of labor lcgislation in India is provided in chapter 4. In the majority of lowincome countrics, enforcement of ratified Conventions proved to be rather difficult. The
realization of these difficulties may have contributed to a new strategy of the ILO, which
promotes the ratification and observancc of the so-called Fundamental Conventions, as described in the next scction.

3.2.4 ILO's basic hllllU/lI rights Conventions
Before any improvcmcnt in occupational safety and health and working conditions can be
implemented, it is nccessary to have a lcgal foundation and a righteous occupational health
policy. Among the Conventions and Recollllllendations of the ILO, six Conventions are
grouped together as basic human rights Conventions, see table 3.1 [ILO 1995b]. These
basic human rights Conventions arc prerequisites for actions in the field of occupational
health and safety. They aim to safeguard basic human rights. The promotion of these rights
is carried out within the morc general framework of the promotion of the entire body of
ILO standards. Human rights questions receive a great deal of attention in the work of the
International Labor Standards Department, which include seminars and technical assistance
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provided to ILO constituents. The ILO has been askcd by the United Nations Center for
Human Rights to cooperate in pursuing the objectivcs of the International Decade of
Human Rights Education, which stmied in 1995. The Committee on Legal Issues and International Labor Standards of the ILO had been invited in March 1995 to recommend to the
Governing Body that the Office bc instl1lcted to undertake a campaign to promote the
ILO's fundamental rights Conventions. Respect for human rights is a basic tenet of the
relationship between international labor standards and teclmical cooperation. As such, it is
an important part of the work of thc ILO multidisciplinary teams to promote the ratification
and observance of such standards. The Conventions listed in the resolution are presentcd in
table 3.1 [ILO 1995b].

Table 3.1 The basic human rights Conventions
Description of the Convention

Year

Convention

Number of

Number

ratifying countries*

Forced Labor

1930

29

135

Freedom of Association and
Protection of the Right to Organize

1948

87

113

Right to Organize and
Collective Bargaining

1949

98

125

Equal Remuneration

1951

100

123

Abolition of Forced Labor

1957

105

114

Discrimination (Employment and Occupation)

1958

111

119

* As at 10 January, 1995
With the exception of the convention on child labor and occupational health and safety,
the Conventions in table 3.1 are those with the highest number of ratifications. It is remarkable that Conventions dealing with occupational safety and health, such as Convention no.
155 (1985) on Occupational Safety and Health, are not included in the list of basic human
rights Conventions. This may be interpreted in two ways: either basic human rights, as
provided in the listed conventions, are considered fundamental to the realization of
improved occupational safety and health, or occupational safety and health are not regarded
as basic human rights.
Another approach, discussed within the ILO in relation to the protection of workers'
health and safety, is the promotion of a social clause in intelllational trade. According to
van Liemt, lIa social clause aims at improving labor conditions in exp011ing counhies by
allowing sanctions to bc taken against expoliers who fail to observe minimum standards. A
typical social clause in an international trade ml'angement makes it possible to restrict or
halt the importation or preferential importation of products originating in countries, industries or fn'ms where labor conditions are inferior to celiain minimum standards. Produ-
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cers that do not comply with the minimum requirements must choose between a change in
working conditions or nm the risk of being confronted with increased trade barriers in their
export markets" (van Liemt 1989]. Most proposals for a social clause refer to or are actually based on a selection of international Conventions adopted in the International Labor
Organization. Table 3.1 provides the areas which arc usually suggested for inclusion in a

social clause.

3.2.5 fLO's role witlt respect to tlte protectioll o/workers'llealtll
The most important activity of the !LO is its nonnative role in standard setting, put into
application by intelllational agreements in the fonn of!LO Conventions and Reeonllnendations which serve as a basis for national legislation and policies. The !LO Conventions
and eeonllnendations on occupational safety and health defme the rights of the workers and
allocate duties and responsibilities to the competent authority, the employers and the workers in the field of occupational safety and health. The !LO Conventions and Recommendations adopted by the International Labor Conference, taken as a whole, constitute the
International Labor Code which defmes minimum standards in the labor field. In the field
of occupational health and safety, the ILO devoted about 70 intelllational Conventions and
Recoll1ll1endations dealing with occupational safety and health (Tansley 1994, Coppee
1996]. In 1984, the International Labor Conference adopted a Resolution concerning the
improvement of working conditions and environment which recalled that the improvement
of the working conditions and environment was an essential element in the promotion of
social justice. It stressed that improved working conditions and enviromnent are a positive
contribution to national development and represent a measure of success of any economic
and social policy. It spelled out the three fimdamental principles that:
1.

work should take place in a safe and healthy enviromnent;

2.

conditions of work should be consistent with workers' health, well-being and human
dignity; and

3.

work should offer real possibilities for personal achievement, self-fulfilment and
service to society.

ILO's program of activities in the field of occupational safety and health aim at:

1.

reducing the number and seriollsness of occupational accidents and diseases;

2.

adapting the working enviromnent, equipment and work process to the physical and
mental capacity of the worker;

3.

enhancing the physical, mental and social well-being of workers in all occupations;
and

4.

encouraging national policies and programs of member States and supplying appropriate assistance.
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The ILO Headquarters and field structures support the conunitment and the activitics of
member States in occupational health and safety within the framework of the International
Program for the Improvement of Working Conditions and Envirolllllent (PIACT). This program includes a large variety of advisOlY services and technical cooperation activitics all
over the world, including thc active partnership policy (APP) with the multidisciplinary
teams (MDTs). The ILO has always striven to achieve a balance between 'upstream activities', e.g. policy making and 'downstream activities' e.g. implementation of activities at the

field level.
The ILO policy on occupational health and safety is contained in two intcrnational
Conventions and their accompanying Recommendations [Coppec 1996]. The backbone of
these Conventions and Recommendations consists of primary prevention for the control of
risks at the sonrce, the adaptation of work to people and a top priority for information and
training. The ILO Occupational Safety and Health Convention (No. 155) and Rccommendation (No. 164),1981, provide for the adoption ofa national occupational safety and
health policy and describe the actions needed at the national and at the cntelprise levels to
promotc occupational safety and health and to improve the working environment. Convention No. 155 and Recommendation No. 164 include the formulation, implementation and
periodic review of coherent national policies on occupational health and safety. The ILO
Occupational Health Services Convention (No. 161) and Reconnnendation (No. 171),
1985, provide for the establishment of occupational health services which will contribute to
the inlplementation of the occupational safety and health policy and will perf0ll11 their
functions at the entelprise level. Convention No. 161 and Recommendation No. 171, 1985,
include the formulation, implementation and periodic review of coherent national policies
on occupational health services and the development of these services for all workers,
including those in the public sector and the members of production co-operatives, in all
branches of economic activity and all undertakings. They also include guidelines for the
surveillance of the working enviromnent and the surveillance of workers' health. In addition, they provide guidelines on designing and implementing programs of information,
education and training on health and hygiene in relation to work including first aid, treatment of occupational diseases and injuries and health programs. Finally, they provide
guidelines on the organization of occupational health services.
Apart from this normative role, the ILO has tln'ee supportive roles: training and guidance, dissemination of practical information including exchange of experiences, and techni-

cal cooperation activities for low-income countries. Recently, there has been an emphasis
on operational programs and on educational work in the broadcst sense, but due to budgetary constraints, the ILO has cut down too much on downstream activities [Nielsen
1996]. It remains a challenge to achieve a balance between policy making and tcclnlical
cooperation. In the field of occupational health and safety, the workshops on Work Inlprovements in Small Entelprises (WISE) and workshops Start Your Business / In,prove Your
Business are important methods to improve working conditions in low-income countries.

Tcchnical cooperation started in the early 1960s and gained in impoltance from 1976, when
the International Program for the Improvement of Working Conditions and Environment
(PIACT) was established. The ILO increasingly support govell1lnents in low-income countries to enable them to execute their core function of policy making in the field of labor
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codes through technical cooperation by multidisciplenmy teams [Kogi, personal communication 1996]. The ILO has an International Occupational Safety and Health fnfonnation Centre (CIS) to meet the increasing need for infonnation on work-related accidents
and diseases and the means to prevent them. The ILO Encyclopaedia of Occupational
Health and Safety is a comprehensive and authoritative reference work, the fourth edition
being scheduled for 1997.
The main function of the fLO is its normative role with respcct to labor laws. This internationally acknowledged role has ceriainly contributed to national legislation of Labor
Codes. However, according to its Constitution, the ultimate goal of the fLO is the attainment of optimal social and economic well-being. fn the field of workers' health it is the
attainment of a healthy workforce. The ultimate impact of the ILO's activities on workers'
health in low-income countries, however, has been relatively limited. There are several reasons for this. First, notwithstanding its tripartite stmcture, the ILO remains mainly an
international organization negotiating and cooperating mainly with govemments and less

with trade unions and employers' organizations. Even in this bilateral relation, the ILO
could not persuade some countries to ratify its major Conventions and Recommendations
and even now many countries lag behind in ratilkation. Even when the Conventions and
Recommendations have been ratified, national labor laws have not always been tailored accordingly. Enforcement of labor codes at national and local level is another problem for the
ILO. This illustrates the inlportance of advisory and technical cooperation activities by the
fLO. Notwithstanding its clcar supervisOly structure, which enables the social partners to
report directly to the ILO, the organization has no mandate for direct interventions or for
sanctions in case of non-compliance with labor codes. Another reason for the rather limited
contribution of the ILO to the effective protection of workers in low-income countries, is
fLO's main focus on the industrial sector, while, 'the most blatant cases of exploitation and
deprivation are not generally found in manufacturing industries which produce for export.
The worst offences are usually found in plantations and mines, construction induslly and
small service fn'ms working entirely for the domestic market.' [van Liemt 1994). The nonfOlmal sector still largely escapes fLO's attention. According to van Liemt, 'poor working
conditions are the result of a low level of development, of the refusal to grant workers certain basic rights, of inadequate legislation and of the inadequate enforcement of existing
laws' [van Liemt 1994).
Notwithstanding the relatively small annual budget share devoted to occupational health
and safety (in 1992 - 93, the ILO spent 1.9% of its regular budget on occupational health
and safety activities and 2.9 % from extrabudgetary sources), the ILO considers this field
as one of its key areas in overall ILO activities. Occupational health and safety issues are
discussed during ILO conferences, industrial committees and are often the subject of the
multidisciplinmy teams, while the ILO also indirectly deals with occupational health and
safety through its attention to basic rights and industrial relations.
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3.2.6. COl/elllsiol/ am/recol/lmel/datiol/s
In conclusion, the ILO has an impOitant nonnative role tlnough its Conventions and
Recommendations. It has stimulated govelllmcnts to ratify these Conventions and Recommendations, and tln'ough the Basic Conventions the ILO will pursue the protection of
human rights. The ILO has invested much in the development of training materials and
workshops. Tlu'ough its multidisciplinaty teams it will hopefblly contribute to the implementation of its Conventions and Recommendations at the local level. ILO and FINNlDA
have, tlu'ough their bilateral African Safety and Health Project and the Asian-Pacific
Program on Occupational Safety and Health, contributed to the strengthening of occupational health and safety policies and the strengthening of inspectoratcs in selected African
and Asian countries [Lamberg and Mattila 1995a, 1995b]. However, the organization still
lacks a strategy to contribute effectively to the implementation of the improvement of working conditions at the local level, especially in the non-fon11al sector. Ratification of important Conventions and Recommendations still lags behind in many countries, and enforcement of labor laws in most low-income countries leaves much to be desired. The number of
projects and activities of the ILO in low-income countries, aimed at the improvement of
working conditions at plant level, is rather limited. It is critically important for the ILO,
particularly learning from recent sueeessfill activities such as WISE projects and MDTs, to
extend advisOlY and technical cooperation activities so as to promote and develop effective
enterprise-level activities with the active participation of employers and workers [Kogi,
1996].
It is recommended that the ILO use its opportunities as a tripaltite organization by
involving trade unions and employers more actively. !LO's core mandate, protecting workers via a tripartite set-up, is often not realized. The balance to implement activities in the
tripattite setting is uneven, often resulting in the neglect of one of the stakeholders.
Bilateral donors and other organizations should insist in the involvement and active pat·ticipation of all tln'ee parties: employers, workers and govermnental institutions. The ILO
could also, like the United Nations Childrens' Fund (UNICEF) does, support countries via
their multidisciplinary teams with the development and implementation of national plans
for the improvement of working conditions. The !LO should also devote more effOlts to
reach in-depth the large non-formal sector in low-income countries.

3.3

The World Health Organization

As in the histOly of the ILO, the fll'St attempts to create an intemational organization for
health were made at the beginning of the twentieth centlllY. In 1902, the International
Sanitary Bureau, later re-named Pan American Sanitaty Bureau, was set up in Washington.
This bureau is the forenlllner oftoday's Pan American Health Organization (PAHO), which
also serves as the WHO's Regional Office for the Americas. In 1907, the L'Office Intemationa 1 d'Hygicne Publique (OIHP) was established in Paris and in 1919 the League of
Nations was created and the Health Organization of the League of Nations was set up in
Geneva, in parallel with the OII-IP. In 1945, the United Nations Conference on International
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Organization in San Francisco unanimously approved the proposal to establish a new,
autonomous, international health organization [WHO 1990]. The International Health
Confercnce in New York approved the Constitutiou of the World Health Organization in
1946 and the WHO Constitution came into force on 7 April 1948, combining the OIHP and
the Health Organization of the League of Nations. The WHO is an intergoverrmlental organization within the United Nations system. The number of WHO member states stood at
183 in 1994.

3.3.1 Goals of the WHO
The ultimate objective of the WHO is the attainment by all pcoples of the highest possible
level of health. The Constitution of the WHO describes health as " .... a state of complete
physical, mental and social well-being and not mcrely the absence of disease or inflrmity.
The cnjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one of the fundamental rights
of eVClY human being without distinction of race, religion, political belief, econOlnie or
social condition." In order to attain this objective, the WHO has a number of functions that
include the following:
1.

to act as the directing and coordinating authority on international health work;

2.

to promote, in cooperation with other specialized agencies where neccssary, the prevention of accidental injuries;

3.

to promote, in cooperation with other specialized agencies where necessalY, the
improvement of llutrition, housing, sanitation, recreation, working condtions and other
aspects of envirolllllental hygiene;

4.

to promote coopcration among scientiflc and professional groups which contribute to
the advancement of health;

5.

to encourage technical cooperation for health with member states.

The functions of the WHO include the proposition of regulations and preparation of
reconunendations with respect to international health matters. The WHO provides scientiflc
background and guidance to goverlllllents, who, in turn, have the responsibility to establish,
regulate and enforce their own standards, taking into account not only tbe scientiflc basis
but also the socio-econOlnic context in which they have to be applied [Goelzer 1996].
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3.3.2 WHO's structure
The WHO performs its functions through threc principal bodies: the World Health
Assembly, the Executive Board, and the Secrctariat. The World Health Assembly approves
the biennial program budget and decides on major policy matters. The Executive Board
gives effcct to the decisions and policies of thc Health Assembly, provides advice to the
Assembly, and facilitates its work. The hcadquarters of the WHO are located in Geneva.
The WHO is decentralized and has six rcgional offices with regional committees. It has resident WHO representatives in many countries. They support the govcnullents in the planning and management of national hcalth programs. Over 40% of thc cntire WHO staff
works in countries throughout the world.

3.3.3

WHO,~

(lctiloities

Until 1978, the activities of the WHO were mainly restricted to the preparation ofrecommendations and guidelines intended to provide scientific background and guidance to govCl1lments. The WHO introduced in 1978, in close collaboration with UNICEF, the concept
of PrimalY Health Care (PHC)' in Alma Ata. This cone cpt made prevention thc focus of
attention. PHC was conceived to replace the inadequatc urban hospital-based curative
hcalth care system by a system based on equity and conllllunity pmticipation with a large
coverage in rural regions [WHO 1978]. PHC was focuscd on the hitherto undcr-served
rural regions and the development of an equitable urban health care system was neglected.
Cl1lcial to the strategy ofPHC is assuring social control of the health inli'astructure and
tcchnology tlu'ough a high degree of community involvement.
The core activity of the WHO, after the 1978 conference in Alma Ata on Primmy
Health Care, is support to national health systems via technical assistance in specific areas
such as tropical disease control, essential drugs, tuberculosis, AIDS, immunization, acute

respiratOlY infcctions and mental health. It also has programs concerning environmental
health, health of the elderly and workers' health.

Primary health care Is based on practical, scientifically sound and SOCially acceptable methods and
technology. made universally accessible to individuals and families in the community, through their full
participation, and at a cost that the community and country can afford to maintain, at every stage of their
development, in a spirit of self-reliance and self·determination.
3
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3.3.4 WHO's role with respect to the protectioll of workers , health
Since its foundation, the WHO did recognize occupational health as belonging to its mandate, but it was only towards the end of the 1970s that occupational health was recognized
as an impOltant field for action. This development was positively influenced by the introduction of the Primary Health Care concept. PHC focused mainly on 11Iral regions, and
occupational health in urban regions, including the industrial setting, remained in the shadow. At present, there is a strong policy basis for occupational health within the WHO, also
for low-income countries, as can be cxcmplified by the following extract from a resolution
by the World Health Assembly:
" ... to SUppOlt developing countries in ensuring safe working conditions and effective
protective measures for workers' health in agriculture, in mining and in industrial entelprises which ah'eady exist or which will be set up in the process of industrialization, by using
thc experience available in this field by both industrialized and developing countries".
Until 1985, occupational health remained the domain of occupational medicine and, in
this respect, lagged behind the new concept of Primary Health Care. In 1985, a working
group of the WHO was convened to study the role of occupational health and workers'
health programs in the context of Primary Health Care [WHO 1986). The primary focus of
most occupational health professionals remained, however, the diagnosis and trcatment of
diseases and disorders among workers, whether or not work related. Prevention of occupational discases by the improvemcnt of working conditions was still a largely neglected area.
An important recent activity of thc WHO in the field of occupational health and safety is
the Global Strategy on Occupational Health for All. In response to a need for a strategic
approach in the promotion of occupational health at the country level, both in developing
and industrializcd countrics, a Global Strategy on Occupational Health for All was developed through the Global Network of the WHO Collaborating Centres for occupational
Health [WHO 1995c). The Resolution on the "WHO Global Strategy for Occupational
Health for All" was adopted by the 49th World Health Assembly in May 1996. This strategy aims at identifying main needs and establishing priorities for action at the country and
global levels, creating awareness and political commitment to encourage countries to develop appropriate occupational health services to eventually give full coverage of the working
populations, promoting intersectoral coordination and international collaboration. Simultaneously the Declaration on Occupational Health for All was prepared, calling govenllnents
to give occupational health a higher priority. The WHO has created a network of 57 institutions in 35 countries around the world. This network has been active in suppOlting WHO
occupational health program, including from the point of view of elaborating policies and
strategies, as well as in promoting international collaboration and promoting and suppolting
research, training and other occupational health activities at the country level [Goelzer
1996]. Unfortunately, the number of collaborating centres in low-income countries, especially in Africa, is still rather limited. Non-governmental organizations contribute to WHO
activities, but for the best part pursue their own activities. The Global Strategy was prepared along the lines of four policy orientations of the WHO Ninth General Program of Work,
covering the period 1996 - 200 I, namely:
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1.

integrating health and human development in public policies;

2.

ensuring equitable access to health services;

3.

promoting and protecting health;

4.

preventing and controlling specific health problems.

and accepting that:
5.

occupational health and safety is an integral component of the health concept, which is
part of socio-economic development;

6.

occupational health and safety at work is a fimdamental human right and should be a
worldwide social goal;

7.

political corumitment of a nation as a whole, and not only of the Minishy of Health
and/or the Ministry of Labor, is essential for the attainment of Occupational Health for
All;

8.

participation of all parties in the plarming and implementation of health and safcty at
work, tln'ough an intersectoral and multidisciplinary coordinating body, is a kcy factor.

During the Joint ILOIWHO Committee on Occupational Health at its 12th Session in
April 1995, it was decided to develop a joint program aiming at the global reduction and
eventual elimination of silicosis.
There arc other positive signs for occupational health within the WHO. The WHO has
taken an active stance in promoting recognition and control of hazardous working conditions by supporting the international development of the occupational hygiene discipline. It
has convened intel11ational workshops in Luxembourg in 1986, Geneva 1989, and Geneva
1991 that have provided usefiJi groundwork in defining the scope and objectives of the discipline, the minimum requirements for training and education of its practitioners, the
required quality of professional practice and the scope and fimctions of a professional occupational hygienist in the field of occupational health. The organization has recently established an interdisciplinary working group, Prevention and Control Exchange (PACE). PACE
is a program designed to stimulate the sharing of solutions and control measures to reduce
occupational hazards [Swuste et a!. 1995, WHO 1995b]. Solutions and measures to control
occupational hazards or strategies to replace hazardous machines and equipment have
received only marginal attention in professional and scientific literature. Examples of
successfill interventions, solutions and control mechanisms, which have proven to be effective and efficient in the course of their applications, are not only wOlthwhile for copying
and use on a larger scale, but they also stimulate the adoption and innovation of similar
options. At first, PACE will focus its attention on chemical hazards and practical experience with management of occupational safety and health. In the long 11m, other occupational hazards will be dealt with. It is essential that the relatively large data sets, like the
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case histories collected by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health in the
United States and other information collected in the United Kingdom, Australia, Denmark
and the Netherlands, will bc made available to low-income countries. Information on occupational health like thc CD Rom series of the !LO, WHO and others are now within
reach of computer networks, which will hopefhlly enable and stimulate the improvement of
working conditions in low-income countries. The WHO has issued a Global Strategy for
Health and Environment with an action plan [WHO 1995a]. SuqJrisingly, the document
does not makc a linkage between occupational and enviromllental health in the workplace.
However, the WHO, similar to the ILO, has no mandate for sanctions in case of non-

compliance with its standards, nor has the WHO, with the exception of the collaborating
centres, a strong and well-equipped field structure like UNICEF, to provide intensive follow-up of the use and enforcement of its guidelines and standards. Moreover, the WHO has
rather an epidemiologic and research-oriented approach to workers' health. While it may be
true that prevention of occupational injuries and diseases is an impDltant topic for the
WHO, in reality the contribution of the WHO to the prevention of serious injuries and
occupational diseases at plant level in low-income countries, remains marginal.

In conclusion, the contribution of the WHO to the improvement of working conditions
at plant level in low-income countries seems to be rather limited. The department of Occupational Health and Hygicne has only two staff members, whereas WHO headquarters
has about 1.500 staff members in total. The proportion of the program on occupational
health in WHO's annual regular budget for 1992-1993 was only 0.6%, the percentage from
extrabudgetmy funds being only 0.2%. The approved effective working budget for 19921993 was US$ 734.936. At present, the depattment has no projects or programs in the field.
On paper, WHO's Workers' Hcalth Program has the objective of monitoring the changes in
health problems of workers with the introduction of new materials and technologies and
supports countries in dealing with these new work-related problems [WHO 1990]. Similar
to the ILO, the WHO mainly collaborates with govelllments and has not yet developed a
network of collaborating NGO's at field level. The WHO rcpresentative in low-income
countries is oflen located in the Minis!ty of Health without frcquent contact with the Ministty of Labor or with organizations dealing with workers' health.

The vast majority of occupational health resources in the world are spent on monitoring
activities and epidemiological s!tIdies. For example, a survey on research in the field of
occupational health among 299 research institutions and factDlY inspectorates in 117 countries rcsulted in a description of 500 ongoing research projects in 71 countries [Levy et al.
1992]. The review disclosed that more than tln'ee-fourths of the studies were concentrated
on chemical hazards, while one-fourth focused on physical hazards. Descriptive epidemiological and industrial hygiene/exposure assessments occulTcd most frequently. Action
research or operational research on occupational health was not mentioned once. A relatively small number of studies concerned important topics such as ergonomic hazards in the
workplace and psychosocial stress. Levy concluded that "Research in occupational health
and environmental epidemiology presents important challenges to developing countries.
These challenges include training research personnel, providing needed equipment and supplies, and financially (and otherwise) supporting the research. The relatively limited
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SUppOlt by international donor agencies, and the seriousness of occupational and environmental health problems in developing countries should stimulate these agencies to increase
SUppOlt for occupational health and environmental epidemiology research in these countries." [Levy et al. 1992].
The target of the WHO VllI General Program of Work to havc 70% of countries develop occupational hcalth services has not been achieved as per December 1995. Rantanen
provides two reasons for this under-achievement: the extremely limited resources of the
WHO and the emergcnce of new acute problems such as rapid structural changes in working life and changes in the political priorities, for example to alleviatc the problcms related to severe unemployment in the member countries [Rantanen 1995].

3.3.5 COllelllsioll alld ,.ecommelldatiolls
In conclusion, thc WHO remains predominantly an organization which prepares reconlll1endations and guidelines intended to provide scientific background and guidance to govelllments. It has published mticles and books on toxic substanccs, on occupational health and
safety, it has prepared guidelines and recommendations on subjects related to occupational
health. However, with regard to supportivc actions to attain thc goals set, to support the
implementation at plant level, the WHO lags behind other UN organizations like UNICEF
and !LO. WHO, in contrast to UNICEF for example, has, except for the collaborating centres, no struchlre to SUppOlt the implementation of activities at field level. The organization
has, in contrast to the ILO, no multidisciplinmy teams in the field with regard to workers'
health. During the last decades, the WHO emphasized the rural regions in low-income
countries through the Primmy Health Care concept and has only reccntly included urban
health in its policies and activities [Harpham 1988]. Workers' health did not receive much
attention during the Primmy Health Care decadc. WHO's research in the field of occupational health and safety is mainly of a descriptive character. There is a lack of action-oricnted
and operational research stimulated by the WHO.

It is recommended that the WHO should devote more attention to the development of
operational and applied research on the prevention of occupational risks. This could be
done by evaluating the impact of control methods and substitution of harmful production
processes [Swuste 1996]. Even in developed countries, it has been recognized that there is
the so-called 'knowledgc-application gap'. An important reason for the failure in controlling health and safety risks is largely an inability to apply existing knowledge rather
than an absence of appropriate knowledge [Swuste and Buringh 1994]. The WHO should
publish and distribute rapid appraisal participatory methods to enable collection of data at
plant level and it should collaborate more intensively with thc !LO and the World Bank in
the field of occupational health and safety.
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3.4

Other intel'llational organizations in the field of occupational health and
safety

3.4.1 Tlte World Balik
The World Bank, in its World Development RepOlt 1993 'Investing in Health' and in its
World Development Report 1995 'Workers in an Integrating World', devoted some attention to occupational health, safety and working conditions. Important in the 1993 Report is
the emphasis on health as a prerequisite for economic development [World Bank 1993,
World Bank 1995]. The World Development RepOlt 1993 'Investing in Health' was an
important document with regard the role good health contributes to economic and social
development. The repOlt challenged even the leading role the World Health Organization is
supposed to play in the field of international health [The Lancet 1993]. The repOlt provided
through the calculation of the DALY' a new method to identifY the healthy years lost
caused by disease and disability. The World Development Report 1995, 'Workers in an
Integrating World' identified the change by the increasingly intelllationalization of the
world market. It failed, however, to devote attention to occupational hcalth and safety in
view of thcse recent changes.

3.4.2 Tlte IlItel'llatiolla/ Orgallizatioll for St{//u/tl/'{lizatioll (ISO)
The ISO Program for Developing Countries has several projects to assist low-income countries in obtaining ISO cedification. One such project concerns eco-labelling to assist lowincomc countries to achieve sustainable development through awareness and training in
environmental management. About two-thirds of the members of the Intelllational
Organization for Standardization (ISO) are from low-income countries. To catcr for the
needs of those members, the ISO Collllllittee on Developing CountIy Matters or ISO DEVCOP was established in 1960 as a Policy Collllllittee repOlting to the ISO Council. After the
restructuring of ISO in 1993, DEVCOP now repOlts directly to the General Assembly of
ISO which meets once a year. A special program of ISO offers a number of services
designed specifically to serve the needs of low-income countIy members in the field of
standardization and related matters. This program, known as the ISO Program for Developing Countries (ISO DEVPRO) includes the following elements [ISO 1992]:
I.

publication of development manuals in the areas of standardization and rclated
matters;

2.

training in standardization and related matters;

3.

sponsorship of participation in ISO standards collllllittee meetings;

4.

assistance and guidance in the establishment of International Standards needed by lowincome countries;

5.

assistance in documentation, information and promotion of standardization.

5

See for definition DALY page 21
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Apart from the activities of the ISO in Geneva, more and more business entel]Jrises are
joining in the competition to achieve ISO 9000 and ISO 1400 I Quality System Registration. This registration is sometimes required to qualify for government contracts. In the private sector, customers feel better buying Ii'om a registcred company. In general, ISO 9000
Quality System Registrations increase the 'markct value' ofa company, and facilitates
competition on the intemationalll1arket. When the European Union announced thcir intention to require ISO 9000 registration, the popularity of the standards increased substantially.
The ISO 9000 Quality Assurance standards require that the quality policy be undcrstood,
implementcd and maintained at all levels of the organization. It is an excellent opportunity
for employers and workers representatives to include occupational health and safety in the
requirements to obtain ISO 9000 and ISO 1400 I registration [Edmunds 1992].

3.4.3 Tlte IlItel'lllltiolllll Commissioll 011 Occupatiollal Healtlt (ICOH) al/{I tlte
IlItel'lllltiolllll Occllplltiolllli Hygielle Associatioll (IOHA)
Two other important international organizations are involved in occupational health, safety
and working conditions: the International Conunission on Occupational Health (ICOH) and
the Intemational Occupational Hygiene Association (IOHA). The ICOH is an non-govelllmental international organization for occupational health with a strong focus on the medical
aspects of occupational health mainly in the highly industrialized countries. In recent years
there has been growing attention to low-income countries and the ICOH provides training
in these countries. In its journal, the ICOH also devotes attention to occupational health and
safety issues in low-income cOllntries.
The creation of the [nternational Occupational Hygiene Association (IOBA) in 1986
was a benchmark in the development of oecupational hygiene on a worldwide basis. The
creation of the new profcssion of occupational hygienists was a logical step in the evolution
of the approach to workcrs' health from occupational medicine via occupational health to
oecupational hygiene. Oecupational hygiene emphasizes the need for a multidisciplinmy
approach encompassing risk assessment, environmental and occupational health impact
assessment, promotion of appropriate control technology, substitution of dangerous equipment or process and training of employers and workers in these subjects. The comprehensive approach to occupational hygiene, covering "anticipation, recognition, evaluation and

control", should be promoted all over the world [Goelzer 1996].

3.4.4 Tlte Ol'gllllizlltioll for Ecollomic Co-opel'lltioll alld Del'elopmellt
The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has recently
devoted some attention to cleaner technology and, in this respect, to working conditions. It
is, however, regrettable that the OECD devotes attention to the environment at largc, but
neglects the intclllal enviromnent in industries and other workplaces, while the source for
pollution is largely identical. The concept of occupational health should be used in its broadest, developmental sense, and should not be restricted to the health side alone.
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Environmental protection and care for the environment inside the workplaces are both
essential, as workers are more exposed to hazardous substances than the population at
large.

3.5

Initiatives from civic society: the role of non-govel'llmental organizations

Non-governmental organizations often playa stimulating role in occupational health and
safety. International agreements and conventions may exeli a stimulating effect at thc local
level. To illustrate the role of initiatives originating from civic socicty, the Maquiladora
Health and Safety Support Network is used here as an example. Thc Border Industrialization Program (BlP), launched in 1965 by the Mexican Govemment along the border of
Mexico and the United States, aimcd to attract industries and create cmployment in one of
the poorest rcgions of Mexico. Mexico liberalized its trade restrictions in 1970s, when it
entered the GATT. All this led to a rapid increase in the number of the so called 'maquiladoras' - assembly plants. In 1995, there were approximately 2.139 maquiladores with
around 488.00 workers. Workcrs in these labor-intensive plants arc cxposed to physical
hazards such as repetitive motions, awkward work poshl1'es, noise, solvents, acids, metals
and other chemicals [Fnunkin et al. 1995]. The Maquiladora Health and Safety Support
Network, a volunteer network of over 200 occupational health and safety professionals,
was launched in October 1993 at the allllualmeeting of the American Public Health Associatiou. They provide infonnation, technical assistance and on-site instl1lction regarding
workplace hazards and protective measures in these plants along the US-Mexican border.
The workers work with community organizations on the Mexican side and with suppOli
groups ou the US side to increase their knowledge and understanding of the hazards in their
workplaces and how these hazards can be eliminated or reduced. The American Industrial
Hygiene Association, the American Association of Safety Engineers and the National
Safety Council are dcveloping a training curriculum for courses on the border. SUPPOli
Network members respond to requests from organizations on the border or directly from
the maquiladora workers themselves. This organizational set-up may be classified as an
example of an initiative to build a 'civic society', In 'civic society' initiatives, a feeling of
shared, responsible citizenship is established. In the maquiladora case, this initiative
encompasses the shared feeling of responsibility for workers' health.
Civic organizations have also tried to include measures to protect workers' health and
safety via international regulations into trade and connnerce. The next section provides a
short overview of these international efforts towards the inclusion of a social clause into
intemational trade.
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3.6

Minimulll labor standards and intcl'llational trade: the case of a llluitilateral
social c1anse

The first initiatives to link international trade and workers' rights go back to the nineteenth
century [van Liemt 1989]. There have been only a few written international agreements
related to trade and the improvement of labor standards. According to the OECD Trade
Directorate, these agreements include those in the Treaty of Versailles (1919), the Havana
Charter (1947), the European Coal and Steel Community Treaty (1951), the Treaty cstablishing the European Economic COll1lllunity (1956), and several international commodity
agreements (Sugar, 1953; Tin, 1981; Cocoa, 1986). However, none of these agreements has
ever been enforced.
As described in section 3.2.4, a social clause aims at improving labor conditions in
exporting countries by allowing sanctions to be taken against exporters who fail to observe
minimum standards. A social clause could offer opportunities to promote sound working
conditions and to protect workers' health and safety. Such regulation could prevent the socalled double standards of some multinational enterprises. This is important as some multinational corporations have their own guidelines and strategies for occupational health. It is
increasingly accepted that the guidelines in the home countries of the multinational corporations should also be applicable and necessaty in all subsidiaries of the 'mother' companics. However, often double standards prevail. Another reason to link safe working conditions to trade anangements is the fact that there is a global tendency for governments to
reduce their involvement in social and welfare activities [Osborne and Oaebler 1992]. More
'safety valves' are required to protect workers' health
Recently, there is a trend from isolated efforts to use pressure on governments towards
institutionalization of such pressure. Interest groups in importing countries used pressure on
their govenunents to use market access as a lcver for improving working conditions in
exporting countries. At present, consumer groups and non-governmental organizations in
rich countries attempt to boycott products which have been manufactured by children or
workers who work under appalling working conditions.
The discussion on basic human rights at the workplace should be much broader than its
possible link to trade alone. And conversely, it is questionable if trade sanctions are applicable for the enforcement of human rights in general. Two examples of international organizations are provided here to illustrate threats and opportunities for linking trade and
social issues: the World Trade Organization (WTO) as an example to show how difficult it
is to solve the problem from "the top" and the North American Free Trade Association
(NAFTA) to show how it dealt with the pressure from the ecological and occupational
health representatives and groups.
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3.6.1 The World Tmde Organization
It is questionable whether the World Trade Organization (WTO), the successor of the
GATT, is the most suitable institution to deal with minimum labor standards within the
framework of international trade agreements. Eglin mentions four attributes of the WTO
which make its involvement in the debate of trade and social sanctions a fairly complex
matter [Eglin 1994]':

1.

The WTO is a commercial contract based on rules and disciplines governing commercial behavior. It is not based on value judgmcnts about other aspects of a Contracting
Party's domestic or foreign policies;

2.

Under the WTO, market access is a right, not a privilege. It can be modified if a
Member is found to be in breach of the obligations it has accepted under the WTO, but
ifno obligations exist in a paliicular area (e.g. labor standards) there are no grounds
for proposing a withdrawal of rights;

3.

Aside from one or two isolated agreements, there is no provision in the WTO that aims
to harmonize domestic policies among Contracting Parties;

4.

The WTO does not contain any obligation on its Members to impose trade restrictions.

The concept of labor standards is often velY vague, and therefore open to different interpretation, which turns sanctions into a rather vulnerable instnnnent. A second problem with
the social clause is its enforcement. Trade sanctions may actually be quite ineffective as
they arc targeted at a whole trade structure and not to the specific sector, where the problems occur. A third problem in the application of a social clause in a multilateral perspective is the fact that a sanction is viewed as an unfriendly, sometimes even aggressive act.
When nation-states do not comply with norms laid down in an international treaty, it is
relatively rare that such a conflict is resolved through a punitive action, such as a trade
sanction. In the large majority of cases, the general tendency is to invoke the disapproval of
the world C01l11l1unity at large, rather than apply concrete sanctions [van Liemt 1989]. Nation-states still prefer other mechanisms, such as incentives, peer pressure and, only as a
last resOli, (trade) sanctions.
Sometimes the application of positive signals towards states which comply with labor
standards is advocated. Countries may receive the status of 'Preferred Trade Patiner' or
may be exempted from import and expOli regulations. In a review of the social clause and
working conditions van Liemt [1989] provides a number of pros and cons of the social
clause (table 3.2).

5
Disclaimer: the remarks made by R. Eglin were made in a personal capacity which should not be
attributed to the GATT Contracting Parties nor in any formal sense to the GATT Secretariat.
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Table 3.2 Arguments in favor of and against a social clause in international trade
Arguments 'of high-income countries in favor of

a social clause:

Arguments of low-Income countries
against a social clause

It stimulates fair competition between exporters
by ensuring that those who respect minimum labor

countries against low-income countries

standards are not penalized for their efforts to

because of their export success

Form of protectionism in high-income

promote social development

It enables working people to benefit from
increased trade

Obstruction of development of lowincome countries by depriving them of
one of their key comparative advantages:
the ability to use low-cost labor

productively
It prevE;!nts a destructive downward spiral in the

conditions of work and life of working people all
over the world
It prevents rich nations from collaborating in the
exploitation of workers in low-income countries if

Interterence in domestic affairs of lowincome nations
Reciprocity in social obligations in
return for trade conceSSions

they failed to press for the adoption of universal
minimum labor standards
Without a social clause, the pressure for increased
protectionism would be much harder to resist

3.6.2 The North Americall Free Trade Agreemeut: a recellt example of labor stalldal'tls a1ld trade
In 1993, an important trade agreement was signed among Canada, Mexico and the United
States: the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). The NAFTA aims to eliminate most trade restrictions among the three countries. Occupational health specialists and
environmental activists have expressed their fears about possible adverse effects. Trade
unions in Canada and the United States fear the cheap labor in Mexico which will lead to
unemployment and compromise occupational health and safety in the NOlih. Environmental
activists promoted a side agreement or opposed NAFTA altogether. In fact, environmental
protection is relatively emphasized in tenns of general statements, while occupational
health and working conditions are mentioned only once. Additionally, there are some side
agreements to the main text of NAFTA, one on labor and one on the environment [Frumkin
et al. 1995]. It can safely be stated that the spirit in NAFTA provisions for environmental
protection is much stronger than those pettaining to occupational health and safety. According to Frumkin et al. only three labor issues - occupational health, child labor and minimum wages - are part of the labor mandate. Some treaties for environmental protection are
protected from legal challenge under NAFTA, but this protection is absent for labor codes,
including Conventions and Recoll1ll1endations of the ILO [Frumkin et al. 1995]. Trade
negotiations, as with NAFTA, may offer a fonlln to discuss occupational health and safety
issues.
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3.6.3 COllelusioll ami recommendatiolls
A working environment where hcalth and safety are protectcd is a basic human right for
workers. Occupational health and safety should internationally be regarded as basic human
rights and should be included in intel11ational and national labor policy guidelines. The
ministerial conference of the World Trade Organization of December 1996 contained the
following statement on core labor standards: "We renew our commitment to the observance
of internationally recognized core labor standards. The International Labor Organization
(!LO) is the competent body to set and deal with these standards, and we affinn our support
for its work in promoting them. We believe that economic growth and development fostered by increased trade and fillther trade liberalization contribute to the promotion of these
standards. We reject the use of labor standards for protectionist purposes, and agree that the
comparative advantage of countries, patticularly low-wage developing countries, must in
no way be put into question. In this regard, we note that the WTO and !LO Secretariats will
continue their existing collaboration" [WTO 1996].
Support and guidance to national govemments to enable them to enforce and monitor
occupational health policies are important tasks for international organizations such as the
!LO and the WHO. The ILO and WHO should collaborate more with grassroot organizations in the field of occupational health and safety and should include in their activities all
stakeholders: employers, goverlllllental and non-goverlllllental organizations in the field of
labor and health, insurance companies, trade unions and workers. Legislation, enforcement
and control should be approached from a realistic point of view. It is not velY usefill to set
quantitative targets of exposure limits if there is no infra-stnlcture to cany out the required
quantitative evaluations. These kind of limits may even have a negative effect, as employers may get away with not controlling hazardous exposure because enforcing officers are
matcrially unable to provide quantitative proofs of unacceptable high exposure levels
[Goelzer 1996]. Occupational health and safety should not be approached solely from the
viewpoint of health: they are closely related to environmental protection, industrial development, social and human development in its broadest sense. Inclusion of occupational
health via concepts such as indusllial counselling and quality production are essential cornerstones to protect workers. Occupational health and safety are related to trade, but trade
sanctions as an isolated instrument may not be the prefel1'ed way to provide protection in
the long ten11. Discussion and inclusion of occupational health and safety within the framework of intemational trade arrangements, such as in the NAFTA, however, offer an important fontm to discuss occupational health issues and to focus attention on workers' health.
Inclusion of the ratification of basic human rights Conventions by countries and of
occupational mortality data in the Human Development Index published by the United
Nations Human Development Program should seriously be considered. The ISO should
stimulate the inclusion of working conditions into its ISO 9000 standards. These intemational policies should be adopted and adapted at the national level in low-income countries.
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Chapter 4 provides an example of how a low-income country, in this case India, deals
with occupational health and safety at the national level. The chapter describes the stmcture
for occupational health and safety in India as an example of thc legislative and enforcing

institutions in low-income countries.
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Chapter 4

Occupational health policies in India

The development of occupational health regulations and their enforcement in India is similar to the pattem of dcvelopment in this field in many low-income nations and has been
described as follows [de Graaf 1988]:
1.

Occupational health activities commencing in large industries, e.g. factories, mines and
plantations, through general practitioner services for workers and their families, with
the organizsation of those services through outpatient depaliments at hospitals near the
workplaces. Health services at the plantations of the British tea companies in Assam in
1839 and the services offered by the Bengal Coal company and at the cotton and jute
mills in Bombay and Calcutta are examples of these developments;

2.

Goverlllllents introducing legislation along with increasing industrialization, covering
large concerns and adopted from corresponding legislation in industrializcd countries,
with the development of a means of enforcement through factolY inspectorates. Social
security legislation is often introduced at this point to dcal with workers' compensation
and child labor. The Workmen's Compensation Act 1923, the Factories Act 1948 and
the Employees' State Insurance Act 1948 in India are examples of these lcgislations;

3.

A gradual shift towards prevention, once larger cnterprises have gained expcrience in
occupational health with the development of a national infrastl1lcturc for occupational
health provision.

4.1

Labor legislation in India

At least on paper, safety and health occupy an important position in the policy framework
of India's Constitution. To give effect to the directivc principles ofthe Constitution, the
Goverlllllent of India has enacted several laws on safety and health, which are to be
enforced by the Central and State Goverlllllents. The directive principles impose equal pay
for equal work, provision of just and humane conditions of work, and a wage which allows
a decent living to all workers [de Graaf 1988]. Safety and health have also been incorporated in the National Five-Year Plans. The evolution of the approach towards workers' health
and working conditions is reflected in the topics in the subsequent Plans. Before the 6th
Five-Year Plan (1980-85), the main emphasis was on the protection of workers against
accidents. In the 6th Plan, protection against occupational diseases was added, prompted by
the development of the chemical and various process industries. Environmental conservation and protection was also mentioned in the 6th Plan. The 7th Five-Year Plan (1985-90)
/luther emphasized the importance of industrial safety, probably also inspired by the accident at the Union Carbide Plant in Bhopal in 1982. However, promotional services were
restricted to surveys, research, training in hazard identification and inspection, without any
emphasis on how to attain inlprovemen!s at the workplace. Actions in these Plans were
mainly of a legislative and academic nature. The majority of labor acts and regulations concem the organized sector and do not cover the non-fOllilal sector [Kashyap 1988].
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The major legislations on occupational safety and health are categorized in legislation
on working conditions covering safety, health and welfare, and legislation on hazardous
substances and activities covering safety aspects only. The difference between the two is
that the approach in the f01'1ner is pursned from the point of view of the safety and health of
workers, whereas the approach in the latter is based on the dangers arising fj'OIn the hazardous substances or activities [Vaidyanathan, 1992]. The legislation on working conditions
are provided in table 4.1. To enable a unified approach, a proposal for enactment of a
General Enabling Act is being considered [Vaidyanathan 1992].

Table 4.1 Regulations related to occupational health and safety In India

Year

Law, Decree or Regulation

Objectives

Enforcement

1884

Explosives Acl

Legislation pertaining to
hazardous substances

A mulliplicily of legislative
approaches, with different
administrative and
enforcement arrangements

1934

Petroleum Act

1968

Insecticides Act

1971

Insecticides Rules

1989

Manufacture, Storage and
Import of Hazardous
Chemicals Rules under the
Environment (Protection)
Act 1986

1910

Indian Electricity Act

1932

Indian Boilers Act

1971

Radiological Protection
Rules

1983

Dangerous Machines
(Regulation) Act

1948

Factories Act

1951

Plantations Labor Act

1952

Mines Act

1986

Dock Workers (Safety,
Health and Welfare) Act
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Legislation concerning
hazardous activities

Legislation on
working conditions

Labor Departments of Central
and State Governments

The Ministry of Labor, Government of India and Labor Depaliments of the State and
Union Territories are responsible for the safety and health of workers. The Industrial Safety
and Health Branch of the Ministry discharges the overall functions relating to policy decisions and laying down guidelines for countrywide adoption, as labor is a concurrent subject
in the Constitution. As most of the laws on safety and health are Central Government legislation, the Minislly perfonns the impOliant fimction of piloting the bills through Parliament
after interministerial consultations and consultations with the State Goverl1ll1ents and organizations of employers and workers. Liaison with the Intemational Labor Organization and
other countries is carried out by the Minislly. Co-ordination at national level is undertaken
by the Minislly by periodically convening the State Labor Ministers Conference and State
Labor Secretaries Conference, in which policy matters and issues on uniformity in labor
laws are discussed.
In summalY, the Indian legislation on workers' health and working conditions provides
workers, in principle, with a reasonable protection with regard to machinelY, pressure vessels, dangerous fumes and gases and provides guidelines for health and safety on the plant
including ventilation, illumination, safe buildings and protection in case of fire. It safeguards, at least on paper, that workers have access to safe drinking water and washing facilities. It also regulates working hours, annual leave and wages. The legislation also deals
with on-site emergency plans and requires a detailed disaster plan. The employer is specifically required to appoint qualified supervisors and arrange for measures for health monitoring. The legislation provides for workers' participation in safety management through the
eonstillition of Safety and Health Connnittees/Councils. For detailed information on the
Indian acts and for a brief outline of labor movement and labor slluggle in India, the reader
is referred to 'Labor movemcnt and legislations in India, A manual for activists', published
by the Society for Pariieipatory Research In Asia, Delhi [PRIA 1992]. Despite this legislation, implementation lags behind, partly because of the complexity of thc regulation.
Moreover, what exists on paper, appears to apply only to industrial workcrs, who constitute
just a fraction of India's large workforce.
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4.2

Labor legislation enforcement in India'

Matters relating to the safety and health of workers are the overall responsibility of the
Industrial Safety and Health Branch of thc MiniShy of Labor. The Directorate-General
Factmy Advice Service and Labor institutes, in the technical office attached to the Minishy
of Labor located in Bombay, attends to matters relating to the safety and health of workers
employed in factories, i.e. manufacturing industries and ports and docks. Besides, the
Directorate General, on behalf of the Minishy, catTies out the important nmction of providing training for Factmy Inspectors and co-ordinating training outside the counhy. Facilities
at these institutes are expected to provide education and training and to conduct research on
the health and safety of industrial workers. According to a survey in and around Bombay,
over 90 percent of the industries, however, have never utilized the instihltes' facilities
[Uplekar 1992].
At the State level, the depaliments of Labor through the Inspectorate of Factories and
Industrial Health Inspection Service cany out surveys within the industrial plants, and
enforce and monitor the legal standards. The safety and health provisions under the
Factories Act, 1948, are enforced by the Factories Inspectorates in 31 States and Union
Tenitories. The Act gives workers a weekly day off, fourteen days' almualleave, bans child
labor and restricts the employment of young persons between the ages of 14 and 18. The
State Factories Inspectorates also enforce requirements under some of the allied Acts, such
as the Payment of Wages Act, the Matelllity Benefit Act and the Minimum Wages Act. The
Directorate-General Factmy Advice Service and Labor Institutes, being the technical organization of the Minishy, liaises with the State Factories Inspectorate and advises them on
the adlninistration of the Factories Act 1948, the infrastruchual facilities required for the
purpose and issuance of Rules under the Act.

7
The factual information in this section is mainly based on the ILO publication: Profile on Occupational
Safety and Health in India, Asian and Pacific Regional Centre for Labor Administration (ARPLA), Bangkok,
ILO,1993.
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In India, the number of workers at a given workplace is very impOltant with regard to
enforcement of specific legislation. In small-scale industries or companies with less than 10
workers, workers have almost no rights. The Minimum Wages Act for some selected industries and the Workmen's Compensation Act are the only legal protection for those workers.
In industries with more than 10 workers when power is used or more than 20 workers when
there is no use of power, the firm has to register under the Factories Act and has to pay its
contribution according to the Payment of Bonus Act. When there are more than 20 workers,
the company has to contribute to the Provident Funds and has to enter the Employees State
Insurance Scheme (ESI). In the case of 50 or more workers, the Industrial Workers Act and
the Industrial Disputes Act can be enforced and when there are over 100 and 250 workers
the rules of the Factories Act are further enlarged by dictating all kind of provisions for the
workers [de Graaf 1988]. Employment of many shOlt-term workers (who are outside the
registers) and division of the firm into small companies are well-known methods of avoiding etrforcement of labor legislation. Duration of work is another 'entry point' for escaping
legislation. The Workers' Provident Fund concems workers who work more than 60 days
within a period of tln'ee months, while enforcement of the Factories and Disputes Acts
depend on a closed work period of 240 days or more. Needless to say, many employers
have found 'creative' solutions to escape these requirements. A laborer can remain a tempo-

raty or casual worker at the same place for years with short breaks [de Graaf 1988].
In addition to the Central Labor Institute in Bombay, there are three Regional Labor
Institutes in Calcutta, Madras and Kanpur. These Labor Institutes, staffed with the necessary technical and other supporting staff, are equipped with a permanent Industrial Safety,
Health and Welfare Center, whcre safety appliances, safety devices etc. are on display as
well as a Mobile Safety Exhibition Van on similar lines to the Safety Center. The Labor
Institutes also have a trainees' hostel. Training in safety and health for persotmel from
industries is carl'ied out by the four Labor Institutes. These institutcs may be regarded as
supportive institutions with normative functions. Other institutes with activities related to
occupational health, safety and improvement of working conditions are the Indian
Toxicology Research Ccntre (ITRC) in Lucknow, the National Institutc of Occupational
Health (NIOH) in Ahmcdabad, the All India Hygiene and Public Health Institute in
Calcutta, The Indian Council of Medical Research in New Delhi, the National Envirotllnental Engineering Instihlte in Nagpur, the National Productivity Center in New Delhi and
some departments at various Indian Universities and Management Institutes.
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According to PRIA and to Quadeer and Roy, State Factories Inspectorates are unable or
unwilling to enforce legislation as they are overloaded and sometimes collude with the
employer [PRIA 1993, Quadeer and Roy 1989]. It is important to repeat here, that only
those finns employing more than 20 persons (without power) or 10 persons (with power)
are required to report on occupational i'1juries and diseases. Nihila gives the following reasons why those, who are covered by various Acts, do not benefit from labor legislation
[Nihila 1994]:
I.

A worker cannot directly take a factOlY owner to cOUlt even if the latter violates all
provisions of the Factories Act. The FactOlY Inspectorate is the only authority which
can seek legal action against employers;

2.

Not all factories are inspected by the FactOlY Inspector because this target is beyond
his/her capacity (both in terms of time and money);

3.

The Acts only provide/lay clear remedies that are available to workers subsequent to
disease or inIll1nity, but do not lay down any plinciple regarding prevention of unsafe
working conditions;

4.

The benefit at the time of injUlY under the Employees' State Insurance Scheme ESI is
not available if the injured worker has not contributed to the common fund for at least
13 months;

5.

As far as the Employecs' State Insurance Scheme is concemed, it has become a scheme for the general health of the worker. The ESI hospitals do not have trained doctors
to diagnose occupational diseases;

6.

Under the Workmen's Compensation Act, a worker is entitled to compensation only if
he/she is bedridden for a minimum of 3 days. If the injUly does not hamper the
production of a commodity, then it is not considered an injmy.

In general, there is a severe shortage of inspectors. Streefkerk found in his research in
Gujarat that pattiality of public servants could hamper open communication between the
Inspector of Factories and workers, as the social background of these public servants is
closer to the employers' background than that of the workers [Streefkerk 1978].
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4.3

Conclusion

Qadeer and Roy, basing their conclusions on field work in Madhya Pradesh in India,
describe some major problems in relation to occupational health and safety in India. Five
are cited here:
1.

Under-repOiting of accidents and occupational diseases. Only a small number of these
cases come to notice. They provide for their conclusion an underpinning by matching
the reporting of occupational diseases under the Factories Act (1948) with the reporting under the Workman's Compensation Act (1923). The latter reported a higher
number of diseases;

2.

Organization and distribution of work over the fonnal and non-formal sectors with
much less protection of workers' health in the latter. Even within the organized indushy, the tendency is to organize work in a way that a few skilled workers handle the
major teelmical operations while the rest of the jobs are done by contract workers or
arc out-contracted to other smaller industrial units, often in the non-formal sector
under extrcmely undesirable conditions;

3.

StructUl'e and implementation of the legislation is ineffective as sanctions are so light
that they are hardly effective as a detelTent;

4.

Welfare scrvices are inadequate and available only to a very small percentage of workcrs. Most workers dcpend on their own resources and havc to utilize the general
urban health services, which are often inadequate;

5.

Neglect of occupational safety and health by trade unions. Occupational health and
safety and the incorporation of safety provisions and health care have not been a major
concem of trade unions over the years.

Qadcer and Roy conclude that "Despite the low priority given to health issues by trade
unions, it is obvious from the data presented earlier that while the employers neglect
impOitant health problems, workers have been the main agents ofredressal of whatever
health and safety problems have been resolved. The law and the govennnent machinelY
have played only a marginal role in this" [Qadeer and Roy, 1989). Given thc limited contributions of govemmental agencies and trade uuions to safeguarding workers' health, it has
been advocated that the current stahls quo can only be changed by the capacity of the
workers themselves to organize and fight for those choices which are the most conducive to
their overall health.
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The conclusions of two other surveys are provided here to illustrate the similarity of
problems in the field of occupational health between India and two other low-income countries, Vietnam and Lebanon. A recent survey in Vietnam identified four bottlenecks
[Matsuda 1996]:
1.

Shortage of materials and manpower;

2.

Inadequate occupational safety and health infollnation system;

3.

Inappropriate occupational safety and health administrative system and;

4.

Poor awareness of workers and employers about the occupational safety and health
problems.

An overview of occupational health in Lebanon [Nuwayhid 1995] came to similar conclusions. The author identified five constraints for occupational health and safety:
I.

Minor contribution of the industly to the overall economy;

2.

Obscurity of occupational health on the national agenda;

3.

Perception of the industry as non-hazardous;

4.

Lack of standards and enforcement;

5.

Scarcity of data.

In conclusion, governments, private employers and trade unions fall ShOlt in protecting
workers' health. There is a role for civic initiatives, including the workers themselves, in
this field.
The second part of this thesis describes in detail the Occupational Health Program of
the Indo-Dutch Envirolllllental and Sanitary Engineering Project Kanpur Mirzapur under
Ganga Action Plan in the tanneries of Kanplll', India. In this Program, employers, workers
and goverlllllent agencies worked together to protect workers' health in tanneries.
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Chapter 5

The Indo-Dutch Environmental and Sanitary Engineering
Project Kanpur Mirzapur under Ganga Action Plan
1987 -19958

The Occupational Health Program of the Indo-Dutch Environmcntal and Sanitary
Engineering Project Kanpur Mirzapur under Ganga Action Plan 1987 - 1995 aimed to improve the working conditions in the tanneries of Jajmau, an industrial suburb ofKanpur in
the State of Uttar Pradesh in India. The Indo-Dutch project is one of the components ofa
bilateral program on environmental protection between India and The Netherlands. The
following two sections outlinc the general stl1lcture of this bilateral program. Section three
presents an detailed overview of the Occupational Health Program.

5.1

The Ganga Actioll Plan

The Govermnent of India, concellled about the effects of rapid growth and industrial development on the ellvironnlent, launchcd several plans and programs for environmental protection. Among these, the Ganga Action Plan is one of the largest and most prestigious
undeltakings. In 1980, the Central Pollution Control Board ofIndia was asked to prepare a
study of the source and extent of pollution in the Ganges and to formulate a program for its
prevention. This study, prepared by the Board in 1984, is the country's first comprehensive
assessment of the pollution of the Ganges. The summarized text about the Ganga Action
Plan in this section is based on the Draft Final Report of the Environmental and Sanitaty
Engineering Project in Kanpur and Mirzapur Under Ganga Action Plan, March 1994. The
main conclusions of this report are:
l.

three-quarters of the pollution of the Ganges originates fi'om untreated municipal
sewage;

2.

88 percent of municipal scwage stems from 25 Class-I (population over 100.000)

cities;
3.

only a small number of towns had sewage treatmcnt facilities but, unfortunately, the
majority of these facilities were not in regular operation;

4.

industries accountcd for 25 percent of the total pollution, but this was far more selious
in areas such as Calcutta and Kanpur.

Along its 2.525 kilomctre long joumey from the Himalayas to the Bay of Bengal, the
water of the Ganges rivcr passes 29 Class I cities, 23 Class II (population between 50.000

e

Further in the text abbrevated as 'Indo-Dutch project'.
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and 100.000) cities and about 48 towns having less than 50.000 inhabitants. In those towns,
where there is no sewerage system or the coverage of the system is only partial, domestic
and industrial waste water flows through open drains directly into the riVClO Unfortunately,
evcn in some towns with sewerage systems, non-nmctional pumping stations may ultimately led to the same polluting effect on the rivcr due to poor operation and maintenance or
break down of electrical power. In the large majority of these towns, however, there are no
sewerage systems. This inventOlY of pollution fOllned the basis for the Ganga Action Plan
prepared by the Indian Department of Enviromnent in December 1984. Launched in 1985,
it is a massive plan to tackle the pollution of the river Ganges. In its first phase, 261
schemes in 25 Class I cities were implemented.
From a cultural and psychological point of view, purification of the Ganges was a wise
choice, as this river occupies an important position in Hindu religion. Hindus attribute purifying powers to the water of the Ganges and its water plays a central role in religious
ceremonics and bathing rituals. This intcnsive use of river water from the Ganges for drinking and bathing purposes gives serious concelll, as the polluted water can easily hann
human health. With increasing public awareness in India about environmental degradation
by industries and human settlements, wastc management holds the political spotlight and
became a hotly debated issue within political and scientific forums in India. Polluted water
from the Ganges used for in'igation pollutes the soil and contaminates agricultural products
in the vast NOlth Indian plains with adverse effects on agricultural productivity and human
health.

5.2

The Indo-Dutch Project

5.2.1 Pl'oject ol'gallizatioll
SUppOlt for environmental protcction activities of low-income countries is one of the main
objectives in bilateral international collaboration ofthe Directorate General for International Cooperation (DGlS) of the Ministty of Foreign Affairs in The Netherlands. The policy paper of the Directorate, 'A World of Difference', puts heavy emphasis on environmental protection [MinistlY of Foreign Affairs 1991]. Within the fi'amework of a bilateral program for collaboration between India and The Netherlands a contract on the prevention of
environmental pollution was signed. It was decided to target enviroill1lental projects in
Kanpur and Mirzapur, two cities along the Ganges that had already been selectcd for
participation in the Ganga Action Plan. The resulting Indo-Dutch Enviroill1lental and
Sanitmy Engineering Project Kanpur Mirzapur under Ganga Action Plan stalted in June
1987. The Ganga Project Directorate (GPD), the Ministry of Environment and Forests and
the Directorate General for International Cooperation in The Nethcrlands are the nodal official countelpaJt agencies for the project on behalf of the Goverill1lents of India and The
Netherlands.
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The consultancy services are being providcd within the framework of technical assistance by a consOltium of Dutch and Indian consultancy companics: Haskoning Royal
Dutch Consultants and Euroconsult from The Netherlands and Iramconsult and AlC from
India. In addition to the main objective of reducing the pollution load on the river Ganges,
the project aimed at improving the envirol1l1lental conditions of the communities in the project areas in KanpUl' and Mirzapur. Both project areas have about 130.000 inhabitants.

5.2.2 The Illtegrated App/'oach
The Indo-Dutch project adopted the so-called 'Integrated Approach'. This approach
aimed to involve the community in the planning, implementation and maintenancc of technical interventions, such as drinking water and sewerage systems. Another important aspect
of the integrated approach is institutional strengthening of govenllnental institutions. Involvement of formal and infonnal community leaders and the community at large will enhance
the feeling of 'ownership' by the community and stimulate the community to acccpt coresponsibility for these systems with the respective municipal instihltions which were made
responsible for maintenance and repair. The project aimed to resolve the problems of
domestic and industrial waste in an integrated manner. This implied that not only new and
clean technologies were introduced, but also due attention was paid to the envirOimlental
and living conditions of the communities.
In the past, engineering projects had been designed and implemented without substantial
involvement of local communities. Sewerage lines, piped water systems and stonn water
drainage were built based on technical blue prints. Operation and maintenance had been
regarded as the sole responsibility of goverl1l1lent institutions, without providing the training and skills to community members necessalY to maintain some simple facilities. Govenllnental institutions, responsible for operation and maintenance of large schemes, were
often not involved in the activities. ImpOitant aspects within the integrated approach of the
Indo-Dutch project were strengthening of the municipal instihltions responsible for drinking water and sewerage, including their capacity to recover the cost for services delivered
from the population served, and the involvement of community members through impmting
the skills necessary to operate and maintain the facilities. "It has now".", as the IndoDutch Project states "".become increasingly evident that the mere provision of safe drinking water and sanitation facilities is not going to produce a perceptible dent in the problem
of diarrhoea and water bome diseases unless human and behavioral aspects concerning
water and sanitation facilities are also taken into account. These might include an improvement in water storage practices, personal and domestic hygiene and perceptions about
water-related diseases i.e. diarrhoea" [Indo-Dutch project 1994]. The Indo-Dutch project
emphasized the pmticipation of the eonllnunity from the velY first day onwards. Involvement of the cOll1111unity was the main task of the Socio-Eeonomic Unit of the project.
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5.2.3 The Socio-Economic Unit (SEU)
The Indo-Dutch project took a largc and integrated view of thc Ganga Action Plan's objcctive of 'Cleaning of the river Ganges'. It included the whole gamut of related services and
issues, viz. water supply, sewerage, solid waste management, enviromllcntai sanitation,
institutional development and socio·economic aspects. For this purpose, a Socio-Economic
Unit SEU was created which took up the suppoli for the cngineering work.
The main task of the Socio· Economic Unit was to mutually adjust the technical "distribution systems" and the socia-economic "receiving stl11ctnre'\ in order to attain efficiency
and effectiveness. It is, after all, the community, who use the technical facilities and have to
bc made responsible for certain tasks relatcd to operation and maintenance. The project has
attcmpted to initiate a program with a strong focus on communities and their involvement
in the planning, implementation, operation and maintenance of teclmical facilities. The
involvement of the community was assurcd by 'change-agents' whose main tasks were the
creation of a sustainable set-up for community participation in the effcctive utilization of
the installed facilities. They have fonned the potential nuclei for community-level organizations, which, in turn, are able to deal with the cOll1lllunity and the available governmental
infrastmcture directly on the one hand and to mobilize community manpower resources on
the other.
In Kanpur, the industrial city where the Indo-Dutch project concentrated its activities,
conditions in the slum -like water scarcity, poor sanitary services and high incidence of
morbidity among the poor sections celiainly did contribute to the creation of a common
concern on these issues. The Socio-Economic Unit followed two approaches in involving
COll1lllunitics: the Direct and the Indirect Approach.
In the Direct Approach, several surveys and in·depth studies were conducted and contacts were established with inf0l1l1alleaders at conmltmity level during the inventory phase
of the project. These contacts resulted in the establishment of infonnal groups of men and
women in selected slum areas. In the selection of handpump sites, for example, direct COI11munication lines were established between the field staff of the Socio-Economic Unit and
the community via their representatives, mainly community volunteers. The community
volunteers were selected from all over the project area.
The Indirect Approach uses training programs. The community is reached by means of
trained intermediaries. Training of professional intermediaries, like traditional birth attendants, school teachers and private practitioners has a twofold aim. First, to inlproVC their
professional skills. Second, to prepare them for inlproving the knowledge, attitude and
practices/skills (KAP) of the cOlmllunity at large. The following professionals have been
trained. by the Indo-Dutch project: angallll'adi workers (pre-school child caretakers), private
medical practitioners, first-aid volunteers, traditional bitih attendants, primary school
teachers, handpump caretakers, standpost caretakers, adult education teachers, community
volunteers and handpump mechanics. In the tanneries of Kanpur, employers and workers
have been trained during the Occupational Health Program in occupational health principles and first-aid. The next section provides a detailed overview of this program.
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5.3

The Occllpatiollal Health Program

The original Plan of Operations of thc Indo-Dutch Project did not contain any activities
with regard to the health of workers or working conditions. Howcvcr, health experts of the
Indo-Dutch Project were stmck by prevailing working conditions in the tmmeries during
thcir site visits. It was then decided to modify the Plan of Operations and a program for improvement of working conditions and the health of tannelY workers, known as the Occupational Health Program, was added to the Indo-Dutch Project. The name of this program,
however, covered only a part of its activitics as its main focus was on the implcmcntation
of industrial modifications to improve working conditions.
Thc long-term objective of the Occupational Health Program was to improve the working and health conditions oftamlelY workers in Jajmau, Kanpur. The main sholt-tenn
objectives were:
I.

to identify hazardous working conditions via workplace surveys;

2.

to assess the health conditions of the workers;

3.

to formulate and implement industrial modifications with the ainl of diminishing the
risk of occupational health and safety hazards for tannelY workers.

The program, in line with the Integrated Approach described in section 5.2.2, puts a
heavy emphasis on the 'ownership' of the program by the four main target groups: tannelY
workers, tannery owners and managers, relevant government officials and the community
in the project area, consisting mainly of family members of the tannelY workers [IndoDutch Project 1988].
The program of the Socio-Economic Unit aimed to reach the whole connnunity in
Jajmau, thc industrial slum of Kanpur wherc the tanneries are located. It was, therefore,
considered essential that the messages delivered to the tannelY workers, owners and managcrs should build on and reinforce the messagcs delivered by the Socio-Economic Unit.
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The Occupational Health Program can be divided into six periods, depicted in table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Time frame of the Occupational Health Program

Period

Name

Activity

19aa

Preparatory phase

Study of Indian Labor Laws
Visit to Institutes/organizations in
the field of Occupational Health and
Safety in India
Walk-through surveys

5

Early 19a9

8ase-line survey

Hazard and health survey in 20 tanneries

7

September 19a9

Hazard analysis

Preliminary analysis to identify hazards and
to formulate viable interventions

7

March 1990

Workshop

Workshop 'A higher productivity and a
better place to work' in collaboration with
the ILO

7

1991-1994

Implementation

Implementation of industrial modifications

5

May 1994

Impact survey

Qualitative assessment of the effect of
industrial modifications on exposure to
chemicals, dust, awkward ergonomic
conditions and the health status of workers

a&9

Chapter in
this thesis

First, in 1987, the program was introduced to the Hindustan Chamber of COlllluerce of
Kanpur, the Tanners Federation of India and the tannery owners. All paliicipants agreed on
its objectives and strategy. The introduction to the owners was followed by an introduction
to the workers during ftrst aid and safety training sessions. The training was executed in
close collaboration with staff members of the Employees State Insurance Services (ESI),
Kanpur Medical College, the Regional Labor Institute and the Directorate of Factories. At
regular times, the program staff, sometimes accompanied by technical consultants in tannelY processing and occupational health, visited tanneries in Jajmau and assessed the working conditions during several 'walk-tln'ough' surveys.
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In 1988, Indian labor laws were stndied and the National Institute of Occupational
Health in Ahmedabad and the Industrial Toxicology Research Centre in Lucknow were
visited and invited to patticipate in relevant activities. Several walk-through surveys in tanneries were organized. Second, a base-line survey was executed in 20 tanneries in early
1989. Third, a preliminaty hazard analysis was pcrfol1l1ed in September 1989 to formulate
viable interventions to reduce existing occupational hazards. FOUlth, in March 1990, the
workshop' A higher productivity and a better place to work' was organized in collaboration
with the Intelllational Labor Organization. Fifth, industrial modifications were installed by
tallllelY owners from 1991 to 1994. Finally, in May 1994, the impact survey was executed
to assess the effects of industrial modifications on the exposure to chemicals, dust, awkward ergonomic conditions and on workers' health.
The program team prepared a structured approach for an extensive base-line survey on
occupational injuries and diseases, which was executed in 1988/89. Chapter 7 provides a
detailed description of the base-line survey. This was followed by a preliminary hazard
analysis, conductcd by a multidisciplinary team in three representative tatmeries in October
1989. The team consisted of members of the program, the Director and Assistant Director
Industrial Hygiene of the Kanpur Regional Labor Institute, the Deputy Medical Director of
the Directorate of Factories Uttar Pradesh, and the tannelY process expert of the IndoDutch Project. The complete 'hazard' team discussed the results of the analysis with the
scientist in charge of the Central Leather Research Institute Kanpur and with thc head of
the Preventive and Social Medicine Department of Kanpur Medical College to formulate
viable interventions for the improvement of working conditions. The results of the hazard
analysis were then disseminated to tannery owners and senior tannelY managers from 36
tanneries during the workshop 'A higher productivity and a better place to work', organized
with the assistance of an ILO expelt. The Director of the Institute of Occupational Health
from Ahmedadabad and the Director of the Regional Labor Institute in Kanpur participated
in the workshop. Several hundred slides, taken from local tanneries, were shown while concentrating on the theme: 'How to increase productivity while taking care for working
conditions'. A model 'walk-through' survey was organized in a few tanneries with a preformatted observation check list to demonstrate possible improvement sites to tannelY owuers. For many tatmery owners, this visit was the first occasion to enter the tatmelY of another owner. The workshop was concluded by discussing possible industrial modifications.
During the following years, tatmelY owners, assisted by the program team, installed industrialmodifications at their own expense. These consisted of local exhaust ventilation,
machine guards, trolleys and a system for mechanized transportation of hides.
From 1991 to 1993, the Occupational Health Program, with the generous SUppOlt of the
Kanpur Medical College, operated an Occupational Health Clinic with a special emphasis
on orthopaedic and dermatologic disorders. The clinic was open once a week and held 121
clinical sessions. During its operation from July 1991 to December 1993,1.139 workers
have visited the clinic.
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The Occupational Health Program offered a unique opportunity to assess the impact of
industrial modifications on the exposure to chem.icals, to dust, to awkward ergonomic conditions and the health status of the workcrs. The program applied relatively simple qualitative methods (which have been uscd and tested in industrialized societies at the shop-floor
level) in the tanneries with the participation of employers, workers and staff members of
relevant govel11mental institutions. The survey of May 1994 is an example of an impact
assessment survey of a bilateral project in the framework of international development
cooperation. In intel11ational development cooperation, this kind of impact study is rather
an exccption, notwithstanding the increasing demand for quality assurance and cvidence for
the beneficial impact of international development efforts. Chapters 8 and 9 provide a
detailed description of these studies. To enhance understanding of the circumstances in the
ta1l1lerics of Kanpur, the next section will fll'St provide a description of Kanpur city, with a
special emphasis on tanneries and ta1l1lelY workers.
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Chapter 6

6.1

Tanneries and tannery workers in Kanpur

Kallpul'

Kanpur, situated on the south bank of the Ganges in central Ultar Pradesh, is an industrial
metropolis in nOlihern India. With a population of2,2 million inhabitants' it is the largest
city in the state of Ultar Pradesh and, according to population, the ninth largest city in
India. Kanpur, being a relativcly young industrial town, 'not figuring in the sacrcd geography of its region' [Molund 1988], has no ancient monuments and no monumental buildings
like Varanasi (Benares), Allahabad and Lucknow. It is a poor city, an estimated 40 - 48%
of its population having an average income below the urban poveliy linc [de Wit 1995].
Over 20% of Kanpur's population, mostly poor migrant workers, arc believed to live in 350
to 450 urban slums, with little or no access to basic amenities. This excludes 282 urban
villages, which should not generally be seen as slums. Prospects for the economic growth
of Kanpur are not velY favorable. Being a poor city, Kanpur has been unable to meet the
requirements of its people. Most public amenities and institutions are in bad shape, mainly
due to a lack of sound operation and maintenance strategies. Kanpur municipality has
insufficient funds, partly because of a narrow tax base [de Wit 1995].

6.2

A short history of Kaupur

In 1770, a small detachment of the Honourable East India Company troops, campaigning
with the Nawab of Oude against their common enemy, the Mahraltas, 31l'ived in Kanpur
[Yalland 1987]. With the Cession of 1801 the Nawab ofOude transfell'ed the possession of
Kanpur to the British in lieu of heavy debts. The city remained under British rule till independence and grew velY fast. The army, providing a stable market for clothes, shocs and
saddles enabled the economic and industrial growth of the textile and leather industIy,
financed by British capital. Kanpur owed its prosperity in fanner times partly to its location
on the Ganges. With the construction of the Grand TnIllk Road, begun in 1833 and reaching Kanpur in the late 1830s, and with railway connections between Kanpur and Allahabad
completed in 1859 and with Calcutta in 1864, the town became a well-placed commercial
centre. For a short period after the revolt against British rule in 1857, the growth of Kanpur
stagnated. In 1860, the civil war in America broke out, blocking colton exports. This created a sudden demand for Indian cotton. The decision to process the cotton and to manufacturc colton cloth in Kanpur, rather than to send it to the pOli for export, influenced to a
great extent the growth of Kanpur as a manufacturing center [Yalland 1987]. Twenty years
later Kanpur re-emerged as a busy and prosperous city. By 1911, apparcntly the first year
for which comprehensive statistics are available, the number of registered factories was 47
and the total industrial workforce 17.000, while the total population came to 178.557
[Molund 1988, Bellwinkel 1981].

This figure is based on the population census data of 1991 for Kanpur city from the UHar Pradesh District
Census handbook 1991. The projected 1995 figure is based on an annual growth rate between 1981 and
1991 of 2.16 percent.
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During World War II, Kanpur's industry experienced an unprecedented boom. Being a
major supplier to thc army, existing factories were expanded and new ones were set up,
many of wbich were heavily engaged in the war effort. After World War II, Kanpur's industrial activities were reduced with the notable exception of the leather indushy. At present,
Kanpur is facing difficult times as its textile mills are old fasbioncd and not able to compete with other industrial settlements in India.

6.3

The inhabitants of Kanpul'

Kanpur attracted and still attracts a large number of people from the mral areas. The majority of Kanpur's population is drawn from villages in the district, but also f"om regions in
Eastern Uttar Pradesh. As in many low-income countries, communities in urban areas of
India fonn a heterogenous population. Through the years, Kanpur engulfed many rural villages. Based on national Census data from 1961 and 1991, Kanpur's total population was
971.062 and 2.029.889, respectively. In a mere 30 years, the population of Kanpur had
more than doubled. Kanpur, as many other Indian cities, has more male than female inhabitants. The number of females per thousand males (sex ratio) was 762 in 1971 [Ram
1988] and 822 in 1991.
The two major religious groups in Kanpur, Hindus and Muslims, live largely segregated
frOll1 each other. Muslims afe concentrated in areas like Chamanganj, Begamganj, Naisanak
and Moolganj. The various Hindu castes also live largely separated. A majority of the
scheduled ("untouchable") Hindu castes population resides in Aha/as" and in other congestcd and unhygienic areas spread over the city. Table 6.1 depicts the occupational structure of the labor force in Kanpuf in 1961 and 1991. The shift in the labor force from manufacturing to trade and commerce is evident.

10 Ahatas are old multi·storied buildings, often built from mud, erected either in rows or in quadrangles with
minimum civic amenities like common tap water and latrine, open drains and a low level of hygiene. They
are generally known by the name of the owner and accommodate people drawn mostly from the low-income groups. Ahatas often have only two doors and are relatively easily fenced off. Through the years, the
ahatas in Kanpur degraded into slums. They can be compared with the 'Chawls' in Bombay and the 'Katras'

in Delhi IBeliwinkel 19B1\.
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Table 6.1 Occupational structure of the labor force in Kanpur
1961

Occupation

1991

Number of

%

workers
(x 000)
Agriculture, livestock and cultivators
Manufacturing

%

workers
(x 000)

3,7
141,8

Number of

46

Construction

20,3

4

149,6

28

10,5

2

Trade and commerce

39,9

13

143,7

27

Transport, storage and communication

18,4

6

39,8

8

Other services

85,6

28

160,2

31

"Marginal" workers

11,7

4

0,04

5,1

2

306,2

100

Residual
Total

524,2

100

Soul'ce: Censlis 1991, State o/Uttar Pradesh.

6.4

The tanneries and tannery workers of KanplIl'

Tanning of leather has been known in India from time immemorial. Even the Mahabharata,
the famous mythological book of ancient India, mentions leather articles such as quivers,
dnlllls and bags [Chakraborty 1987]. Flayers, leather workers (tanners) and artisans (craftsmen) maintain the hygiene and sanitation of villages, tuming skins and hides into valuable
products and contributing to the national economy. Leather workers, or chamars, however,
have been looked upon as 'unclean' and as the most degraded class of society.
Kanpur and its adjoining places already had a concentration of traditional tanneries,
footwear and leathergoodmakers even before the British settled in 1770. These tatmeries
were cven regarded at one time as the 'chief industry of Cawnpore' [Upper India Chamber
ofConnllerce, 1938]. From the time of the settlement ofthc East India Company troops in
1770, the aI111Y needed saddlelY and bags for the transport of goods on horseback, and
shoes for the soldiers. The presence of a Govermnent arsenal and ordnance depot at an
early date created a large demand for leather goods required for the army. As the supply
was obtained solely from the bazaars, there soon sprang up a large native industry for
boots, harnesses and equipment, which were expolted to all parts of India. All the saddlelY
and the like rcquired for the Company's forces was obtained from Kanpur contractors,
though the leather made in the crude native process was, in many respects, defective
[Upper India Chamber of Commerce, 1938].
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Until 1919, these tanneries adopted thc vcgetable tanning process using locally available
tanning materials. In 1919, chrome tanning was introduced for the production of upper leather. Production of chrome-tanned leather was actually limited to a small number of larger
talllleries. Around 1940, chrome had largely taken the place of vegctable tannage in the
larger tanneries of Kanpur, but even today the majority of the tanncries still use vcgetable
tanning along with chrome tanning. During the second world war, defence requircments
increased enolll1ously and a number of new talllleries were established to meet thcse
demands. According to Mehra, Kanpur was in the middle of thc twentieth century, the
largest producer of leather in Asia and also the largest produccr of "Leather Army Footwear" in the world [Mehra 1995). In 1988 there were 151 tanneries located in Iajmau, of
which 124 were operational. In 1995, the official number oftalllleries in Iajmau came to
178, but not all tanneries wcre registered. Table 6.2 provides an overview of the talllleries
in Kanpur in 1988.

Table 6.2 The tanneries in Kanpur In 1988

Tannery according to hide-processing capacity
Small or cottage level tanneries: less than 3 tons per day

100

Medium scale: 3 - 5 tons per day

24

Large scale: more than 5 tons per day

27

Total

151

Tanneries classified on the basis of type of tanning operation:
Exclusively chrome tanning

62

Exclusively vegetable processing

50

Both chrome and vegetable tanning process

38

Total

150*

* Note: The type of tanning process from onc tallllelY has not been recorded. Central
Leather Research Institute CLRI Kanpur, quoted in Indo-Dutch Project 1988.
Traditionally, leather work is largely a male domain. The transportation of dead animals,
flaying, cleaning, collection of bones and the cxtraction of oil from fats are all done by
mcn. Flesh and carcasses are dried by women, but tanning is almost exclusively a male
profession. Traditionally, tanning was a kind of cottage industry, whcre the hides were
talllled in pits around the cottages. The artisans were skilled in tmming and produced all
kinds of leatherwear in thcir villages. Due to the establishment of large-scalc talllleries in
the cities, the scarcity of hides and the introduction of chrome for tanning purposes, the
cottage industry slowly disappeared. For chrome tanning, less skills are required than for
the traditional vegetable tamung and the cottage industry slowly disappeared from the
villages.
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At present, Kanpur is thc largest heavy leather producing centre in India, with a processing capacity of250 tons per day, amounting to 15 pcrcent of the processing capacity of
the entire counlly. Kanpur tanneries are estimatcd to employ more than 7.000 workers. The
development of the tanning industlY in Jajmau has been made possible mainly because of
its favorable situation on the banks of the Ganges, and in the suburbs of the city, thus avoiding nuisance and odor for thc residential areas. The vicinity of the Ganges river is essential, as tanneries use immense amounts of water. Tanneries in Jajmau had easy access to the
cantonment area, the army being a reliable market outlet, while Jajmau had a large amount
of vacant land for the dcvelopment of new tannery settlements.
Tamleries in Kanpur can be divided in those belonging to the formal and those belonging to the non-formal sector. The large tmllleries, often employing more than 100 workers,
have to comply with labor laws as they employ more than 10 persons and usc power. These
tanneries belong to the formal sector. The small tanneries, howevcr, frequently employing
less than 10 pcrsons, fall outside formal regulations and can thus be considered to be nonformal. The social security, employment structure and income show large differences
between the small (non-formal sector) and large (formal sector) tanneries. Only a small
minority, 8% of the workers in small/medium sized tanneries had a permanent position, in
contrast with 40% of the workers in the large tanneries, who were permanently employed.
In small/medium-sized tanneries, only 18% of the workers were in possession of an Employees State Insurance ESI card, against 59% in large tanneries. There is a general trend
that working conditions in small tUllllcries are worse, as there arc less financial means to
maintain machinelY. Small/mcdium-sized tanneries use tanning pits, with a higher risk of
accidents and more physical contact with chemicals, while large tanneries have rotating
drums, which reduce these risks considerably.
Officially, tanneries in Kanpur are under the supervision of the Inspectorate of Factories
but due to chronic understaffing, there are almost no regular visits to the llumerous tanneries in Jajmau. There is no functional repOlting system of accidents and occupational discases. The Employees State Insurance Scheme (ESI) has a large hospital in operation in
Jajmau, but during the period of the Indo-Dutch project from 1987 to 1995, the largest part
of the hospital was closed. Moreover, as tannery workers are paid by piece, the long waiting time at the outpatient department of the ESI hospital prevented the majority of the
workers from visiting ESI services. Thc base-linc survey revealed that the majority of the
workers were dissatisfied with the impersonal and unfriendly services at the ESI depaltments.
The role of trade unions with regard to occupational health and safety in the tanneries in
Kanpur is only marginal. Trade unions do not implement activities in the occupational
health and safety sector in the tanneries. During the implementation period of the IndoDutch project in Kanpur from 1987 to 1995, the project staff has not once been approached
by trade union members for collaboration or to exchange information.
The majority of the tannelY workers belong to the Hindu scheduled castes or are unskillcd Muslim industrial workers. The scheduled castes share approximately 15% of the
total population of Kanpur city. In 1972, the overalllitcracy rate for the city was reportcd
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to be 46,6%, out of which 33% was educated up to primary standard and the rest had
received higher education. The percentage literacy rate among the scheduled castes was
only 28% in 1972. In the Census of 1991, the percentage literates among the scheduled
castes had increased to 61%. According to the 1991 Census, 10% of Kanpur's population
belonged to the scheduled castes.
The hide trade was traditionally in the hands of Muslims while the craftsmen were
Hindu chama!'". The booming export trade in hides and the application of more hygienic
teclmology enticed a large number of non-Muslims and also a more alert section among the
clwmal's to enter as traders and entrepreneurs. Many c1wmars in Kanpur prospered and
gained respectability. [ChakrabOliy 1987]. However, a largc numbcr of chama/'s do not
follow their traditional occupation any longer.

6.5

Conclusion

In Kanpur, tannerics offer employment to thousands of workers, both in the fonnal and
non-formal industrial sectors of the city. There is a large difference in working conditions
and social security for workers in the fOllnal sector compared with those in the non-fonnal
sector, the latter being less protected and more exposed to hazardous conditions. Due to
severe understaffing of the Inspectorate of Factories and lack of reliable information about
working conditions in the tanneries, not much has been known about the risks and dangers
to which tamlelY workers are exposed. The apparently bad working conditions in some tannerics stimulated members of the Indo-Dutch Environmental and SanitalY Engineering
Project Kanpur Mirzapur under Ganga Action Plan to include working conditions of tannery workers into the Indo-Dutch project. The ensuing Occupational Health Program started in 1987. Chapter 7 provides a description of the base-line survey with an analysis of the
results. Chapter 8 and 9 give a description of the impact survey, which measured the impact
of industrial modifications on the exposure of chcmicals, dust and awkward ergonomic
conditions and the health ofthe workers. Chapter 10 elaborates the Industrial Counselling
concept and chapter 11 provides the main conclusions and recollllnendations of this thesis.
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Chapter 7

Occupational health and the environment in an urban
slum in India"

AbllllY Shukla, Salish KUlllar and F. G.

OJ)'

ABSTRACT -The Indo-Dutch Environmental & SanitatY Engineering Project under the
Ganga Action Plan in Kanpur and Mirzapur is being executed within the Indo-Dutch bilateral development cooperation framework. The project aims to integrate physical, social and
health related improvements. It is expected that the developmcnt approach and methodology can be replicated in other urban settlemcnts in India. The project is being supplemented
by a training and institutional strengthening program to facilitate the transfer of new technologies and improvement of operation and maintenance of the new facilities. The project
is also aimed at the improvement of the living conditions of the population, by installing
drinking water and drainage systems. A socio-economic unit in the project supports the
technical interventions by encouraging the community to participate in project activities.
The Occupational Health Program in Jajmau, an industrial slum of Kanpur, aims to improve the working conditions of tannelY workers. Four hundred and ninety-seven tannelY
workers and 80 workers not engaged in Icather work, from 20 tatmeries, were interviewed
and underwent physical exatnination. The mean age oftannelY workers was 32 years, about
half of them recently migrated to Kanpur. The majority of the workers are illiterate, havc
temporaty jobs and 85% have a monthly income between 300 and 600 Rs. Occupational
morbidity was 28.2%. Regular meetings with tannmy owncrs, the training of tannelY workcrs in first aid, and support for the installation of safety and health councils in tanneries are
the main program activities. A walk tlu'ough survey to detect occupational and safety hazards and the workshop 'Higher productivity and a better place to work' in colla-boration
with the International Labor Office (ILO) led to industrial modification in the tatmeries.
Occupational health should form an integral patt of industrial counselling as it is an important link between health and environmental protection by controlling pollution.
"Medicine, like jurisprudcnce, should make a contribution to the well-being of workers
and see to it that, so far as possible, they should exercise their callings without harm."
Bernardino Ramazzini (1633-1714)

11

Reprinted from Social Science and Medicine (1991), vol. 33: 597 - 603.
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INTRODUCTION
The classical concept of occupational health emphasized cause-effect relationships between
toxic agents and occupational morbidity within the working envirolllnent. Disasters in
Bhopal and Chernobyl, with devastating effects on thc environment and health, led to environmental impact assessment and safety procedures for large industrial plants. The promotion of health and safety within the working place has not yet been integrated with the protection of the envirornnent surrounding these industries. The health of the labor force,
already endangered by occupational hazards, is fmiher endangered by the cumulative effect
of lack of sanitation, lack of safe drinking water and other unhealthy conditions in the
urban industrial slums of third world countries. This aliiele describes an integrated approach to tackle these problems in an urban slum in Kanpur, India. The govenmlent of India
and The Netherlands signed a Leiter of Agreement for cooperation to protect the environment. At The Netherlands Embassy a sector specialist envirornnent is directly responsible
for the execution and monitoring of projects in this field. One of these projects, the Indo-Dutch Environmental and Sanitaty Engineering Project Under Ganga Action Plan started its activities in 1987 in two cities along the Ganges: Kanpur and Mirzapur, in the State
of Ultar Pradesh. The project aims at prevention of the pollution of the Ganges and the improvement of the living conditions of the population in the project area by interventions
related to sewerage and stonn water drainage, water supply and sanitation, anaerobic treatment of industrial and domestic waste water, reuse of emuents, collection and disposal of
solid waste, public hcalth education and community development. Special emphasis is
being given to training, institutional development aspects for improving operation and
maintenance of the facilities provided and transfer of knowledge. The project has a socioeconomic unit (SEU) for strengthening the effectiveness of the technological aspects by
enhancing the active paliieipation of the cOIllmunity. The SEU trains groups of hand-pump
carctakers, women masons and other community-based functionaries. In the health field
they train Anganwadi (pre-school) workers, birih attendants, private practitioners and
school teaehcrs. An important part of the activities of the SEU is the Occupational Health
Program, the subject of this paper. In India, according to the 'State ofindia's Enviromnent
1984-85 'the goverrnnent is cnjoined to direct its policy towards securing the health and
strength of workers and cach state is required to make provisions to ensure just and humane
conditions of work'. Unfortunately, no single law deals with occupational health in its
entirety. Three acts touch different aspects: the Factories Act, 1948, the Workers State
Insurance Act (ESI), 1948 and the Workmen's Compensation Act (WCA), 1923. A review
of these three reveals that a large number of workers who are exposed to hazards at their
place of work are excluded from their purview. However, these tIn'ee acts form in themy a
celiain base for workers' protection. The main problem in India lies not in the f0l1lluiation
of the relatively well designed laws but in their enforcement; as stated in the above quoted
State of India's environment report:
The enforcement laws relating to occupational health arc woefillly inadequate. Under
the Chief Inspector of Factories, who is advised by the Dir'ectorate General of Factmy
Advice Service, certifying surgeons and inspectors are appointed, including medical inspectors. There is a lack of inspectors in the country and the lacunae in the Factories Aet endanger their controlling power. The enforcement of the ESI and WCA is also far from satist:1ctmy.
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Besides the inspection and enforcement apparatus, a number of research institutes have
been set up: the Central Mining and Research Station in Dhanbad, under the council for
Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), the Industrial Toxicology Research Centre
(ITRC) also under the CSIR, the Central Labor Institute in Bombay, the All India Institute
of Hygiene and Public Health in Calcutta and the Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur.
The leading institute in the field of occupational health and safety is the National Institute
of Occupational Health (NIOH) in Alnnedabad. Yet despitc recognition of occupational
health problems at a national level most management of industrial firms and trade unions
have not yct presented comprehensive stratcgies towards occupational health and safcty
Issues.

Tanneries and tannery workers in Kanpur
Kanpur, the ninth largest city in India with an estimated population of2.2 million (extrapolation from 1981 census), is the largest city in the State of Uttar Pradesh. It has been an
industrial centre since the beginning of this centmy, with large textile mills, ordinance factories and tatmeries. The tanneries prepared leather for shoes and boots for the British and
Indian armies and since then Kanpur has been one of the main manufacturers of leather. It
has not been a major expOlier of finished leather products like Madras and Calcutta, but
prepares the leather for other industries in India and abroad. The tanneries in Kanpur are
concentrated in Jajmau, a large slu111 area near the Ganges on the east side of the city,
where the activities of the Indo-Dutch Project are situated. Accounts of the health hazards
oftarmers [Ramazzini 1940] exist in the classic 'De MorbisArtificum Diatriba' (1713), the
product of the pioneering investigations of Bernardino Ramazzini, considercd the Father of
Occupational Medicine. Despite Thackrah's (1795-1833) impressions that tanners "are
remarkably robust; the countenance florid; and disease almost unknown" [Meiklejohn
1957], subsequent studies have revealed a wide variety of hazards in the leather tarming
industry. Attention has been focused on the cxistence of potential carcinogens in the industty including nitrosamines, cln'omate pigments, benzidine-based direct dyestuffs, formaldehyde, aromatic organic solvents and leather dust [Decou fie 1979, Lollar 1980]. While
Marrett el al. discovered an increased risk of bladder cancer with exposure to leather while
working, Stern et al. studied the mortality of chrome Icather tannery workers and did not
detect higher cancer mOliality at any site [Marrctt et al. 1986, Stern et al. 1987]. Similar
fmdings were repOlied by Pippard ct al. who did not find significant numbers of deaths for
common sites of cancer for either chrome or vegetable tanners [ Pippard et al. 1985].
Important carcinogenic exposures include N-Nitroso compounds [Rounbehler et al. 1979]
which includes N-nitrosodimethylamine, a known human carcinogen in the beamhouse;
benzidine analogue-based dyes used in the dycing of leather and leather dust generated in
the buffing operation containing trivalent and hexavalent cln'omium [WHO 1981]. Other
important hazards reported include chrome ulceration due to trivalent chromium in tanning
liquor, occupational asthma due to bark dust or leather dust, chronic bronchitis due to dusts
of vegetable tatming materials, lime, leather and chemical mists [Gupta 1989, Hills and
Fajen 1988]. Skin diseases found among Indian tarmery workers [Gupta et al. 1978] include
fimgal infections, vitamin deficiency diseases, scabies, allergy and eczema, pigmentary disorders and psoriasis. Accidents commonly reported in tanneries includc falls and drowning
in pits and vats, injuries on revolving drums, in mnning rollers and knives and gassing by
hydrogen sulphide while cleaning out tanning pits [Gupta 1989].
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SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Study sample
A two stage sampling procedure for selection of the Shldy population was adopted. Of the
124 functioning tanneries in Jajmau, a representative sample of 21 tanneries was obtained
by stratified random sampling. The tanneries were stratified on the basis of tanning process
(chrome, vegetable or mixed) and hide processing capacity (large, medium or small) (Table
7.1). Of the 21 tanneries selected, one closed down during the study leaving 20 tanneries in
the sample. Within each of the 20 study tanneries, a one-third sample of workers was
selected by stratifying the workers on the basis of work-department: Raw hide, Bearnhouse,
Tanyard (vegetable), Tanyard (chrome), Finishing and Other. Thus a total of 497 workers
were selected and studied. In addition, 108 persons employed in the tanneries but not
engaged in leather work (e.g. office attendants, gardeners, gatekeepers, carpenters etc.)
were shldied. Of these, 80 were finally matched with the sample of workers for age and
incOlllc and taken for comparison.

Table 7.1 Types of tanneries included in the study sample
Size

Type of tanning process

Large

Mixed (chrome + vegetable)
Chrome
Vegetable

3
3
3

Medium

Chrome
Vegetable

3
3

Small

Chrome
Vegetable

3

Number in sample

3

21

Total

Study tools
Two questionnaires were administered by the interviewer:
l.

A social questionnaire eliciting employment details, working conditions and practices,
facilities available at work, hazards experienced at the workplace and personal habits;

2.

A medical questionnaire eliciting the existence of cunent and recent (within last 15
days) symptoms relevant to identifying occupational and non-occupational morbidity
and health care utilisation pattern.
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Study procedure
I.

Administration of questio1l1laires: the social questionnaire described above was administered by trained social workers and the medical questio1l1laire by qualified physicians;

2.

Physical examination: a complete general and systemic physical examination of each
subject was performed by the surveying physician including height and weight
measurement;

3.

Peak expiratoty flow rate: a Standard Wrights Peak Flow Meter was used for this
pUl1JOse. After two trial blows, readings were taken on three test blows;

4.

Investigations: selected workers with specific health problems requiring flllther investigation were refelTed to the Workers Statc Insurance Corporation Hospital responsible for medical care and rcpOits were obtained.

lnfollnal discussions with tatmelY workers and tannery owners added to the information
collected by the methods described above. The data was put into PCs by the social workers
who perfollned the interviews, using dBase III plus, and was analyzed with SPSS.
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RESULTS
A.

Personal and social profile of the study population

PeI'SOI/({/ pal'ticu/al's

Tannery workers constituted a predominantly young population with a mean age of 32
years. This correlates with the fact that the majority of workers were recent migrants with
45.6% having been in Kanpur city for less than 10 years. The religious distribution of the
workforce can be seen to be markedly distinct from national and state population compositions which are about four-fifths Hindu and only around one-eighth Muslim. Illiteracy or
only primmy education is the norm in the tanneries which is related to the work requiring
few or informally acquired skills. Rock-bottom wages with a mean of Rs. 546 per month
ensure that few educated persons are attracted to this industry. It may be noted that tannelY
workers are an all-male population, although only about two-thirds (67.4%) of those married stay with their families. The remaining, mostly migrants from eastern and central Ultar
Pradesh, visit their villages once or twice a year only.

Table 7.2 Personal particulars of tannery workers

Number

Percentage

Age (in years)
< 20
20 - 29
30 - 39
40 - 49
~ 50

21
216
141
73
46

4.2
43.4
28.4
14.6
9.3

Religion
Muslim
Hindu

269
228

54.1
45.9

Education
Illiterate
Primary
Middle/high school
Higher education

297
111
75
14

59.8
22.3
15.1
2.8

Income (in Rs. per month)
< 300
300 - 600
600 - 900
> 900

7
426
53
11

1.4
85.7
10.7
2.2
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Open drain in Jajmau residential area canying
tannery effluent

Improved drainage system in
Jajmau residential area

Employmellt pa/'ticllla/'s

There was wide variation in total working experience in tallllerics and the mean working
experience of 11.6 years did not adequately reflect that over onc-third of the workers were
fresh, having worked for less than 5 years. The extremely high turnover of employment is
brought out by the fact that nearly one-fomih of the workers had been working in the tanneries whcre they wcre surveyed for less than a year. This is directly linked to the predominantly daily wage character of employment with frequent lay-offs and retrenchment.

WOl'kplace pal'ticulal's allli pl'llctices

While our proportional sample revcalcd the largest number of workers in finishing and
beam house sections, rotation in workstation was comparatively UllCOllU1101l, with each

worker ordinarily confmed to a single work-process. The majority of workers never used
protective devices, the conmlon reasons being non-availability (28.2% workers) and that
they were considered ullllecessary (25.6% workers). The nse of protective devices was
distributed highly unevenly between departments with 94% of beam house workers always
using devices compared to only 8.1 % workers in the tanyard. None of the tanneries had
separate lunch rooms so that about half(50.5%) of the workers were taking lunch at the
workplace itself and most of the remaining (47.3%) were taking lunch in open spaces within the tallllely. Soap for hand washing or bathing was not available in the vast majority
(94.4%) oftatmeries. Most workers (89.9%) washed their hands with only water before
meals and the great majority (90.1 %) took a bath after work.

Table 7.3 Employment particulars of tannery workers

Number

Percentage

Total working experience in tanneries (in years)
172
120
120

34.6

5 - 9.9
10-19.9
<020

85

17.1

117
135
101
93

23.5
27.2
20.3
18.7

51

10.3

215
201
81

43.3

<5

Duration of work in present tannery (in years)
<1
1 - 4.9
5 - 9.9
10-19.9
<020
Type of employment
Daily wage
Permanent
Temporary and other

24.1
24.1

40.4

16.3
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Table 7.4 Workplace particulars and conditions for tannery workers
Number
Work department
Raw hide
Beam House
lanyard (Veg.)
lanyard (Chrome)
Finishing
Others

Percentage

12
116
74
67
141
87

2.4
23.3
14.9
13.4
28.4
17.5

74
423

14.9
85.1

188
24
285

37.8
4.9
57.3

Rotation of workstation in present tannery

Yes
No
Usage of protective devices

Always
Occasionally
Never

B. Medical profile of the study populatiou

OcclIpatiollalmorbidity ill talllleries (Table 7.5)
This was found among a significantly high propOliion (28.17%) of workers and could be
divided into morbidity of four major systems - skin, respiratory tract, musculoskeletal system and eyes. Diseases of the skin were mostly caused by toxic, irritant or sensitising
chemical substances including clu·ome ulcers caused by trivalent chromium, acid bums due
to sulphuric acid and contact dcrmatitis caused by exposurc to !inae solution, solvents or
dyes. Diseases of the respiratOlJ' tract were mostly caused by IITitant dust patiicles and
vapours especially during the finishing stage of tanning. Clinically most significant were
occupational asthma in the grinding, buffing and cln·ome tanning sections and occupational
respiratory ilTitation in grinding and buffing sections. An atypical syndrome of cxertional
dyspnea, haemoptysis and chest pain was observed among workcrs exclusively in the spray
painting section. This is probably rclatcd to exposure to lacqucr thinner consisting of a
complex mixture of organic solvents. Diseases of the musculoskeletal system were prinaariIy due to poor ergonomic conditions, persistently working in abn0l111al postures and lifting
of hcavy weights. The principal fonn of musculoskeletal morbidity accounting for vlliually
half of all occupational morbidity was lumbar backache found among workers working
consistently in stooping or abnonnal postures in lime yard, vegctable tamling and celiain
finishing sections. This lumbar backache generally improved when away from work and
was not present before c01l1l1leneing work in taImeries. Diseases of the "yes were related to
llTitating substances, causing conjunctival initation and its sequelae. Occupational conjunctival llTitation in grinding, chrome tanning and buffing sections may have been responsible
for pterygium (17.7%) and pingeculum (10.6%) which were noted as possible scquelae of
chronic conjunctival irritation.
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Vegetable talming
with pit system

Table 7.5 Occupational morbidity among tannery workers
Type of morbidity
Lumbar backache
Chrome ulcers
Occupational respiratory irritation
Occupational asthma
Occupational conjunctival irritation
Contact dermatitis
Injuries, burns
Solvent-induced exertional dyspnea
Occupational heat exhaustion

Number

Percentage

77
10
19
11
15
13
20
1
2

15.5
2.0
3.8
2.2
3.0

2.6
4.0
0.2
0.4

NOIl-occl/patiollalmorbidity

Among tatmelY workers and other tannelY staff this was considerable with 70.4% workers
and 73.7% other tmmery staff being affected (Table 6). Other tannery staff having been
selected as persons employed in the tanneries but not engaged in leather work, the number
of them was comparatively small (n = 80) to make statistical comparison. The overall incidence of non-occupational morbidity among workers and other tanne!Y staff was similar, as
noted above. However, the possible occupational association of celiain illnesses such as
chronic obstmctive aspecific lung disease (eOAD) and arthritis among tannelY workers
appears to be a fruitful area for fmiher investigation.
Occl/patiollal respollses

These were defined as conditions involving physiological alterations without symptoms
caused by occupational exposure. This included mainly callosities on the hands (72.6%
leather workers, 44.4% other staff) and callosities on the shoulder or other sites (23.9%
leather workers, 1.8% other staff) which were adaptations to friction encountered during
the work.
LI/Ilg fimctio/l (Peak ExpimtO/J' FloJV Rate)

A single lung function test was performed on all subjects in the form of measurement of
Peak Expiratory Flow Rate (PEFR) by means of a Standard Wrights Peak Flow Meter. The
predicted valuc of PEFR for each worker was calculated on the basis of his height and age
using Rastogi's equation derived from a population ofNOlih Indian workers [Rastogi et al.
1983].
Expected PEFR = (1.944 x height-2.019 x age + 148.882) Llmin
PEFR was calculated as: actual as a percentage of the expected PEFR i.e. AlE x 100
The mean PEFR index for workers was found to be 113.50 and for other staff 119.94. Thus
Rastogi et al. 's equation was not found to be a velY good fit for our data, the mean AlE
index being about 15% higher for our data.
Using the above equation only 4.3% leather workers had a PEFR which could be regarded
as abnollnally low «80% of the expccted) indicative of abnollnally reduced ventilatory
function. The majority ofleather workers had a PEFR index in the range 100-119.9 and
120 - 139.9 (Table 7.6).
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Table 7.6 Selected non-occupational morbidity in tanneries
Form of morbidity

Workers
Number

Other staff
Percentage

Number

Percentage

Skin

Pyogenic infections
Fungal infections
Leprosy

17
13
4

3.4
2.6
0.8

1
3
0

1.2
3.7
0

14
13
49
10

2.8
2.6
9.8
2.0

0
0
12
0

0
0
15.0
0

12
18
11

2.4
3.6
2.2

0
1
1

0
1.2
1.2

17
4

3.4
0.8

4
0

5.0
0

27
6
7

5.4
1.2
1.4

7
0
0

8.7
0
0

Respiratory system

COAD
Pneumonitis
U.R.1.
Chest pain
Musculoskeletal system

Arthritis (U. limbs)
Arthritis (I. limbs)
Sprain/soft tissue injuries
Eyes

Cataract
Conjunctivitis
Other systems

Pain abdomen/acid dyspepsia
Cardiac conditions
Vi!. A deficiency

Table 7.7 Distribution of per index (actual as a percentage of expected by Rastogis
equation) among tannery workers

•
NE x 100

Number of workers

Percentage (n = 486)

< 60

11

2.3

60 - 79.9

10

2.0

80 - 99.9

65

13.4

100 - 119.9

215

44.2

120 - 139.9

159

32.7

26

5.3

;,140

80
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Buffing without exhausting system

Exhausting system for
buffing machine

DISCUSSION
With respect to the tannery workers of Jajmau, certain important social factors and attributes which shape attitudes to hazards at work deserve a mention. Firstly, the workforce is
predominantly young and first generation migrants leading to a certain degree of social
mobility and 'uprootedness' inconceivable in their native villages. Lack of stable jobs, with
frequent lay-offs by employers interspersed with slack pedods of under- or unemployment
accentuates this state of insecurity. Employment is the main anchoring point in this otherwise shifting context. Work, especially skilled kinds of work means social placement, identity, status and most importantly, significant income. Being engaged in productive work
largely tends to override considerations related to 'quality' of work; hazards are an unsavomy part of a no-option survival package.
A parallel social determinant of considerable significance is the caste/religious background. It is significant to note that in the entire sample of workers directly engaged in
leather work there was only one example of an individual of upper caste ('savarna 'J background. As noted earlier, the working population is roughly equally divided between
Muslims and scheduled caste (mainly 'chamar'or Raidas-traditionally untouchable)
Hindus. Although muslims are nominally beyond the ambit of the caste system, even here
the great majority of workers belongcd to 'Ansari' or similar clans, descendcd from
untouchablcs convelted to Islam centuries ago yet still at the bottom mng of the social hierarchy within muslims. Traditionally relegated to perf0l11ling the 'unclean' tasks in the village economy, such as flaying of dead animals, curing of the hides obtained and disposal of
carcasses, these workers of each religion have tended to accept unhygienic and at time
unsafe kinds of work with less resistance than might be expected. The self-image of such
workers, particularly their perception of their own bodies and definition of 'acceptable' levels of bodily exposure to unhealthy situations is significantly conditioned by this historical
intemalisation of caste oppression. This is despite the positive fact that traditional caste
roles and social positions are increasingly under challenge due to a variety of factors.
Celtain additional factors also condition the attitude of workers to workplace hazards. One
is the prevalence of piece-rate work in departments involving repetitive dangerous operations such as the hydraulic embossing press operation. Since the wage is directly dependent
on the number of hides processed and even obtaining a minimal income depends on appreciable work performance, 'straining' the machine to maximise production, even at the cost
of safety, is common. On the hydraulic press this takes the f0l1l1 of operating the machine
at unduly high pressures (which shOitens processing time) and removal of safety guards
which interfere with 'straining'. Another factor is the system of contracting out celtain hazardous types of work to groups of contract workers who are paid a fixed amount for
perf0l1l1ing a specific operation - such as cleaning pits/sludge tanks/industrial sewage lines
within the tannery. Once the work is contracted the tannery owncr shmgs off the responsibility for work safety - with not infrequently catastrophi<; consequences. Study of the
results of the data relating to morbidity tends to blur the conventional distinction between
'occupational' and 'non-occupational' disease. Although the data has been presented in the
categories of 'occupational morbidity' and 'non-occupational morbidity', in fact the
conditions encountered lie on a continuum ranging from conditions with one-to-one
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occupation - disease correlations like occupational asthma, to conditions with progressively
less clearly deflned association with occupational factors. Many kinds of morbidity tend to
be more embraceable in the WHO concept of 'work related disease' rathcr than 'occupatiollal disease',
Occupational diseases ... stand at one end of the spectnu11 of work-relatedness where the
relationship to speciflc causative factors at work has been fi.Illy established and the factors
concemed can be identifled, measured and eventually controlled. At the other end diseases
may have a weak, inconsistent, unclear relationship to working conditions; in the middle of
the spectrum there is a possible causal relationship but the strength and magnihlde of it
may vmy [WHO 1985].
This includes conditions like lumbar backache which are less esoteric yet magnihlde-wise responsible for much more workers' lnisely compared to classic 'occupational diseases' such as chrome ulcers which often tend to be regarded as insigniflcant irritants. One
is led to speculate about the extent to which a mechanistic theOlY of disease etiology, positing a clearly identifiable 'agent' or 'toxin' for each disease condition, is responsible for an
often narrow emphasis on occupational toxins within the rich and ronwlex gamut of interaction between work and health. Interestingly and significantly, the workers themselves
rarely distinguish between occupational and non-occupational ilbless though they are acutely aware that much of their physical ill-being stems from bad working conditions.
Another significant dynamic which could be touched upon, given the unique nahlre of
the projcct, was the relationship between work environment and general environment schematically, 'ergotoxicology vs ecotoxicology'. The association between the two seems
to be characterised by a simultaneous concurrence and complementarity. On the one hand,
substitution of hazardous substances and modemisation of production processes could be
seen to clearly reduce both work hazards and environmental damage. This emerged while
discussing a proposal to substitute ground-bark tanning by extract tanning. Elilnination of
the grinding operation would clearly eliminate the hazard of bark-dust responsible for
occupational asthma; on the other hand, with the elimination of bark from the tanning
process, a major solid waste problem would be eradicated.
However, a converse sihration is obtained whcrever attempts are made to efficiently displace toxins from the workplace to reduce workplace hazards. A clear example of this was
the original installation of effective exhaust systems in several tanneries in the spray painting sections - leading to lower solvent levels in the work environment by throwing concentrated solvent vapours into the ambient envirom11ent While the project, as a component of
its industrial counselling program, has now designed and assisted installation of model
combined exhaust and vapour filtering systems, the fact remains that this complementarity
must be continuously kept sight of. An interesting reversal of this complementarity may be
seen in the newly-installed primary treatment plants for first-stage effluent treatment within
the tanneries. The sedimentation tanks of these plants contain organic sludge which has to
be periodically cleaned by workers - and cases of hydrogen sulphide intoxication have
occurred in this process. So even ensuring a healthier environment led to an unhealthy
work situation.
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Tlus clearly emphasizes that work environment and living environment have to be
viewed integrally. In a developing couutry like India, where both of these are comparatively reccnt conccms and infrastl1lctural devclopment is often insufficient or uneven, a
comprehensive industrial counselling approach appears to be the most suitable to suppott
integral change. The Indo-Dutch Project has made a start in tWs direction by implementing
interventions as diverse as an effiuent treatment plant, chromium reCOVCIY units, workplace
exhaust-cum-filtration systems, automatic machine guards, first aid boxes, safety posters,
initiation of health and safety councils and safety training to workers in the leather tanning
indushy of Jajmau. A major area of exploration lies in the conceptualisation and implementation of industrial counselliug approaches for different industrics, to provide packages
of technical support to industries on mutually interconnected aspects: improvement of work
environment, pollution control, productivity and work organisation. An important component of this process of industrial upgrading is the active and self-sustained involvement of
workers on the shopfloor. This is possible through the agency of health and safety councils
consisting of workers and employers at the plant level, and empowered with initiation and
monitoring of industrial modification to improve the working environment. The challenge
is to transform the wealth of existing knowledge into a real process for change and improvement - of the environment both within and beyond the workplace lOry et a!. 1990].
There is scope for work in the velY appealing field of health and the enviromnent. The
horizon should not be restricted to environmental health; health should indeed be seen as a
sustainable state [King 1990], wWch could be acWeved only if we broaden our views and
cooperate with people outside the nmiow health sector.
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CONCLUSION
Protecting workers and the environment within tanneries in an urban slum results in displacing the dangers to the other side of the walls and thus polluting the illllllediate vicinity
of the tanneries, the slums where the tannelY workers live with their families. Activities for
controlling the pollution caused by tanneries such as installation of waste water treatment
plants inside tanneries result in accidents within the tanneries. The environment within the
workplace and environment beyond the workplace form a dialectical unity and neither can
be adequately dealt with without appropriate attention to its converse. Occupational health,
as an integrated part of industrial counselling, should stinmlate responsible authorities to
implement pollution control measures in a holistic way to protect the environment both
within and outside the indushy.
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Chapter 8

Assessment of exposure to chemical agents and ergonomic
stressors in tanneries in Kanpur, India"

F.G. (1)', F.U Rahman, r~ Kalagade, A. Shukla and A. Bu/'dO//

ABSTRACT
In developing countries qualitative assessment of exposure at the workplace may be an
essential tool in evaluating hazardous working conditions. This sUlvey reports on qualitative assessment of exposure to chemicals, dust and ergonomic stressors among 298 workers in 15 tamleries in Kanpur, India. In general, chemical exposure and dennal exposurc
was highest among beamhouse workers, less for workers involved in dry finishing activitics, and lowest for those performing the wet finishing of hides. Dermal exposure was rated
as high to very high during beamhouse activities, reflecting direct contact with wet hidcs
and manual handling of hides in soak tanks. Rclevant dust exposure was only observed
during dry finishing activities. Most workers experienced severe postural load due to working in tnmk flexion and rotation for more than 50% of their daily worktime. In addition,
manual materials handling with loads over 20 kg frequently occurred. The size of the tannOlY, in general a reflection of state of technology, showed no systematic influence on
exposure profiles. The survey suggested that mechanization of material transfer and application of trolleys reduced the worktime with trunk flexion and rotation and implied less
manual lifting. The presence of local exhaust ventilation in large tarmeries seemed to
reduce the chemical exposure. This sUlvey has demonstrated the importance of rapid
appraisal techniques for evaluating hazardous conditions at the workplace. In developing
countries this approach may facilitate occupational hygicne research and practice.
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INTRODUCTION
Although the best part of the worldwide workforce is to be found in low-income countries,
there is velY little information available concerning occupational health hazards in various
occupations in these countries. Anecdotal evidence suggests that working conditions may
substantially differ from those in developed countries, usually for the worse [Chavalitsakulchia and Shahnavaz 1993, Mathur et a!. 1993). However, infonnationon distribution of
health hazards and prevalence of work-related diseases is sparse or nOlI'existent. Resources
for identifying and evaluating hazardous working conditions are severely limited in most
low-income countries.
Objective measurements of exposure to harmful agents often are too costly and may
require technical experience and skills that are not available. Hcnce, the use of sUl1"ogate
mcasures of exposure may offer an opportunity to arrive at estimates of exposure with sufficient reliability to capture the basic characteristics of the exposure profilcs. Several
authors have reported that qualitative exposure assessments may yield information that correlates reasonably well with actual measurements of exposure at the workplace and that is
useful to identity groups of workers with high and low exposures [FOllil et a!. 1993,
Kromhout et a!. 1987, Post et a1. 1991). Assigl1lllent of workers to a limited number of
exposure categories has proven a suitable approach, despite the inevitable misclassification
of some workers due to overlapping exposure distributions [Kromhout et a1. 1987). These
qualitative methods can offer impOliant fcatures for occupational health surveys in countries without advanced occupational hygiene facilities.
This paper repOlis the results of an epidemiologic study among tannelY workers in Kanpur, India, using simple qualitative methods to assess exposure to hazardous agents and
ergonomic conditions. The study was part of the occupational health program of the IndoDutch Environmental and Sanitary Engineering Project under Ganga Action Plan. In 1986,
the Indian gove11lment launched the Ganga Action Plan, aimed at preventing pollution to
enter the Ganges and at improving the living conditions of the population on the river
banks. The occupational health program specifically addressed the working conditions in
tanneries in Jajmau, an industrial slum in Kanpur which contributed heavily to the pollution
in the Ganga river. In 1988, this program started with a walk-tln'ough survey in 20 tarmeries
to identify possible hazards at the workplace. At the same time, infonnation was collected
on some health complaints that may be caused by hazardous working conditions [Shukla et
a!. 1991). In 1990, this survey was followed by the workshop 'A higher productivity and a
better place to work'. In collaboration with the Inte11lational Labour Organization tannelY
owners and senior managers of 38 tanneries discussed the working conditions in their tanneries and agreed on the need for appropriate control of airb011le dust and chemical agents,
for ergonomic improvements and safety measures. During this workshop, a plan for implementation of industrial control techniques was launched and, subsequently, modifications
were made in seven tmmeries. In large tanneries control measures were implemented at
larger scale than in smaller tanneries sillce owners were 1110re 'open-minded' and convinced
of the benefits of the proposed modifications. The control measures consisted of local

exhaust ventilation at several work stations, some mechanization of material transfer,
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installation of guards on several machines with rotating parts and introduction of trolleys
(Shukla and Katagade, 1994].
In May 1994, it was possible to study the working conditions in the talllleries in more
detail and to evaluate whether better working conditions are associatcd with less health
complaints. An epidemiologic survey was conducted to gather infonnation on the occurrence of health complaints with an assumed high prevalence among tallllelY workers, that is
respiratOlY disorders, skin complaints and low-back pain (OIY et al. 1997]. The cunent
paper describes the qualitative exposure assessments that were performed as pmt of tltis
epidemiologic study. The primary goal of the assessment strategy was to describe exposure
to chemical agents, dust, and ergonontic stressors among tannelY workers in India. A secondary aim of the study was to evaluate whether a simple assessment of exposure could
demonstrate differences in working conditions between traditional talllleries and tanneries
with basic occupational hygiene control techniques in place.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Tanneries ill Kanpul'

In 1993, the Kanpur region had about 150 tanneries engaging approximately 7.000 workers. The size of the tallllelY is detclmined by its hide processing capacity; small tanneries
tan 60 hides/day or less, medium-sized tamleries handle approximately 60 to 120 hides/day,
and large factories produce over 120 hides/day. The number of workers in small and medium tamleries usually varies between 10 and 100, while large tanneries may employ several
hundred workers. In general, large factories have adopted a better production technology
and are largely mechanized. Small and medium-sized tamleries often work in the trallitional
manner, predontinantly based on manual operations.

Tlte tallllillg process
The talllling process is similar in all tamleries. After storage of raw hides and selection and
marking of the hides, the typical proccss route for leather tamling and fmishing consists of
foUl' steps: Bearnhouse operations and talllling, Wet fittishing, DIy finishing, and Packing
(Gupta 1990].
In the beamhouse the hide processing starts by either stretching the hides on bamboo
frames or by pegs, or spreading the hides on the ground in mild sun. During beam house
operations and talllling activities laborers are exposed to various chemical agents in the air.
The contribution of skin exposure is significant due to frequent contact with water and
chemicals during preparatolY operations such as soaking, liming, fleshing, deliming, bating
and pickling. Chemicals used are lime, sodium chloride, sodium sulfide, sodium acid
flouride, caustic soda, dimethylamine and sulphuric acid. Tanning involves application of
chrome (III) compounds or various barks iu case of vegetable tmming. In small traditional
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tannerics the operations are usually perfonned in cramped, sheltered places while in large
tannerics the operations arc more layed out. MachinelY equipcmcnt is seldom used in this
stage of the process.
The wet fmishing process includes splitting, shaving, waxing and oiling. Workcrs have
no direct contact with water nor with chemicals. They may, however, expcricncc dermal
exposure to chemicals while processing wet hides. Application of oil products may introduce specific hazards. Operations are predominantly perfonned standing at machines.
Laborers in the dlY finishing stage perform operations such as dlying, shaving, buffing,
prcssing, staking, padding and spraying. Workers are exposed to dust palticles originating
from leather and/or paint, wlule operating machinelY and sprayers. Bark grinding is included in the categOlY of dlY fnlishing as the occupational risk (inhalation of bark dust) is similar to the risk encountered in dlY fnlishing operations.
Finally, there is a group of miscellaneous workers such as packers, sweepers, carriers,

and nlixers of chcmicals. They often have a mixture of exposurcs as they move from one
section to the othcr during thcir daily work and their tasks may change from day to day.
Carriers cany wet hides, sometimes up to 100 kg. Mixing of chenucals is usually done with
bare hands, introducing a largc amount of skin exposure and inhalatory exposure to the various chemicals used throughout the tanneries. Due to small numbers, these workers were
assigned to one group.

bu/us/l'ia/modificatiolls
During the Indo-Dutch project seven tanneries (three large and four small/medium) made
several modifications in the production process in order to improve working conditions. In
large tanneries the modifications consisted of installation of local exhaust ventilation in the
dry finishing section, guards on press machines and machines with rotating parts in the wet
and dlY finishing sections, some mechanization of material transfer in the beamhouse and
the wet finishing section, as well as introduction of trolleys in these sections. In the
small/medium tanneries changes were more modest; simple local cxhaust ventilation systems in the dry finishing section, guards on machines in the wct fnlishing area, and limited
mechanization and introduction of trolleys in the beamhousc and wet fnlish.

Study populatioll
The 15 palticipating tanneries were visited to conduct on-site survcys. There were no
refusals from talmelY owners to participate in the survey. TIll'ce large and four small tanneries which had made modifications to their production proccss and three large and five small
tannerics without modifications wcrc includcd in this study. The Indo-Dutch Environmental
and Sanitary Engineering Project under Ganga Action Plan has suppOlted tannelY owners
to build chrome recovelY units and primalY waste treatment plants in the course of thc
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years. The high participation from a traditionally secluded industly in India can thus be
explained by this ongoing support from the Indo-Dutch project.
The study population comprised 418 tannelY workers that were present at production
depattments in these 15 tanneries during the survey. All invited laborers patticipated in the
survey, resulting in a response rate of 100% (n=418). Workers were asked to patticipate
(but not in front of the owner). Infonned consent was given orally, see also the high proportion of illiterate workers. Although workers could refuse to patticipate, this was not
observed. We cannot discuss reasons for this response rate except for the observation that
the researchers were warmly welcomed by participants, partly because the good relation
between the project team and the laborers. Another important reason is the strong hierarchical relation of the laborers to the tmmery owners: if a tannelY owner agrees, it is very
hard for a worker to refhse pmticipation.
Of all workers infonnation on age, height, weight, occupational histOlY and health complaints was collected by means of a standardized interview. Qualitative exposure assessments were performed on 298 (71 %) laborers at their respective work stations. These work
stations were assigned to three exposure groups that resembled the major stages in the tannelY process. Assessments were also performed for workers with miscellaneous activities if
the observed aetivity was a substantial patt of their regular work. For a variety of reasons
no individual exposure assessment could be obtained from 120 (29%) laborers; due to
restricted electricity supply various workers could not operate their machines, several
workers did not perform their regular tasks at the day of the survey and other workers had
jobs with too many miscellaneous activities that hampered an overall assessment of ind.ividual exposurc. Table I shows the distribution of subjects in each of the four exposure
groups over modified and non-modified tanneries, stratified by size of tannelY.

Qllalitative exposure assessmellf

The exposure assessments were performed at individual level and comprised a qualitative
ranking of exposure to dust, to chemicals in the air, to dermal contact with chemicals and
to ergonomic stressors. The procedure to estimate exposure to chemicals in the air, using a
five-point scale recording no, low, moderate, high, and velY high exposure, has been
described in the literature [Kromhout et a!. 1987, Hawkins et a!. 1991]. The qualitative
assessment of skin exposure to chemicals agents was based on a three-point scale method
published by Hawkins and colleagues, distinguishing between no, moderate, and high
exposure [Hawkins et a!. 1991]. Dustiness was assessed on a five-point scale ranging £i'om
no, low, moderate, high, to velY high exposure [Fonn et al. 1993]. Ergonomic stressors
were also estimated with five levels, based on the percentage of worktime in awkward postlu'es and strenuous activities. As cutoff points were used 10%,25%, 50%, and 75% of
worktime [Dallner et al. 1991]. See the Annex I for a detailed description of the qualitative
exposure estimates and the rating schemes applied.
All exposure assessments were conducted by two teams of each three assessors with
ample experience in working conditions in Indian tanneries. They received a tln'ee-day
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training course in the assessment procedure and use of the rating schemes. Subsequently,
all assessors visited a few non-participating tmmeries to test the assessment procedure
under field conditions. Difficulties encountered were discussed to optimize the assessor's
ability to arrive at reproducible estimates and to minimize differences among the assessors.
Both groups were supervised by a person with ample experience of several years in
occupational health in the project area. As tannery workers work at piece rate and the
operations at the respective work stations are identical for evelY piece of leather, an observation period of approximately 10 minutes at each work station was regarded sufficient to
observe several complete work cycles. Assessment ratings were obtained from all assessors
individually by showing their estimates with the fingers simultaneously to the team leader.
Tlus procedure was developed to avoid substantial interobservational influence. The assessors' ratings were averaged and rounded off to whole numbers in order to obtain an exposure estimate for any pmiicular worker that resembled the original categorical scale.
Care has been taken to exccute the study outside the rainy or hot season. Climatic conditions in low income countrics have often a stronger impact on traditional industries, like
tamleries, than in industrialized countries. A survey during the rainy season would not have
included drying of the hides. The study was also conducted before the summer with its
very hot periods. Thcse climatic conditions considerably affect routine tannery productions.
For celia in periods exposure in the rainy season or in the summer may be higher.

Statistical Alla(l'sis
All statistical analyses were perfol1ned with the software package SPSS-PC version 5.0.
The results of the qualitative exposure estimates were collected as the average score of
three assessors for each worker, rounded off the whole numbers. In order to reduce the
large number of estimates, the original exposure scores were collapsed into three categories; no exposure (score 0), low exposure (score I) and moderate/high exposure (scores 2 to
4). For all relevant exposure variables the number of estimates with no, low, and moderate/high exposure were calculated. In the tables the exposure distribution is presented by
percentage of estimates within each category. Differences in exposure distributions between
depmiments and between modified and non-modified tanneries were tested with the X' test
for trend. In these 2x3 tables a cell with a zero was rcgarded to have a value of 1. In case
of two cells with value zero, the data were further collapsed into a 2x2-table and tested for
sigruficance by the X' test. Since the number of observations per cell may be small, a significance level of 0.1 0 was regarded as appropriate.
The cOlTespondence between the assessors was evaluated by % of agreement over all
assessors. The strength of agreement was also evaluated by Cohen's kappa, taking into
account that intenater agreement depends on both the number of agreements between categories and the number of disagreements between categories. As a 11I1e ofthumb, kappa values less than 0.4 represent poor agreement, 0.4 - 0.6 moderate agreement, 0.6 - 0.8 substantial/good agreement and 0.8 - 1.0 (ahnos!) perfect agreement [Landis 1977]. The
interobserver agreement was evaluated for all pairs of raters, resulting in thrce comparisons
within each group of three assessors.
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RESULTS
Table 8.2 presents the results of the qualitative estimates for exposure to chemicals in the
air, chemicals on the skin and airbome dust among 298 workers in 15 Indian talmeries. The
stratification by tannelY size did not demonstrate clear differenccs in exposure profiles
between large and smalVmedium tanneries. The overall pattern showed that exposure to
chemical agents was higher among workers in the beamhouse and dry finishing departments (29% to 100% of estimates at low to moderate/high exposure) compared with workers in the wet finishing department (0% to 29% of estinlates at low to moderate/high exposure). In general, at group level the ratings for exposure to chemicals by inhalation were
reasonably comparable with those for dermal contact. Exposure to dust was only rated
among workers involved in dlY fmishing activities. The group of workers involved in
miscellaneous activities was velY small and the assessments of their exposure are based on
too small numbers to arrive at sound conclusions on their exposure profiles. The estimates
for those workers in large tanneries are only presented for descriptive purpose.
The workers in the beamhouse received a considerable range in ratings, with the best
part of the population judged as being exposed to low or moderate/high levels of chemical
agents, either by inhalation or by dermal contact. Dust exposure was rated as not relevant.
The presence of control techniques was associated with lower exposure estimates for chemicals in the air among the beamhouse workers in large tanneries, approximately 27% of the
workers shifted from low to zero exposure. For workers involved in wet finishing activities
the industrial modifications in large tanneries shifted the distribution of chemical exposure
towards lower exposure ratings for chemical agents in the air (most notably a shift of 12%
workers from high to moderate or low exposure) and higher ratings for dermal exposure
(13% increase in high exposure). Exposure to dust was not observed among these workers.
The workers in dlY fmishing activities were rated as either not exposed or moderately/highly exposed to chemical agents. In large tamleries with industrial modifications lower ratings
were obtained for both types of chemical exposure, with a significant reduction for dermal
exposure.

Table 8.3 describes the results of the qualitative estimates for postural load, characterized by prolonged standing, tnUlk flexion of more than 20° and trunk rotation of more
than 20°. The large majority of tannelY workers had to stand more than 50% of their daily
worktime. Tl1lnk flexion and rotation were also estimated to be present during a substantial
part of the shift. In general, the workers in the large tanneries with production processes
partly mechanized received the lowest ratings for awkward postures of the trunk compared
with workers in small talmeries. The estimates for duration of trunk flexion and tnUlk rotation were significantly lower among bearnl10use workers in modified tanneries than those
in traditional tarmeries. This effect was present in small/medium tanneries as well as large
tarmeries. A similar picture emerged for workers in the wet finishing departments, but only
the shifts in ratings for tnUlk rotation were statistically significant. No effect of modifications on postural load was observed among workers in the dry finishing sections.
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Table 8.4 shows the manual material handling estimates: pulling more than 20 kg, lifting 10 to 20 kg and lifting more than 20 kg. Manual material handling was especially concentrated in the beamhouse sections. Most laborers handled loads of at least 10 kg less than
25% of their daily worktime although some workers (IF41) were rated as being involved in
lifting of loads over 20 kg more than 50% of the shift. Tannery size did not influence the
exposure ratings with thc exception of beamhouse workers in large tmmeries who were
more often involved in pulling and lifting loads over 20 kg than their colleagues in
small/medium sized tmmeries, respectively 43 out of 121 and 2 out of28. The presence of
control techniques significantly reduced the duration of lifting activities among workers at
the beamhouse and wet finishing depaltments in large tanneries. Surprisingly, the ratings of
the wet finishing workers in small tanneries showed lower scores in traditional tmmeries
compared with modified tamleries. .
In table 8.5 the agreement in exposure estimates among the three raters of the first
group are presented. The various ergonOlnic stressors showed velY similar results and,
hence, the agreement was calculated ovcr all scores on all stressors. The overall agreement
among the raters was high, vmying from 89% to 100%, and resultilig in high Kappa values
of 0.82 to 1.0. The agreement on dust exposure among raters was i:>erf.ect, predominantly
caused by the high percentage of zero scores. Similar fmdings were obscrved for the measures of agreement among the three assessors of the second gi·oup of raters.

DISCUSSION
This study addressed working conditions in tanneries in Kanpur, India by means of extensive qualitative exposure assessments. The choice for qualitative assessments rather than
exposure measurements was prompted by the limited resources available at local level to
conduct a series of comprehensive occupational hygiene surveys in 15 tanneries. This situation is velY COlmnon in most developing countries and, hence, a thorough effort was made
to develop a protocol based on qualitative assessments.
Strategies for qualitative estimates of exposure have been developed and tested in affluent, industrialized societies [FOlm et aJ. 1993, Kromhout et aJ. 1987, Post et aJ. 1991].
Serious drawbacks in qualitative exposure assessments are the li!nited discriminatOlY
power, misclassification of individual exposures between categories, and substantial overlap of exposure distributions underlying the qualitative scores. However, several authors
have repOlted a fail' relation between objective measurements and subjective exposure
assessments by workers using various tools such as questiOlmaires, diaries and interviews.
Kromhout and colleagues found that assessment ofthe actual exposure levels as very difftcult but that ranking of jobs into an ordi!181 exposure scale was reasonably feasible
[Kromhout et aJ. 1987, Post et aJ. 1991). Hence, qualitative i!lfollllationmay lead assessors
in an efftcient way to shops with the highest exposure. For assessment of ergonOlnic conditions a fair agreement was reported between subjective and objective assessments on duration of tnmk flexion of more than 20' and on handling of weights more than 5 kg [Wiktorin
1993].
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In the current study no attempt was made to validate the exposure ratings with actual
measurements and, thus, the translation of these ratings to actual levels of exposure to
chemicals, dust and ergonomic stressors remains unknown. One has to bear in mind that
the exposure estimates in the current study were related to the local working conditions in
the Kanpur tanneries. A zero (no exposure) by a local assessor means that according to the
local situation he did not obscrve any exposure. It is however not unlikely that in this situation an assessor, accustomed to work in sophisticated industrial enviromnents in affiuent
industrialized societies, might present a higher exposure score. For example, a score of 1
for dermal exposure of beamhouse workers may encompass that naked arms and legs are
infrequently dipped into open baths since high dermal exposure may locally refer to the situation where the worker stands in a large soak tank while manually handling hides floating
around in a chemical mixture of disinfectants and surfactants. Moreover, protective boots,
aprons and gloves arc seldom available. A rating of 0 for dennal exposure may have
included infrequent skin contact with wet hides.
The interrater agreement in our study is very high with Cohen's kappa between 0.83 and
1.0. Although a few repOlis suggest that agreemcnt between persons with similar experiences may be high [Kromhout et al. 1987, Macaluso 1993] this extraorditlalY result may be
due to the specific approach in this survey. First, the qualitative exposure assessments in
this Shldy were perfonned at the workplace while observing the worker. The production
process characteristics may have strongly influenced the ratings since the whole assessment
procedure was new for the persons involved and their opinion was guided by visible
aspects rather than expetiise. Second; the tmming process consists of handling each piece of
leather separately and the workers are paid by the number of skins they process. Processing
one piece of leather takes only a few minutes at each working stations, with the exception
when the hides arc soaked in the pits or rotated in the dnnns. An observation period of
approximately 10 minutes comprises several work cycles and, thus, enables the assessor to
take into account all relevant activities. In a dynamic process with various tasks over time
during long work cycles the determinants of exposure arc more difficult to assess. Hence,
assessment of exposure during repetitive work is likely to show a belter agreement. A third
rca son for the high agreement is the meticulous attention and training of the assessors and
the fieldtesting of the qualitative exposure assessment method. To minimize other sources
of error in the study, the investigators used only rating schemes which have been published
in the scientific litera hIre. Special altention has been given to the training of the assessors
and to the phrasing of the assessment ratings and questions in the local language (Hindi).
Fieldtesting of the rating schemes and close guidancc and SUppOlt during the assessment
were also important parts of the Shldy. Fourth, the methodology applied in the Shldy by
showing the ratings to each other at the same time may have biased the ratings towards a
'harmonious' outcome. During the training of the assessors, it was observed that the raters
avoided ovett disagreement and tended to follow the most experienced mcmber of the rating team. In the course of the survey, the assessors 'learned' how the most experienced
member judged the different exposures at the various working stations and, consequently,
their estimates may have regressed to the estimates of the most experienced member. This
will have reduced the magnihlde of interobserver disagreement. Also, this assessment bias
partly offset the advantage of applying an expelt panel rather than individual raters. In principle, the use of an expert team seems a suitable approach to increase the quality of qualitative exposure assessments but great care has to be taken in assuring independent estimates.
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While acknowledging these difficulties, the qualitative assessments were regarded as
useful for the purpose of the study; to identify differences between small/medium and large
tanneries and between tanneries with industrial modifications aimed at improving working
conditions and those without. With respect to differences in exposure profiles of
small/medium and large tanneries, only duration of awkward tnmk postures was significantly lower among workers in large tanneries. At first sight, this lack of a clear contrast in
exposure may sound surprising. After all, the majority of small/medium size tanneries work
in the traditional manner. Pits instead of dnllns arc used for deliming and tanning, mechanical ventilation is unconnllon, machines are old-fashioned and often not protected. Manual
labor is the l1Ile and measures to protect the workers are exceptional. However, small/meditIlll tanneries produce considerably less hides per day than large tanncries. Moreover, the
production process in small/medium tanneries is frequently intenupted due to shortfalls in
the electricity supply and mechanical problems with machinelY. Thus, the lower production
rates and shOlter production periods in traditional tanneries may counterbalance the contribution of manual, traditional work processes and methods to exposure to chemical agents,
dust and ergollOlnic stressors.
The qualitative assessment were also performed to estimatc the impact of industrial
modifications made in several tarmeries as the result of a sustained occupational health program in tanneries in Kanpur. Table 8.6 presents the control measures that were inlplemented and their likely effect on the exposure assessments, as described in tables 8.2, 8.3
and 8.4. The comparisons between modified and non-modified departments demonstrated
that in 12 out of 54 (22%) comparisons the exposure ratings significantly decreased.
Similar effects were observed for several other exposure factors but due to small numbers
these effects failed to reach a significant level. The likely impact of industrial modifications
was also illustrated by the fact that the observed reductions in exposure almost always
occurred at depaltments where specific control measures were in place which, in theOlY,
could explain this reduction. In two situations the modifications seemed to slightly increase
exposure; skin exposure at wet finish departments in large tanneries and lifting 10-20 kg in
wet finish departments in small tanneries. These findings indicate that careful inteillretation
of the qualitative assessments and their analysis is walTanted.
Mechanization of materials transfer and introduction of trolleys in the beamhouse and
the wet finishing sections in the tanneries were aimed at reducing ergonomic stressors by
decreasing the amount of awkward back postures and the frequency of manual handling of
loads. Workers in modified tanneries adopted, in general, less awkward tnmk postures than
laborers in the non-modified tanneries. In large tanneries also an effect on manual handling
was obscrved, which may be caused by introduction of mechanized material transfer and
trolleys at a much larger scale. This mechanization likely influenced the chemical exposure
among beamhouse workers in large tamleries; they had to spend less time in close vicinity
of open soak tanks because lifting of hides in and out of these tanks involved less manual
handling. With regard to local exhaust ventilation (LEV) at the dly finishing departments,
only an effect on chemical exposure could be seen in large tanneries. The assessments of
airb0111e dust did not show large differences between departments. This may be due to the
lack of contrast in dust exposure. The impact of LEV on dust levels is difficult to inte1llret
since no specific tests were perfolmed as to the effectiveness of the LEV systems.
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This study has demonstrated that qualitative exposure assessment, espccially in developing countries, is an imp0l1ant tool for rapid appraisal of hazardous conditions at the workplace. Such assessments can provide substantial clues about how, when and whcre to conduct detailed workplace investigations and also which occupational groups are at highcst
risk. The qualitative assessments were conducted on 298 workers and subsequently used to
characterize exposure profiles at group level. The results indicated clear differcnccs in
exposure betwecn tannelY departments and illustrated that, to some extent, thesc differences may be attributed to the impact of industrial modifications on exposure. Although
crude ratings neccssarily lack the infonnation to provide the magnitude of positive effects,
this simple approach may stimulate this type of research in developing countries. At the
same time, the approach described may also be used to comlllunicate results to tannelY
workers and owners to advance future industrial modifications.

CONCLUSIONS
The qualitative exposure assessments among 298 workers in 15 Indian tanneries demonstrated considerable levels of chemical exposure, airborne dust, and dennal exposure. Also,
the physical load among workers was high due to awkward tnlllk postures and frequent
manual materials handling. The size of the tannelY showed no systematic influence on the
observed exposure profiles. The survey suggests that in particular tanneries mechanization
of material transfer reduced the physical load of the workers. The presence of local exhaust
ventilation in large tanneries was associated with lower levels of chemical exposure.

Table 8.1 Number of workers participating in the survey (N) and number of exposure
assessments performed on these workers (n) for non-modified and modified
tanneries, stratified by size of tannery

Tannery
department

Modified tanneries

Non-modified tanneries

5 small/medium 3 large tanneries 4 small/medium 3 large tanneries
sized tanneries
sized tanneries

TOTAL

N

n

N

n

N

n

N

n

Beamhouse

33

14

89

65

18

14

87

56

227 149

Wet finishing

10

8

36

35

21

13

27

23

94

79

Dry finishing

7

5

29

24

11

9

25

22

72

60

0

8

7

3

13

2

25

10

27

162

131

53

152

103

Miscellaneous
group
TOTAL

51

37

N

n

418 298
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Table 8.2 Percent distribution of qualitative estimates of exposure to chemicals in the
air, chemicals on the skin and airborne dust among 298 workers in 15 Indian
tanneries in Kanpur

Chemicals In air
no

low

modi

Skin exposure
no

low

high

modi

Dust exposure

no

low

high

modi
high

Smali/medium sized
tanneries

8eamhouse
Non-modilied n= 14
n=14
Modified

7
14

50
29

43
57

21
21

21
36

58
43

100
100

0
0

0
0

Wet finish
Non-modilied n=8 100
n=13 100
Modified

0
0

0
0

100
100

0
0

0
0

100
100

0
0

0
0

20
66

20
0

60
0

0
100

40
0

40
80

60
20

0
0

Dry finish
Non-modilied n=5
n=9
Modified

60
33

No information available

Miscellaneous
Large tanneries
Beamhouse
Non-modilied n=65
n=56
Modilied

0
27

65
43

35
30**

Wet finish
Non-modified n=35
n=23
Modified

71
87

17
13

12

Dry finish
Non·modified n=24
n=22
Modified

58
71

0
9

43
100

57
0

5
4

52
39

43
57

100
100

0
0

0
0

100
78

0
9

0"
13

100
100

0
0

0
17

42
20

25
73

17
9

58
20**

83
63

60
14

17
23

0
0

71
0

0
0

100
100

0
0

0
0

O·

Miscellaneous
Non-modified n=7
n=2
Modified

*p <

0.10, comparing modified versus non-modified tanneries

**p < 0.05, comparing modified versus non-modified tanneries
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Table 8.3 Percent distribution of qualitative estimates of prolonged standing, trunk
flexion and trunk rotation as determinants of postural load among 298 workers in 15
indian tanneries in Kanpur

Standing

Trunk flexion
modi
high

Trunk rotation

no

low

modi
high

no

low

no

low

Beamhouse
Non-modified n ~ 14
n ~14
Modified

0
0

0
0

100
100

0
43

64
57

36
0**

0
43

21
7

79
50*

Wet finish
Non-modified n~8
n~13
Modified

13
0

3
0

87
100

13
15

62
85

25
0

0
24

13
32

87
24**

Dry finish
Non-modified n~5
n~9
Modified

0
0

0
0

100
100

20
0

80
67

0
33

0
33

20
0

80
66

modi
high

Smalr/medium sized
tanneries

No information available

Miscellaneous
Large tanneries
Beamhouse
Non-modified n~65
n~56
Modified

11
0

0
11

89
89

11
52

71
29

18
19**

11
23

5
61

84
16**

Wet finish
Non-modified n~35
n~23
Modified

0
0

0
13

100
87

60
52

23
22

17
26

0
35

26
65

74
0**

Dry finish
Non-modified n~24
n~22
f\'1odified

0
9

0
0

100
91

75
59

25
41

0
0

50
46

42
27

8
27

0
100

29
0

71
0

29
0

71
0

0
100

0
0

0
100

100
0

Miscellaneous
Non-modified n~7
n~2
Modified

* p < 0.10, comparing modified versus non-modified tanneries
**p < 0.05, comparing modified versus non-modified tanneries
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Table 8.4 Percent distribution of qualitative estimates of characteristics of manual
material handling among 298 workers in 15 Indian tanneries in Kanpur

Pulling over 20 kg
no

low

modi

Lifting 10 10 20 kg
no

low

high

modi

Lifting over 20 kg
no

low

high

modi
high

Smalilmedium sized
tanneries

Beamhouse
Non-modified n= 14 86
Modified
n =14 100

0
0

14
0

57
50

7
21

36
29

100
71

0
29

0
0

Wet finish
Non-modified n=8 100
Modified
n=13 100

0
0

0
0

100
38

0
38

0
24**

100
85

0
15

0
0

Dry finish
Non-modified n=5
Modified
n=9

0
0

0
0

100
67

0
0

0
33

100
100

0
0

0
0

100
100

Miscellaneous

No information available

Large tanneries

Beamhouse
Non-modified n=65
Modified
n=56

63
70

25
4

12
26

54
84

20
2

26
14**

46
66

11
29

43
5**

Wet finish
Non-modified n=35 100
Modified
n=23 100

0
0

0
0

71
61

29
30

0
9

86
100

14
0

0
0**

Dry finish
Non-modified n=24 100
Modified
n=22 100

0
0

0
0

100
91

0
0

0
9

83
91

0
0

17
9

Miscellaneous
Non-modified n=7
Modified
n=2

0
0

0
100

100
100

0
0

0
0

71
0

0
0

29
100

100
0

* P < 0.10, comparing modified versus non-modified tanneries
**p < 0.05, comparing modified versus non-modified tanneries
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Table 8.5 Agreement among pairs of raters of exposure to chemicals, dust and
ergonomic stressors in Indian tanneries in Kanpur

Exposure

Chemicais

Cohen's kappa between pairs of raters

1&2

1&3

2&3

0.87

0.94

0.82

0.86

0.89

0.86

Dust
Ergonomic stressors

Table 8.6 Industrial modifications in Indian tanneries and their estimated effect on
exposure

Department

Observed effect
in exposure

Control measure

Small medium tanneries

Beamhouse

Mechanization of material transfer
and introduction of trolleys

Reduction in trunk
flexion and rotation

Wet finishing

Mechanization of material transfer
and introduction of troileys

Reduction in trunk
rotation

Dry finishing

Local exhaust ventilation

Large tanneries

8eamhouse

Mechanization of material transfer
and introduction of trolleys

Reduction in trunk
flexion and rotation, less
manuaily lifting
Reduction in chemical
exposure

Wet finishing

Mechanization of material transfer
and introduction of trolleys

Reduction in trunk
rotation

Dry finishing

Local exhaust ventilation

Reduction in chemical
exposure, especially
dermal exposure
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Annex
Qualitative ratings of exposure assessment of chemicals in the air.
CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

0, no exposure

No contact with agent
Agent is used on workplace but is velY unlikely to result in
exposure to workers involved

I, low exposure

Infrequent contact with agent at low concentrations
Agent is used in a closed/controlled system; there are no
specific activities that enhance exposure; exposure takes place
because of presence at the shop floor

2, moderate exposure

Frequent contact with agent at low

con~entrations

Agent is used throughout the closed/controlled process and
exposure mainly occurs by passive contact; infrequent contact is
needed with the agent
3, high exposure

Frcquent contact with agent at high concentrations
Due to the nature of the production process and associated
manual activities regular contact is needed; agent causes
exposure during the fl-equent manual activities and Paliicular
sources such as presses, drums

4, velY high exposure

Frequent contact with agent at velY high concentrations
Agent is used in manual activities that introduces fiequent peak
exposures such as cleaning, opening a press, spraying paint

Qualitative ratings of exposure assessment of dermal exposure to chemicals
CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

0, no skin contact

No contact with agent

1, moderatc exposure

Infrequent skin contact with agent
Contact occurs during specific activities that are not pmi of the
daily work routine

2, high exposure

Frequent skin contact with agent
Regular contact is unavoidable due to paliicular activities in
daily work practice
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Qualitative ratings of exposure assessment of airborne dust
CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

0, no exposure

Clear visibility

1, low exposure

Visibility more than 10 meter

2, 1110derate exposure

Visibility between 5 to 10 meter

3, high exposure

Visibility between I to 5 meter

4, velY high exposure

Visibility less than I meter

Qualitative ratings of exposure assessment of ergonomic stressors

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

0, no exposure

Does not occur « 10% of worktime)

1, low exposure

Less than 25% of daily worktime

2, moderate exposure

25 - 49% of daily worktime

3, high exposure

50 - 74% of daily worktime

4,
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VCly

high exposure

75% or more of daily worktime
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Chapter 9

Respiratory disorders, skin complaints and low-back
problems among tannery workers in Kanpur, India"

F. G. 0,)" F. U. Rahmall, V. Katagade, A. Shukla alld A. BurdO/I

ABSTRACT
In a cross-scctional survey health complaints among 418 laborers in 15 Indian tanneries
were studied. Low-back pain (61%), asthma (38%), dermatitis (23%), and cln'onic bronchitis (14%) were the most frequently reported complaints in the 12 months prior to the survey. In gencral, beamhouse workers reported the highest prevelances but only cln'onic lowback pain was significantly elevated compared with workers in the finishing depallments.
When using individual exposure estimates, clear associations were presented among manuallifting over 20 kg and low-back pain (OR=3.5) and skin exposure and dermatitis
(OR=2.6). Frequent lifting of loads was also associated with self-reported astlnna. About
44% of the laborers reported at least one period of sickness absence and 17% were
involved in a serious occupational accident that required a visit to the local physician.
Logistic regression analysis showed that sickness absence occurred more often in small tanllCries (OR=2.7) and also was significantly associated with low-back pain (OR=3.3) and
occupational accidents (OR=2.2). This epidemiologic survey on health complaints in tannelY workers is among the few in occupational populations in low-income countries. For
many reasons these populations are easily overlooked. The results of this descriptive study
indicate that there is a clear need for epidemiologic surveys in these countries in order to
obtain infonnation on working conditions and associated health problems.
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INTRODUCTION
Tanne'Y workei·s have been the subject in various epidemiologic studies, predominantly
focusing onmOl1ality from cancer [Acheson and Pippard 1984, DeCoufle 1979, Manctt et
a!. 1986, Pippard et a!. 1985, Stem et a!. 1987]. Epidemiologic research on occupational
morbidity among tal1l1elY workers has been published seldom, especially when workers in
low-income countries are involved. In one publication an occupational asthma case was
described [OlaguibeI1990] and two repOl1s are available on the occunence of skin disorders among tamlelY workers in Algeria [Araibia et a!. 1992] and India [Gupta 1967]. There
is a clear need to pay more attention to workers' health in developing countries since these
countries accommodate the best part of the worldwide workforce and exposure conditions
in their industries may significantly differ from those in affluent countries.
As part of an occupational health program in a large Indo-Dutch Environmental and
SanitalY Engineering project a health survey among Indian tamlClY workers was perfOll11ed
in Kanpur in 1988. This survey comprised nearly 500 workers in 20 tanneries and pointed
at prevailing health problems such as musculoskeletal complaints, respiratOlY disorders and
skin diseases [Shukla et a!. 1991]. In 1990, this survey was followed by a workshop, assisted by an expert from the International Labour Organization, where tannelY owners agreed
on the need for appropriate control of airbome dust and chemical agents, for ergonomic
improvements and safety measures. In the years after this workshop, seven tmmeries modified to some extent the work process and equipment by installation of local exhaust ventilation, mechanization of material transfer, introduction of guards on machines with rotating
parts and purchase of trolleys [Shukla and Katagade 1994]. In May 1994, it was possible to
study the oceUlTence of health complaints in greater detail and investigate whether the
improvements in working conditions in these seven tanneries has resulted in an improved
health of the workers lOry et a!. 1997]. The aim of the study was twofold. First, to describe
the occurrence of COlll1l1on health complaints among tannelY workers in India. Second, to
analyse the associations between exposure assessments and repOl1ed health complaints as
to the impact of industrial modifications.
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SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Stlldy poplIlatioll
The tanning process in Indian tanneries and associated exposures to hazardous agents in the
beamhouse operations, wet fmishing and dlY finishing have been described in detail elsewhere [ehy et al. 1997, Gupta, 1983]. In this survey 15 tanneries were invited to paliicipate, comprising 7 modified tanneries (of which 4 were small/medium sized) and 8 nonmodified tanneries (of which 5 were small/medium sized). In large tanneries with industrial
modifications local exhaust ventilation was installed in the dlY finishing section, guards
were introduced on press machines and machines with rotating parts in the wet and dlY fmishing sections, and material transfer was partly mechanized in the beamhouse and wet finishing section by lifting aids and trolleys. Modifications in the small/medium sized tanneries were modest and consisted of simple local exhaust ventilation systems in the dlY fmishing section, guards on machines with rotating parts in the wet fmishing area, and a limited
introductiou of trolleys in the beamhousc.
The study population consisted of 418 tannery workers that were preseut at production
departments during the survey. All invited laborers participated in the survey, resulting in a
response rate of 100% (IF418). This exceptionally high response rate can be explained by
the good relation between the project team, the tannery owners, and the laborers. The distribution over tanneries was 51 workers in non-modified small/medium tanneries, 53 workers in modified small/medium tanneries, 162 workers in non-modified large tanneries, and
152 workers in modified large tanneries.
Of all 418 workers inf0l1l1ation on socia-economic variables, occupational histolY and
health complaints was collected by means of a standardized interview. Qualitative exposure
assessments were perf0l1l1ed au 298 (71%) laborers at their respective work stations.
Results of the qualitative exposure assessments have been repOlied elsewhere [OIY et al.
1997]. For eight workers some answers to health questions were missing or filled out
wrongly, and, therefore, these workers were excluded from the analysis linkiug exposure
estimates to health complaints. The survey was executed outside the rainy and hot summer
seasons since these climate conditions considerably affect routine tannelY production.

Health slIrvey
The laborers were interviewed by social workers from the Urban Development Cell of the
Kanpur municipality. All social workers had ample experience in the slum area, where the
tanneries are located. The questionnaire contained questions eliciting age, religion, education, employment histOlY, number of occupational accidents, use of protective devices, as
well as various health complaints in the 12 months prior to the interview. The health survey
part comprised four questions on low back trouble, based on a standardized Nordic questionnaire [Kuorinka et al. 1987], seven questions on skin complaints [Smit et al. 1993] and
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ten questions on respiratory disorders [Minette 1989). The questions on health complaints
were derived from existing, validated questionnaires. The questions on skin complaints
were used to identity subjects with possible hand dermatitis. Affirmative answers to the
questions on rcspiratory complaints were uscd to distinguish between the presence of asthma or chronic bronchitis. Work-related respiratmy complaints were defined as respiratory
complaints rcported to occur during work and to in,prove during evenings or weekends
without exposure. Details on these questions are provided in Annex A. Questions on occupational accidents and on sickness absence [Burdorf et al. 1996) during onc year prior to
the interview were also included.
All questions were translated into Hindi. Interviewers received a three-day course in

interviewing techniques. Special attention was paid to pose questions to illiterate laborers
without influencing their answers and without being threatening to the workers [Sudman
and Bradburn, 1983]. This aspect was crucial in ordcr to get valid answers from illiterate
laborers on precoded questions. All interviewers visited a few non-participating tanneries to
test the questionnaire under field conditions. The interviewers were supervised by two
occupational health specialists with ample experience in tanneries in Kanpur.
Apart from the interview, some simple health measures were obtained. Weight and
height of the laborers were takcn by using a commercial scale and tape, while the laborers
stood against the wall on a flat and hard surface. The Mini Wright Peak flowmeter was
used to measure maximum rcspiratOlY flow as an estimate of lung capacity. Peak flow
readings were taken at early morning hours before work started and again at the end of the
same day. After careful instl1lction and demonstration how to use the peak flow meter, tln'ee
to four test blows were taken to examine the ability of workers to use the instl1lment propcrly. Subsequently, results of tlnce blows were rcgistered and the highest value is being
uscd in the analysis. A Peak Expiratmy Flow Rate index was calculated as ratio of the mcasured PEFR over the predicted PEFR. The predicted PEFR values were obtained limn a
refcrence population of North Indian workers, according to the formula PEFR ~
(1.944*height) - (2.019*age) + 148.882 [Rastogi et al. 1983].

Exposure assessment
As a first step, all production workers were assigncd to an exposure group that best fitted
their daily activity. The four exposure groups were: beamhollseitannmg area, wet finishing,
dry-finishing and a miscellaneous group comprising carriers, mixers of chemicals, sweep-

ers and packers [Oq et al. 1997]. Second, the cxposure assessments on 290 out of418
workers \vere used to investigate associations between exposure to chemical agents, dust

and ergonomic stressors and various health complaints. This analysis is restricted to all subjects that had infonnation on both exposure and health complaints. The original qualitative
exposure estimates wcre regrouped into tln'ee levels of cxposure since the highest categories contained vcry small numbers; no exposure (score 0), low exposure (score I), and
moderate/high exposure (scores 2 - 4).
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Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed with the software package SPSS-PC version 5.0.
Differences between frequencies were tested by the x'-test and those between means of
continuous variablcs by the unpaired student's I-test. The effect of exposurc on hcalth
symptoms was estimated by unconditional logistic regression analyses ,,,ith adjustment for
confounding variables [Schlesselman 1982]. Age and years of work experience wcre treated as continuous variables. Individual exposure estimates consisted of a three-point scale.
Exposure was also evaluated by means of introducing dummy variables in the logistic 1110deIs, representing exposure group status, size oftannelY and presence of industrial modi fications. The covariates in the logistic analysis were initially examined one by one and subsequently retained in the final model if the likelihood ratio of the model changed significantly. The regression coefficients were used to calculate as the measure of risk the odds ratio
and 95% confidence interval. Confidence intervals that do not include the value I represent
statistically significant differences.

RESULTS
Table 9.1 presents the individual characteristics and work experience of tannelY workers,
stratified by tal1l1ery size. The population under study was relatively young with a mean
age of 33 years. Approximately half of the population was illiterate. Workers in large tanneries have been employed significantly longer in the current tannery and, thus, have a
longer total work history in tanneries. Large tanneries are also characterized by a larger
proportion of Hindu workers, workers with a permanent position and workers under
employees insurance services. Within the group of large ta1llleries, those that had the financial resources to institute workplace modifications were characterized by the largest proportion of workers with a pCllllanent job as well as workers with, on average, the longest
employment.
Table 9.2 shows the 12-month prevalence of low-back troublc, respiratOlY complaints
and hand dermatitis. Overall, 61 % of the subjects reportcd cpisodes of low-back trouble in
the past 12 months. Among those subjects 31% (78 out of255) had experienced at least 10
separate episodes of low-back trouble. Chronic-non specific respiratory complaints were
also highly prevalent (40%) with significantly more subjects complaining about asthmalike symptoms than symptoms of chronic bronchitis. However, the overlap of both diagnoses was velY large with only 7 out of 60 workers reporting chronic bronchitis without
asthma-like complaints. Among subjects with respiratOlY complaints 84% (139 out of 166)
indicated that their complaints were likely to be work-related, that is these complaints
worsened during the workday andlor improved during a day off. The peak flow measurements were related to the presencc of respiratory symptoms. On average, subjects with respiratory complaints had a lower peak flow rate than expected (about 2% decrease). These
subjects also showed a decrease in peak flow rate over the workday of 4.5 IImin whereas
thosc without complaints improved their peak flow rate by 1.9 IImin. Symptoms of hand
dermatitis were reported by 23% of all workers with small differences in observed prevalences among the four departments.
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In gcneral, beamhouse workers reportcd the highest prevalences but only the 12 months
prevalencc of chronic low-back pain was significantly elevated compared with workers at
the finishing depmiment. No systematic differences were observed for the size of the tanneries and the presence of engineering modifications at the workplace.

Table 9.3 gives the occurrence of accidents at work in the past 12 months and the selfreported sickness absence in the same period. About 17% (70) of the subjects was involved
in a serious occupational accident that required a visit to the local physician. The percentage of workers with at least one period of sick Icave in the past 12 months was 44% and
the average number of days lost due to sick leave was 18 (calculated over subjects with
sick leave). The four depmiments showed quite similar patterns of occupational accidents
and sick leave. Logistic regression analysis demonstrated that the OCCUlTence of sick leave
was significantly associated with low-back trouble (OR ~ 3.27), occupational accidents
(OR ~ 2.21) and small tanneries (OR ~ 2.70). Moreover, these variables accounted for 35%
of the variation in days lost due to sick leave. Other variables such as age, work experience, body mass index, and presence of guards on machines failed to demonstrate any
influence on occupational accidents and sick leave.
The fmal logistic regrcssion models for low-back trouble and hand dermatitis are
presented in table 9.4. These modeJs were arrived at after fitting several models to the primmy variable age and important covariates such as individual characteristics, work histOlY,
depmiment, modifications, tallllery size and all qualitative exposure estimates. This analysis
includes only the 290 workers with individual estimates of thcir exposure. Low-back trouble was clearly rclated to worker's age with the older agc groups showing elevated odds
ratios. Lifting of loads more than 25% of daily worktimc and a serious occupational accident had a significant contribution to the OCCUlTence of low-back trouble. Nonc of the other
covariates contributed significantly to the logistic model or resulted in any marked change
of the coefficients of included variables. For hand dermatitis a significant odds ratio of2.32
was observed for workers in the age of25 to 35 years whereas the highest agegroup
showed an elevated odds ratio that was not statistically significant. Laborers with a moderate skin exposure of chemicals had a significant odds ratio of 2.56. Those with a high skin
exposure, sUll'risingly, demonstrated no increased risk for hand dermatitis. Work histOlY,
department and size of tannelY, and modifications were not associated with back trouble
and hand delmatitis.
Table 9.5 shows the results of the logistic models for respiratory complaints. Older age
groups had increased prevalences for both respiratOlY complaints as well for work-related
respiratOlY complaints. The respiratory complaints were not associated with exposure to
chemicals in the air, dust, tannery size, or technical modifications. The overall pattenl
showed that workers involved in manual material handling, especially lifting of loads,
repOlied more oftcn respiratOlY complaints.
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DISCUSSION
This cross-sectional study describes the relationships between several occupational exposures and health complaints among tall11ery workers in Kanpur, India. The population sh,died is typical for the workforce in Indian tall11eries; young male workers, often illiterate,
usually working in a tempormy position without any social security. In contrast to the general population in Kanpur with about 75% Hindus and 20% Muslim [Molund 1988),
approximatcly half of the tannelY workers were Muslim. Work with dead animals is regarded highly 'unclean' to Hindu religion and only the Chamars, one of the lowest castes in the
Hindu cast hierarchy, are engaged in tannelY work [Shukla et a1. 1991). In 1988,60% of
the tannel), workers were illiterate, the current figure of 52% shows some improvement in
educational level over the past six years.
The health survey demonstrated that the highest prevalence of health complaints was for
low-back trouble (61%), followed by asthma (38%), and hand dermatitis (23%). Chronic
bronchitis was mentioned least frequently (14%). Since occupational populations in dcveloping countries have hardly been studicd, there are only few publications to compare with.
A report on occupational dermatitis among tannelY workers in Algeria presented a prcvalence of 21 % [Araibia et a1. 1992). An earlier inventOlY among tall11elY workcrs in Kanpur,
India, provided significantly lower prevalence figures for all health complaints [Shukla et
a1. 1991). This contradictOlY observation can largely be explained by the low responsc in
the first survey, the strong emphasis on clinical findings during the medical examinations,
and the fact that the European investigator had too little time to remove some suspicion by
the Indian tall11ery owners and laborers. The CUlTent survey was executed after seven years
of close cooperation between the project-team, tannelY owners, and tall11elY workcrs with a
feeling of mutual tms!.
The reported prevelances of complaints on low-back trouble, hand dennatitis, and respiratOlY symptoms in the past 12 months among these Indian tannelY workers suggest that
serious occupational health problems are present in Indian tanneries. This suggestion is
supported by the substantial number of workers involved in serious accidents at work and
by the sickness absence prevalence. It is of interest to note that comparable prevalence figures have been repOlted in Dutch studies using the same questiomJaires among occupational populations with hazardous working conditions for the complaints of interest [Smit
et a1. 1993, Burdorfet a1. 1991, Post ct a1. 1994).
In an attcmpt to collect additional information on rcspiratOlY capacity, peak flow measurements wcre performed with a Mini Wright Flow meter. Since the investigation was
confined to a single day, only information on the change in peak flow across the shift was
available. Although it could be demonstrated that subjects with respiratory symptoms had a
slight decrease in peak flow over the workday (about I %), the measurements proved to be
of limited value since most cases with astlunatic symptoms were not identified. Spirometry
with FVC and FEVI values would have becnmuch more informative but collection ofreliable data in this field study was simply not feasible. The reader has to keep in mind that the
infrastructure and resources for research in occupational health were extremely limited, a
condition often faced in low-income countries.
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In order to investigate associations between working conditions and hcalth complaints,
the four departments in tanneries were compared (see table 9.2). No clear differences in
occurrence of health complaints were observed. A further breakdown by both tannelY size
and workplace improvements showed no differences. Since tannelY workers at different
departments have a ditrerent exposure profile [OIY et al. 1997], this lack of associations
may indicate that the tannelY department is not a good proxy for exposure. Therefore, it
was decided to conduct a detailed analysis on the subset of 290 workers with individual
exposure estimates and complete health data. This subgroup of 290 workers had similar
prevalences of health complaints as the total group of 418 workers. The logistic regression
models illustrated relationships between several exposure estimates and the occurrence of
low-back trouble and hand dermatitis. Also, respiratory complaints were positively associated with heavy physical labor. The latter result may suggest that physical labor increases
the respiratOlY volume rate and, thus, considerably increases the dose at the target organ.
These results showed that qualitative assessments at the individual level may enlighten
significant differences in health complaints due to harmful conditions that were not detected by simple comparisons of groups defined by work station. This compares favorably with
earlier statements that classifying jobs into categories of exposure without knowledge of
exposure data is difficult and may cause that differences in individual exposures go undetected [Rappaport et al. 1993). The fact that well-known associations were found, suggests
that the exposure estimates at individual level better represent tme exposures than the work
stations as exposure proxies.

One has to bear in mind that in cross-sectional surveys it is not possible to determine
the temporal relationship between working conditions and the development of health complaints. A cross-sectional design is also sensitive to selection processes in the workforce
that are infIuenecd by health state. Given the large propOltion of workers without a pennanent position in the tanneries, labor turnover lllay be influenced by a healthy worker selection. Hence, the presented associations between physical load and low-back trouble and
between dermal exposure and dermatitis may have been underestimated. On the other hand,
in cross-sectional studies the prevalence odds ratio overestimates the true risk when the
prevalence of disease is rather high, as is the case for low-back trouble and respiratOlY
complaints. In general, the associations presented in this survey illustrate the necessity to
pay attention to the potential role of working conditions in workers' health in Indian tanner-

ies.
In the statistical analysis no beneficial effect on workers' health could be demonstrated
of the engineering modifications in seven tanneries, although the qualitative exposure
assessment demonstrated some positive effects of the control measures [Ory et al. 1997].
All modifications have been installed in 1992, so the 'lag-time' between the installation of
modifications and the survey (18 months) may be too shOlt to bring significant differences
in health complaiuts to light.

In general, workers in small/mediulll sized tanneries were in a less favorable situation
than laborers in large tanneries. They had more often temporary jobs, usually lacked
employee insurance service and, on average, their Body Mass Index, an indicator for
c1n'onic energy deficiency in adults [Shelly and James, 1994, Ory et al. 1996] was also
significantly lower. Nevertheless, workers in small tanneries reported similar patterns of
health complaints compared with those in large tanneries. The only striking difference was
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the elevatcd rate of sickness absence in the past 12 months. This result could not be
explained by a higher number of accidents, more spells of low-back pain, or socio-eeonomic variables.
Most epidemiologic studies among tatmery workers have been limited to affluent,
industrialized societies. Tanneries have largely been shifted 1iom industrialized countries to
low-income nations due to local environmental legislation and availability of cheap labor.
Nowadays, leather products from low-income countries compete heavily with locally manufactured products. There is almost no information available on the consequences of this
transformation on workers' health in developing countries. An important rcason for this
apparent lack of knowledge is that epidemiologic investigations among occupational populations in developing countries cause many problems. In the majority of low-income countries it is difficult to keep track of hcalth effects of longterm exposure as permanent jobs
are exceptional. TannelY owners prefer to employ laborers at piece rate without providing
long-term job security. This situation may affect cross-sectional studies that, by thcir
nature, are scnsitive to the healthy worker cffect. This study is no cxception, moreover
since only workers present in the tanneries could be studied. Differential differences in
healthy worker selection may be present between large and small talmeries.
This study is also hampered by the fact that in many low-income countries an
infrastructure to identify and evaluate hazardous working conditions is hardly prescnt.
Objective measurements of exposure to harmful agents often are too costly and may require
technical skills and resources that are not available. Hence, the use of surrogate measures
of exposure may be required to investigate hazardous working conditions and its inlpact on
worker's health. Although qualitative cxposure assessments and health interviews may be
classified among thc 'quick and dirty' mcthods, they provide essential data on exposure and
health complaints in occupational populations that are otherwise overlooked [Fonn et al.
1993]. An additional advantage is that such rapid appraisal techniques are marc likely to be
used by local stake-holders, such as employers, employees and local organizations [OIY et
al. 1996]. The CIlITent study demonstrated that descriptive epidemiologic methods can contribute to the evaluation of working conditions and consequent health problems in occupational populations in developing countries.

CONCLUSIONS
This cross-sectional survey showed that low back trouble, skin complaints, and respiratOlY
complaints were prevalent among Indian tamlelY workers. The analysis of possible associations with exposurc estimates suggests that physical load and dcnnal exposure playa role
in the development of low back trouble and hand dCllllatitis among workers in Indian tanneries. Sickness absence in the past year was significantly associated with the occurence of
low back trouble and occupational accidents.
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Table 9.1 General characteristics of laborers in 15 Indian tanneries in Kanpur, India

Small/medium sized tanneries
(n = 104)

Large tanneries
(n = 314)

All workers
(n = 418)

Age (years)

31.2 ±9.3'

33.2± 10.1

32.7 ±9.9

Height (cm)

161.8 ± 6.9

160.7 ± 6.0

160.1±6.2

Weight (kg) *
Body Mass Index (kg/m')*

47.7 ± 6.4

50.2 ± 6.8

49.6± 6.8

18.2± 1.9

19.4 ± 2.3

19.2 ± 2.3

Work experience in current
tannery (yr)*

4.3± 4.2

8.9 ± 8.1

7.8± 7.6

Work experience in any
tannery (yr)*

8.2 ±6.4

11.7 ±8.8

10.8 ± 8.4

Literacy rate (%)

42

49

48

Hindu workers (%)*

40

55

51

Muslim workers (%)*

60

45

49

Permanent position (%)*

8

38

31

Employee Insurance (%)*

17

57

47

Variable

A

Mean and standard deviation

*p <
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0.05: Comparing smaH/medium versus large tanneries
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Table 9.2 Number and percentage of workers with health complaints in the past
twelve months among Indian tannery workers, stratified by department

Dry

Wet
finishing

finishing

(n = 95)

(n = 72)

147 (65%)

59 (62%)

39 (54%)

10 (40%)

255 (61%)

Chronic low-back trouble*

51 (22%)

16 (17%)

7 (10%)

4 (16%)

78 (19%)

Hand dermatitis

57 (25%)

17 (18%)

17 (24%)

5 (20%)

96 (23%)

All respiratory complaints

91 (40%)

37 (39%)

25 (35%)

13 (52%)

166 (40%)

Asthma

88 (39%)

35 (37%)

23 (32%)

13 (52%)

160 (38%)

Chronic bronchitis

37 (16%)

12 (13%)

8 (11%)

3 (12%)

60 (14%)

Work*related respiratory
complaints

78 (34%)

29 (31%)

24 (34%)

8 (32%)

139 (33%)

Work-related asthma

76 (34%)

29 (31%)

23 (32%)

8 (32%)

136 (33%)

Work-related chronic
bronchitis

35 (15%)

10 (11%)

7 (10%)

2 (8%)

54 (13%)

Complaint in the past
twelve months

8eamhouse

(n = 226)
low-back trouble

Miscellaneous

All workers

(n = 25)

(n = 418)

* p < 0.05: beamhouse workers compared with workers of both finishing departments
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Table 9.3 Distribution of occupational accidents and sick leave among Indian tannery
workers, stratified by department

Miscellaneous

Beamhouse

Wet
finishing

Dry
finishing

(n = 227)

(n = 94)

(n

Serious occupational
accident in previous year

42 (19%)

13 (14%)

9 (13%)

6 (24%)

70 (17%)

Frequency of occupational
accidents in previous year

1.3±0.5'

1.2±0.4

1.9 ± 1.3

1.8± 1.6

1.4 ± 0.8

Sick leave in previous year

92 (40%)

49 (52%)

32 (44%)

13 (52%)

186 (44%)

17.6 ± 17.9

20.0 ± 14.8

19.6 ± 16.8

10.2 ± 9.2

18.0 ± 16.6

Variable

Number of sickness days
in previous year (days)

A

Mean and standard deviation
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= 72)

(n

= 25)

Total
(n

= 418)

Table 9.4 Odds ratio estimates of risk factors for low-back pain and hand dermatitis
among tannery workers (n=290) in 15 Indian tanneries

Independent

Low back pain

Chronic
low back pain

Odds
ratio

Odds
ratio

variable

Confidence
interval

Confidence

interval

Hand dermatitis

Odds
ratio

Confidence
interval

1
2.32
1.79

0.B7 - 3.67

Age

< 25
25 - 35
> 35

1
6.05
2.26

1.20 - 4.25

1
4.21
3.93

1.53 - 11.63
1.53 - 1O.0B

0.74 - 2.13
2.65 - 67.00

1
2.66
2.37

0.94 - 7.52
0.93 - 6.02

1.42-B.7B

3.07
6.25

1.22 - 7.71
2.47 - 15.B4

1.36 - 7.42

1
2.06

0.92 - 4.69

2.B9 - 12.64

1.09 - 4.92

Lifting 10-20 kg

1
No exposure
1.26
Low exposure
Moderate/high exposure B.19

na

Lifting more than 20 kg

1
No exposure
1.44
Low exposure
Moderate/high exposure 3.54
Accidents in past year
No accidents
One or more accidents

3.1B

Skin chemicals

na

No exposure
Low exposure
Moderate/high exposure

na
0.62 - 3.38

1

na

na
1
2.56
1.20

1.29 - 5.07
0.59 - 2.45
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Table 9.5 Odds ratio estimates of risk factors for complaints about asthma and
chronic bronchitis among tannery workers (n=290) In 15 Indian tanneries

Independent

Asthma

variable

Chronic
bronchitis

Confidence

Work·related

Work·related

asthma

chronic bronchitis

Odds Confidence Odds
ratio interval
ratio

interval

Odds
ratio

<25
25·35
> 35

1
1.84
1.87

0.96·3.55
1.02·3.43

1
2.70
1.50

1.10· 6.59
0.62 - 3.63

Lifting 10·20kg
no exposure
lowexp
moderate/ high
exposure

1
1.72
2.36

0.81 - 3.66
1.15-4.85

1.70
2.11

Lifting > 20 kg
no exposure
low exposure
moderate/high
exposure

1
1.62
2.56

0.72 - 3.60
1.14-5.71

1
2.83
1.57

interval

Odds
ratio

Confidence
interval

1
1.82
1.92

0.92·3.59
1.02 - 3.61

2.35
1.17

0.95 - 5.80
0.47 - 2.92

0.60 - 4.79
0.86 - 5.21

1
1.48
2.07

0.68 - 3.25
1.00 - 4.30

1
1.45
2.27

0.48 - 4.39
0.91 - 5.68

1.10· 7.26
0.51 - 4.88

1
1.73
1.69

0.77 - 3.89
0.74 - 3.87

1
1.85
1.19

0.66 - 5.16
0.35 - 4.02

Confidence

Age
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Annex A.
Identification of skin complaints was based on the following questions:
I.

Have you had one of the following symptoms on your hands or fingers in the past 12
months?
a

red and swollen hands or fingers?

bred handslfingers and fissures?
c

vesicles on the hands or between the fingers?

d

scaling hands or fingers with fissures?

e

itching hands or fingers with fissures?

The answer could be either yes or no.
2.

Did one or more of these symptoms last for more than 3 weeks? (yes/no/do not know)

3.

Did one or more of these symptoms occnr more than once?

Diagnosis of a person with halld <lermatitis: a person who answered positively on two or
more of the questions la to Ie (symptoms) and who answered positively to either question
2 (symptoms for more than three consecutive weeks) or question 3 (recurrence of symptoms).
Questions on respiratOlY symptoms have been based on the following questions:
l.

Did you cough most days or nights for at least 3 months in the previous year? (yes/no)

2.

Did you cough up phlegm most days or nights for at least 3 months in the previous
year? (yes/no)

3.

Do you get breathless when you walk with other people of your own age on the flat at
a normal pace? (yes/no)?

4.

Have you at any time in the past 12 months had an attack ofshOliness of breath that
came on during the day (yes/no)?

5.

Have you at any time in the past 12 months woken up with a feeling of tightness in
your chest first thing in the morning (yes/no)?

6.

Have you had wheezing or whistling in your chest at any time in the past 12 months
(yes/no)?
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7.

Have you had attacks of wheezing or whistling in your chest for at least I week in the
past 12 months (yes/no)?

8.

Has a doctor ever told you that you have asthma (yes/no)?

9.

Do your respiratory complaints normally improve when you are a day off work?
(yes/no)?

10. Do your respiratOlY complaints n0I111ally worsen over the work day (yes/no)?
Diagnosis of chl'ollic bl'ollchitis: positive reply on questions I or 2.
Diagnosis of asthma: positive reply on questions 4,5, or 7.
Diagnosis of wOl'k-l'elated l'espimtOlJ' complaillts: positive reply on questions 9 or 10.
Low back trouble was identified by the following questions:

1.

Have you ever had low-back trouble (ache, pain or discomfort)? (yes/no)?

2.

Have you had low-back trouble in the past 12 months (yes/no)?

3.

How often have you had low-back trouble in the past 12 months?
zero,

once,

2- 5 times,
6 - 10 times,
more than 10 times but not evelY day,
(ahuost) evelY day
4.

What is the total length of time that you have had low-back trouble during the past 12
months?

odays
I -7 days
8 - 30 days but not evelY day
every day
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Chapter 10 Industrial counselling: linking occupational and
environmental health in tanneries of Kanplll; India"
Ferko G. (1)' MD, F. U. Rahman, Abita)' Shukla !vm, Ruud Zwaag, Alex Burdm/, PhD.

ABSTRACT
This paper describes an occupational health program in talll1eries in Kanpur, India. The program was instituted as part of a bilateral cooperative effort of India and The Netherlands
focusing on providing engineering solutions to prevent industrial waste and community
sewerage from polluting the Ganges river. The occupational health program was linked to
the environmental activities by adopting the concept of indnstrial counselling. This method
aims to increase production and product quality of enterprises and at the same time
improve working conditions in these enterprises. The tmmeries in Kanpur were targeted for
industrial counselling by the Indo-Dutch Envirolll11ental and Sanitmy Engineering Project
Kanpur-Mirzapur under Ganga Action Plan. Recovery of chrome from wastewater, automation of hydraulic press machines, use of an airpollution-prevention system in the spraypainting section, and automation of transport are examples of measures used to increase

productivity and improve leather quality. Working conditions were improved by adding
local exhaust ventilation, mechanizing material transfer, instituting safer procedures for
storage and use of toxic materials, and introducing breathing apparatus for operations done
in confined spaces to prevent hydrogen sulfide intoxication. The linkage of occupational
health problems to environmental issues proved to be effective in drawing attention to
working conditions. Also, the application of simple survey techniques to identify and evaluate environmental and occupational hazards substantially increased awareness of these
hazards and comprehension of the need to adopt changes among employers, workers, and
occupational health professionals. The article discusses the core elements of this successful
program.
Key words: industrial counselling, tanneries, wastewater, water pollution, enviromnental
protection.
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Protection of the green environment attains wide coverage by the international commu-

nity at large, whether it be at a political, economic, or scientific level [Worldwatch Institnte
1994]. Mass media play an important role in creating public support for active programs to
safeguard conullunities from environmental hazards. With the integration of low-income
countries into the global economy, the envirollll1ent becomes an important issuc in these
countries as well [Nuwayhid 1995]. Apart ll'om the intrinsic arguments for environmental
protection, specific attention is needed for the developments that put low-income countries
at greater risk than before. First, the rapid industrialization in low-income countries may
focus attention on the advantages of eeouomic growth and neglect the enviromnental
impact. Second, affluent countries may expOlt their hazardous industries to low-income
countries that have no political and economic means to prevent these businesses liOln doing
so. Third, less environmental protection may be used as an argument in the fierce competi-

tion to attract foreign investments. Fourth, large-scale unemployment may force lowincome countries to accept hazardous environmental conditions in their stnlggles for survival.

In the past decade, however, there has been growing recognition in these low-income
countries that it is of utmost inlpOltance that the cOlll111unity and policymakers be informed
about the need for concerted action to protect the envll'Ollll1ent both inside and outside the
factOlY walls [Shukla et al. 1991]. Although the workers at risk for occupational exposures
may be considerably smaller than the population suffering from enviromllental problems,
their risk of adverse health effects is usually significantly greater due to more intense exposure.

This paper presents the results of an action program conducted in tannerics in Kanpur,
India. The original program was aimed at instituting engineering controls to prevent pollution from entering the Ganges river [Shukla et al. 1991]. The concept of industrial counselling was adopted to link occupational health to environmental issues [Royal Netherlands
Embassy 1990]. This article presents the core elements of tlils program and discusses the
strengths and weaknesses of combining environmental issues with efforts to improve work-

ing conditions.

IlIdllstrial cOllllsellillg ill Illdiall lalllleries

In the early 1980s, the Indian govelllment, concerned about the effects of rapid growth and
industrial development on the enviromllent, launched several plans for enviromnental protection. Among these, the largest and most prestigious undertaking was the Ganga Action
Plan, aimed at the prevention of further pollution of the Ganges river. The Central Pollution
Control Board ofindia was asked to prepare a study of the sources and extents of pollutants in the Ganges and to formulate a program for its prevention. This study, prepared by
the Board in 1984, was the counhy's first comprehensive assessment of the pollution of the
Ganges [Indo-Dutch Project 1994]. This inventory of sources of pollution fonned the basis
for the Ganga Action Plan. One of the main conclusions of the study was that industries
accounted for 25% of the total pollution of the Ganges. Pollution was far more acute in
heavily industrialized areas such as Calcutta and Kanpur.
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The Control Board identified the tamlCries of Kanpur as one of the main sources of
industrial pollution. The Board informed the owners that environmental laws were to be
strictly enforced and required the construction of tannelY wastewater-treatment plants to
prevent the direct discharge of tannelY waste into the Ganges. In 1987, the Board closed
some ta1llleries because they did not comply with the requirements.
Envirol1lllental protection is one of the cOlllerstones of the international development
cooperation policy of the Dutch government [Minisl1y of Foreign Affairs 1990]. The
govermnents ofIndia and The Netherlands signed a Memorandum of Understanding and
agreed on a bilateral program for environmental protection. Within this bilateral agreement,
the Indo-Dutch Environmental and Sanitmy Engineering Project Under Ganga Action Plan
initiated its activities in Kanpur and Mirzapur in 1988. The project's goal was to halt the
pollution of the Ganges. Its main components were constl1lction of wastewater treatment
facilities such as thc Upflow Anaerobic Sludge Blanket (UASB) treatment plant, construction of chrome-recovery units, wastewater treatment in tanneries, and construction of sani-

tation and drinking water facilities. Involvement of the community tln'ough training and
through organizing and sUppOliing income-generating activities was an important strategy
of the Indo-Dutch project [Indo-Dutch Project 1994].
Because they were major polluters of the Ganges, the tanneries in Kanpur were the targets of many of the activities of the Indo-Dutch project. During initial visits to the tanneries, the project staff was struck by the inadequacies of prevailing working conditions.
Shortly before the start of the project, four workers had died in local tanneries from hydrogen sulfide intoxication, and the tannelY owners agreed to cooperate with project staff in
identifYing the most dangerous sites in their operations. It was decided, with the full consent and active cooperation of the owners, to investigate working conditions in the tanneries and, with the results of the investigation at hand, to formulate and implement interventions aimed at the reduction of risks for occupational health hazards for workers. The
Occupational Health Program started in 1987 and lasted until December 1995 [Shukla et al
1991]. The Indo-Dutch Project applied the concept of industrial counselling to the tanneries
of Kanpur. The program on industrial counselling consisted of four activities:
I.

Environmentally sound technologies, such as cln'OIne-reeoveIY units that prevented
pollution and reduced the use of an expensive material, were introduced. Recovelyof
chrome proved to be very profitable, such that the amount invested in the unit could be
recovered within a year and aftenvards the recovelY meant pure profit. Moreover, the
chromium previously lost in the effiuent had amounted to an ammal waste of 30
million Indian I1Ipees.

2.

Enviromnentally sound teclnlOlogies contributed to more efficient production methods
by saving energy and raw materials and promoting safe procedures for the storage and
use of hazardous materials, modifying production processes and uses of raw materials,
and recycling waste. These changes will, in the long-term, contribute to greater
productivity.
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3.

Clean technologies reduced cmissions into the air, water, and soil and protectcd the
enviroll1l1ent. They also reduced the exposures of tallllelY workers to hannn.ll substances either touching the skin or inhaled in the air and thus contributed to better working
conditions.

4.

Better process control and good housekeeping n.ll'lhcr reduced the chances of accidents
and other occupational health risks were also reduced. This concept proved to be
effcctive for improving working conditions and involving employers, workers, and
officials in the field of occupational health.

Lillkillg the elll'irOlllllellt with workillg cOllditiolls ill talllleries

The owners were interested in increasing worker productivity and improving leather quality. Most owners regarded the improvement of working conditions as of only incidental
value. The industrial modifications that increased productivity and contributed to better
working conditions and to the prevention of environmental pollution consisted of installing
general and local ventilation systems, improving storage and dispensing of toxic materials,
and constIllcting cln'ome-recovery units. General and local ventilation systems, especially
in the buffing and painting sections, prevented leather dust from malTing freshly painted
leather and thus contributed to improving the quality of the product. The ventilation systems clearly also contributed to better working conditions. Moreover, the dust and paint
collected could be disposcd of safely, without polluting the environment. Improved storage
and careful control of dyes and other toxic materials rcduced spills and thus reduced exposures and accidents. Introduction of chrome-recovery units clearly helped to prevent environmental pollution, as the chrome was now recycled. Tannery owners were able to recover

the costs of the units in less than two years. The units also reduced the exposure of tallllelY
workers to cln·ome. Clean technologies, such as the cln'ome-recovelY units, better control of
toxic substances, and the introduction of ventilation systems all increased productivity,
improvcd working conditions and contributed to the prevention of environmental pollution
[Royal Netherlandfs Embassy 1990],
Industrial counselling is an intcgrated approach that creates incentives at different levels
of industrial production. The introduction of clean teclnlOlogy with due attention to occupational health aspects makes pollution control and improved working conditions compatible
with industrial development. Important aspects of industrial counselling arc measures
resulting in increased productivity that are economically feasible and that help to protect
the enviroll1l1ent while at the same time improving working conditions. The crucial element
of the industrial counselling concept is the linkage of increased productivity, environmental
protection, and improved working conditions while applying teclnlical interventions
[Shukla et al. 1991, Royal Netherlands Embassy 1990). The occupational health program in
the tanneries of Kanpur included all of the above-mentioned aspects. In the next section the
critical elements ofthc program are discussed in more detail from the perspective of community involvement. A program of this type can be sustained only with the active participation of the principal stakeholders in the process. The description of the program focuses on
the various strategies applied to improve the working conditions in the tanneries of Kanpur.
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Core elements of a successful program for community involvement

Fil'e crucial strategies

Various stakeholdcrs in the program were identified: employers, workers, the community in
the vicinity of the tarmeries, officials from thc Dircctorate of Factories, the Workers Statc
Insurance Schcme, the Regional Labor Institute and faculty from Kanpur Medical College.
Activc participation of the stakeholders was essential to mutually adjust thc industrial
modifications and the socia-economic "receiving structure" so as to prOlllote efficiency and
cffectiveness. Involvement of the stakeholders in the platming, implementation, operation,
and maintenance of technical facilities was essential to ensure a feeling of ownership and
responsibility for industrial counselling in the long-term. Five crucial activities were uscd
to involve the stakeholders. first, real-life examples and local data were used to increase
awareness about occupational health and safety. Second, tannclY owners and managers
were involved from the very first moment by emphasizing increased productivity, bettcr
product quality, and environmental protection to ensure their consent and active participation. Third, the combination of environmental and occupational health aspccts from the sustainable development perspective was cmphasized throughout thc projcct. FOlUth, workers,
the Directoratc of factories, the Workers State Insurance Scheme, the Regional Labor
Institute, and Kanpur Medical College were invited to participate in training scssions, in the
surveys, and in the establislnncnt of safcty and hcalth councils to cnsurc active participation of these organizations, which play an intportant role in the field of occupational hcalth
and safety. Finally, workers, employers and participating organizations were involved in
collecting information about working conditions and workers' health [Blanc 1995].

1.

Use of real-life examples and local data to increase awareness about occupational health and safety

The theme of this program element was "With data in hand, the fight is far from won, but
at least thc poJicymaker is armed for thc battlc" [Blanc 1995]. The initial activities consistcd of walk-through surveys and a base-line survey, aimed at the assessment of working
conditions that endangcrcd the health and safety of workers. The surveys werc executed by
social workers of Kanpur Municipality and physicians of Kanpur Mcdical College with thc
participation of physicians of the Workers State Insurance Scheme (ES1). The interdisciplinary collaboration between social workcrs, physicians, and staff members of the
Directorate of Factories, whose task is to officially supervise the working conditions in
Kanpur, resulted in intcrcsting discussions, similar to the discussions during othcr Rapid
Appraisal surveys [Chambers 1983]. As the social workcrs ofthc municipality had already
worked a long tin)e in the slums where the workers lived, they also contributed to discussions of working conditions within thc community informally, during the cvenings. They
played an important role as go-betweens between the c01ll1llltllity, the project staff and the
employers, and informed projcct staff and employers about the workers' perspcctives. The
surveys were exccuted by physicians in close cooperation with the social workers, the lattcr
establishing a feeling of sccurity and confidence among the workers.
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Thc surveys revealed various occupational diseases, including chromc ulcers of the
hands and feet [Shukla et al. 1991], which are caused by exposure to hexavelant chrome.
The occurrence of this disease was used as a clear example to pinpoint occupational hazards. The surveys also revealed a high percentage of occupational accidents. The survey
results were discussed with the workers and tannelY owners. The rcsults convinced the
owners of the need to identify the most hazardous places in the tmmeries and to examine
the feasibility of possible steps to reduce the hazards. Data collcctcd were primarily used to
argue for improvement of working conditions at the plant levcl. In addition, this information was used in the first-aid and occupational health training courses for the workcrs.

2,

Motivating tannery owners: industrial modifications that increase
productivity and improve working conditions

Educating workers and owners without concrete action is not likely to be effcctive [Kogi at
al. 1989]. The project staff soon realized that owncrship of the modifications by the
employers and workers was cl1lcial to the succcss of the program. Tannery owners are
intcrested in high-quality products and profits. Fortunately, in India some owners also tend
to take good care of their workers. These owners are essentially "patrons" of the working
populations, and workers' health and well-being are not entirely outside thcir scope of interest. Increasing productivity while safeguarding workers' health was thus chosen as a slogan. The project staff approached the Intemational Labor Organization (ILO) to organize a
workshop entitled 'A Higher Productivity and a Better Place to Work' [ILO 1989]. This
workshop had been held successfully in other Asian countries. The workshop in Kanpur
was the first to be confined to one industrial sector. During the workshop, slides taken in
local tanneries and the results of the surveys wcre shown to demonstrate with real-life and
local examples the existence of dangerous working conditions and incffcctive production
methods. The slides functioned as a trigger to provide the tannelY owners and managcrs
food for thought about the ways they were currently processing hidcs and skins and about
methods to improve this process from thc viewpoints of both productivity and occupational
health. The workshop was followed by a study tour of local tanncries under the supervision
of an ILO expert. For many tannery owners, this was the first time they had visited another
tannelY. Owners and managers, working in small groups, werc then invited to design interventions and modifications that would enhance productivity and improve working conditions. This resultcd in many proposals for industrial modifications. In seven tanneries, sevcral of these modifications were paid for by the tanncry owners and installed with technical
support from the Occupational Health Program.
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3.

Emphasis on the combination of environmental and occupational health
aspects from the sustainable-development perspective

The Pollution Control Board had ideutified the tatmeries of Kanpur as one of the main polluters of the Ganges river. The Board had infonned the owners that environmental laws
were to be strictly enforced and ordered the constmction of tannery wastewater treatment
plants to prevent the direct discharge of tannelY waste into the Ganges. In 1987, the Board
closcd some tanneries that did not comply with the requirements. Among the first activities
of the Indo-Dutch project were the interception and conveyance of tannery wastewater,
treatment of tannery wastewater, and the introduction of chrome recovelY and reuse. The
relatively simplicity of the process of adding magnesium oxide, the low investment costs,
and the successful demonstration plant showed the tannelY owners that clean teclmologies
could also enhance productivity. Enviromnental protection, higher productivity and
improved working conditions were all included in the promotion of the industrialmodifications.

One of the most popular interventions was the general and local ventilation system,
especially in the grinding, buffing and painting sections of the tanneries. Exhaust systcms
remove dust that damages freshly painted skins and at the same tinle prevents the inhalation of dust by workers. Originally, the collected dust, dyes and paint had just been dumped
outside the plant. Paint and dyes, dripping from the walls, caused serious envirol1lllental
pollution. It was soon realized that the environment inside and outside the walls all
belonged to one ecological system and that prevention of pollution inside should not lead to
pollution outside the walls of the tanneries. Dust, paint and dye were collected and disposed of as reconnnended.

4.

Training and organizing tannery workers with participation of support aud
service groups

Indian labor laws allow the formation of safety and health councils [PRIA 1993]. Basically,
these councils are groups of workers who are specially trained in first-aid and disaster
management. During the first three years of the project, collaboration of tannelY owners
and workers for safety and health councils was quite encouraging. The fU'st-aid training,
provision of first- aid boxes, and the liequent visits of the project staff to the tanneries all
contributed to the enthusiasm for safety and health councils. In the long mn, however, these
councils fell apart and the initial enthusiasm ebbed away. Long-term coll1lllitment of workers, apart from direct interventions through first-aid, proved to be difficult.
A second initiative to structure a support service for occupational health problems was
the launch of an occupational health clinic. As the Workers State Insurance Scheme (ESI)
services operated only during the daytime and as the ESI hospital and clinical ESI services
were not functioning properly, the project decided to operate an occupational health clinic
during the evening hours. Orthopedists and dermatologists of Kanpur Medical College held
office hours twice a week to investigate complaints and symptoms of the musculoskeletal
system and the skin. During 121 clinic sessions from mid-1991 to the end of 1993, 1139
workers visited the clinic. Unfortunately, Kanpur Medical College was not able to sustain
this effOli, and after 30 months of operation, the clinic had to close down, notwithstanding
its popularity.
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5.

Rapid appl'aisal techniques to collect infol'mation about occupational health
issues at the plant level

In order to incrcase paIticipation of workers and owners at the plant level, the choice was
made to usc rapid appraisal techniques to collect information about working conditions and
hcalth complaints. The term "barefoot epidemiology", introduced by Blanc [Blanc 1995],
cmphasizcs the fact that collection of data can be a cmcial element for change in a pat·ticipatory sctting. Collection of data docs not require specialist physicians or sophisticated
industrial hygiene monitoring. Field workers with stmctured data-collection instruments
and minimal training can accurately observe and estimate the exposures of workers to haz-

ardous working conditions and the prevalenccs and incidences of major work-related health
complaints and symptoms. Briefwalk-through surveys of workplaces can disclose the numbers and types of hazards. Sinlple qualitative methods can disclose exposures to noise, dust,
awkward ergonomic conditions, solvents, heavy metals, or pesticides [Blanc 1995].
During two surveys in May 1994 using simple qualitativc assessmcnt methods, the
exposures to chemicals in air, chelnicals in contact with the skin, dust, and adverse

ergonomic conditions were evaluated lOry et al. 1997a, Ory et al. I 997b]. These methods
proved to be easy to apply and provided results that were useful to describe prevailing
working conditions and the occurrence of health complaints.

Emluatiol/ oftlte OccujJatiol/al Healtlt Prograll/
The Occupational Hcalth Program was evaluated twice: first during a mid-term evaluation
in December 1991, and again during an impact survey in May 1994. The evaluation missian in 1991, consisting of thrce Indian and four Dutch mission members, structured its
recommendations along the following points: progress, impact, sustainability and rcplicability [Dave at al. 1992]. Over all, the rcpOlt was favourablc, as summarized below: The
mission concludcd that the approach followed to involve the community in health-related
activities had met with a positive response. In Kanpur, there were indications that living

conditions wcrc inlproving, e.g. public awarencss and participation in public health and
occupational health activities were evident. The active and self-sustained involvement of
workcrs had been made possible through the agency of the health and safety councils that
included both workers and employers. With additional snpport from the Directorate of
Factories, the workers had been empowered by the initiation and monitoring of health and
safety conditions within the working enviroll1llent. The occupational health aspects
deserved special attention. In thc case of the tannery workers of Jajmau, the input of fn·staid training, industrial modifications, and safety precautions had had a favourable impact
on the health and safety conditions of the workcrs. More impOltant, the subsequent formation of health and safety councils, comprising both workcrs and managemcnt, had potential
in tcrms of social control over the working practices of tannelY owners [Dave at al. 1992].
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In May 1994, it was decided to cvaluate the impact of the industrial modifications.
Using simple qualitative assessment techniques, exposure assessment was pcrfonned at the

individual level and comprised a qualitative ranking of exposures to dust, chcmicals in the
air, chemicals on the skin, and ergonomic stressors among 298 workers. In smllinmy, no

systcmatic difference bctween the exposure profiles of small/medium sized tanncries and
large tannerics was obscrved. The qualitative assessments of exposure demonstratcd to
somc extent that the industrial modifications had been bencficial in reducing hazardous
working conditions lOry ct aJ. I 997a]. The second part of the impact survey consisted of a
health survey among 418 workers to elicit information about respiratOlY disorders, skin
complaints, and low-back pain, including questions about occupational accidents and sick
leave. In summary, small/medium sized tanneries were found to have higher figures for

accidents and sick leave. Job-related exposures to polluted water and chemicals and to
awkward trunk postures were associated with higher prevalences of dennatitis and lowback pain, respectively lOry et aJ. 1997b].

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Industrial counselling proved to be an effective strategy to involve employcrs, workers, and
organizations active in the field of occupational health and safety. The participatOlY
approach resulted in sustained industrial modifications and an increased awareness for
occupational health issues. Occupational health could successfully be linked to environmental protection, quality improvement, and increascd productivity tln'ough, for example,
chrome-recavel), units, exhaust systems, and automation of hydraulic press and transpOlt
systems. As a result of the successful industrial counsclling approach taken by the Occupational Health Program in the tanneries of Kanpur, occupational health has now also been
included in other industrial counselling projects within the bilateral cooperative effort of
India and The Netherlands, e.g., in the textile, fertilizer and paper industries. The successful
application of simple qualitative and other rapid appraisal methods at plant level will
enable employers, workers, and individuals of non-governnlCntal organizations to collect
data to be used during ncgotiations with employers on the necessity to improve working
conditions.
The SUppOlt of colleagues from the Indo-Dutch Environmental and Sanitary
Engineering Project, the friendly collaboration of tannery owners and tannery workers of
Kanpur, and the professional guidance of Dr. V. Katagade arc gratefully acknowledgcd. The
authors also thank Mrs. F.J. Schaapman-Blaakmeer for allowing them to publish her slides.
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Laudable Verdict
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r~:i, The Supreme Court's landmark judgment which holds that

Ibe righl 10 heallh and medical aid of workers is a fundamental
righl under Article 21 of Ihe Conslitution ~uaranleeing Ihe right'
10 life should, if implemenled properly, benfil millions Ihroug),out the to\mtry. The ruling was given in conl'lection with 0 public
interest litigatIOn seeking remedial measures for thl;': protection

of" workers engaied in mines and ~s.hestos industries and .

aaequa.te mechanIsm for th{': diagnosis and control of the killer
di.sca,se_ asm:stosis. The court's direction to cOmpensate nny
Workeri in the asbestos industry suffering from occupational
health nazards and to conduct tests to ascertain the presence of
astJestos fibres ill the workplace should serve to shake factory

oWners out of their complacency and make it thal much more
Oifficuh 10 flout safety regulations. Besides, the court bas insisted
An all faclories whether covered by the Employees Slale Insurance Act and Workmen's Compensation Act or not to provide
compUlgory health in5l1/l1nce 10 each worker. However, this
ruling alone does nol ensure Ihallhe workers aft aggured a better
denJ now. The existing Employees StalHnsurancc Ac\ of 1948
aheady provides for medica) care in cash nnd kind, henefits in
the eventuality of sicklless. maternity, injury and pension for
dependant!; on the death of a worker. Yet workers have not
always been accorded justice and those in the unorganised sector
Juive· routinely been Victims ofinadequalc saftty measures in the
workplace.
, ,., Though Ihe law provides for workers to be trealed in ESI
li6Spitals, many of the ailments Ihal Ihey could conlracl at work
are beyond the scope of Ihe ESI hospital;. They arc in no way
"'iuipped 10 deal wilh the harmful effeclS of industrial mutagens
e:inJtuman health - wurkers in the copper, chromium and other
metal indusuies have been exposed to cancer--causing mutaA:cnic
changes in direct proportion to the period of exposure to the
hilZardom. substance. Factory owner.; have invariablr found
dubious methods to circumvent the law wherever poSSIble like
emploYlOg workers for short periods before replaemg them 10
a",oitl implementing the Workmen's Compensation Act. A
wOrker i, normally fired allhe first sign of an uccupalion-related
illness. The present jud$ment seeks to prevent this hy directing
.that all asbestos induslnes at least maintain the health record of
eVery worker up 10 a minimum period of 40 years trom Ihe
beginning of the employment or 15 years after retirement or
ces~iion of employment whicht;vet is later. The factory owners
will be unable, therefore to evade responsibility for any worker
wJ10 may col\tracl an ailment even after he is no long.er in thelt
empluyment. Slricter implementation of the Jaw is essential at
a ume ¥then there has been a phenomenal growth in chemitill
and allied industries WIthout a simultaneous gro\l,.1h in safet),
canciousness.For this, along with prOVIding more teeth to the law
as the present rulin~ has done. workers themselves should be
educated in the vanOus asspecls of industrial safely.
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Chapter 11 Conclusions and recommendations
This chapter concludes this thesis with the fInal conclusions and recollllllendations, closely
related to the original objectives of the thesis, as mentioned on page 12:
I.

To analyze the policies and activities of international agencies and non-govermnental
organizations in the fIeld of occupational health and to evaluate their impact on the
protection of workers' health in low-income countries;

2.

To investigate whether specifIc rapid appraisal techniques can be applied in lowincome countries to assess working conditions and workers' health and to evaluate the
impact of workplace improvements on exposure and health;

3.

To review the possibilities of incorporating occupational health in intemational development cooperation.

Objectives one and three are dealth with in sections 11.1 and 11.2, while objective two will
be discussed in sections 11.3 and 11.4.

11.1 International occnpational health policy and workers' health inlow-income
countries: conclusions
Occupational health and safety is a neglected theme in low-income countries, not withstanding the fact that more than 1.2 billion workers in these countries are exposed to hazardous working conditions. Due to underrepOliing of occupational accidents and diseases,
lack of trained occupational health personnel and the large share of workers working in the
non-formal sector, which is largely out of sight and control of goverrunental institutions of
occupational health and safety, there is a serious lack in our knowledge and understanding
of the risks and the consequences of hazardous working conditions on the health of workers
in low-income countries. It is largely left to the workers to protect themselves and look for
oPPOliunities and activities to prevent occupational diseases. Most employers in low-income countries have even neglected the most fundamental and basic official guidelines for
safety and health regulations and contingency plans for disaster management at their
premises.
Two basic hypotheses can be formulated with regard to the lack of effective actions to
improve occupational health and safety. First, the main emphasis in occupational health has
been on passive, defensive activities, such as the provision of personal protective equipment and dissemination of information. Production technology and process are still considered sacrosanct, not be interfered with. Second, the protection of workers' health is still
organized in a top-down manner, with an attitude of charity and protection towards the
workers, not based on fundamental human rights, nor regarded as an integral part of the
enteq)rise as an essential part of quality production. Workers, fearing unemployment and
not aware of their rights, are not involved in the improvement of their own workplaces.
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There are velY few serious efforts to increase their ownership and co-responsibility.
Occupational health is still regarded as a health issue, not as a development issue, which
should include environmental protection, quality production and human entrepreneurship.
Intel11ational organizations, such as the ILO and the WHO, largely restrict their activities to general policy development and recommendations with regard to occupational health
and safety. Attention for the enforcement of labor codes is weak or lacking in the large
majority of low-income countrics, but it is also largely a neglected area within the !LO and
the WHO. The ILO and WHO have only a few local projects at plant level in low-income
countries.

Occupational health care has still largely a medical, curative orientation with much less
attention to primary prevention and solutions outside the medical area. This 'defensive'
approach which restricts occupational health care largely to diagnosis and treatment of
work-related diseases passes over the opportunities in primaIY prevention to make a strong
impact on workers' health.

11.2 Intel'l1ational occupational health policy and workcrs' hcalth in low-income
countries: recommendations
Intel11ational organizations can play an essential role in developing and supporting
occupational health programs at nationalleve!. Also, these organizations could be involved
in local activities to promote occupational health concepts in local industries. At intel11ational level, the following actions are reconnnended:
First, ILO should act according to its tripaIiite composition in order to ensure the full
co-operation of trade unions and employers' organizations to improve working conditions
in low-income countries. International organizations should tailor their activities to local
developments. For example, in a recent verdict ofthe Supreme Court in Delhi in India
asbestos workers were compensated for their disease [Anonymus 1995 see page 128]. This
verdict argues for better enforcement of labor laws concerning workers' health in India.
ILO and WHO could offer assistance to set up an effective enforcement body.
Second, it is important to raise at international level political and public interest for the
health of workers in low-income countries. Occupational health issues should de discussed
within international tradc agreements and international labor regulations. A promising step
at intel11ational level could be the inclusion of two new indicators in the Human Development Index of the United Nations Development Program (UNDP): the number of countries
which have signed !LO's basic human rights conventions and the number of registered fatal
occupational accidents per counlly.
Third, it is recommended that the ILO and WHO promote thc ratification and cnforccment of!LO 's basic human rights Conventions and of Conventions that encompass the
right on a safe workplace.
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Fomih, it is recommended that the WHO and ILO stimulate operational and applied
research in the field of occupational health, with measurement of the impact of control
methods or substitution of hannful production processes. These activities should be implemented at local level, with active paliicipation of workers, employers, non-govenunental
organizations, trade unions and all other relevant stake holders. The WHO and ILO should
strengthen their active local partnership policies and stmi projects at plant level.
Fifth, it is recommended that the ISO includes working conditions in their 9000 standards for quality control. A safe and healthy working environment should be reflected in the
assessment of product quality. And, vica versa, it is increasingly recognized that safe working conditions contribute to increased product quality by reducing material loss, reduction
of contamination of products during the various cycles of production.
Sixth, ILO and WHO should incorporate occupational health as an important
comerstone in the future development ofprimalY health care. A large proportion of the
general population is involved in industrial and other manufacturing processes. Laborers
may experience much higher exposure lcvels than the general population at large. A healthy
labor force is essential for any economic development. It should be realized, that the
involvement of all stakeholders in activities with regard to workers' health is essential, to
obtain sustainable results during therregotiations to protect .workers[Fisher and UIY 1987].
Seventh, international organizations should be actively involved in training and eduaction of occupational health specialists in low-income countries. Short, specialized courses
should be developed and offered at location to labor inspectorates and trade unions alike. In
addition, these organizations should stimulate co-operation between research and training
instihltes in Westenl countries and their countC1]lat1s in low-income countries in order to
facilitate a continuing transfer of knowledge and expertise.
Finally, it is reconunended that working conditions be included in reviewing industrial
processes, similar to the concept of industrial counselling as described in chapter 10 of this
thesis. Life Cycle Analysis, Responsible Care and Product Stewardship are intcresting new
concepts which take workers' health into consideration. Responsible Care is a voluntary
program of the chemical industry and its objective is to take carc of all the environmental,
safety and health aspects of chemical production, distribution, use and disposal. Product
Stewardship is the same concept applied to any product throughout its life time. Life Cycle
Analysis is a technique to quantify the impact on the environment, safety and health of
workers of a given product, process or activity from the extraction of raw materials to their
final disposal.
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11.3 Rapid appraisal techniques, simple qualitative methods in the field of
occupational health and safety: conclusions
Rapid appraisal methods, as applied in the tanneries of Kanpur, were useful to map exposure to hazardous substances in the air, dennal exposure, and awkward ergonomic conditions. The application of rapid appraisal techniques in the Occupational Health Program,
executed in a pal1icipatOlY fashion, has resulted in industrial modifications which have
contributed to improved working conditions. The relatively simple qualitative appraisal methods, such as those described in this thesis, are useful tools to build workplace profiles in a
particular industrial setting on exposure to hazardous substances. These profiles can than be
uscd by workers, trade union members and members of non-governmental organizations in
the negotiations with employers for better working conditions. The qualitative techniques
arc impOltant alternatives in the large majority of low-income countries, where there are no
sophisticated quantitative methods to measure exposure levels.

11.4 Rapid appraisal techniqnes, simple qualitative methods in the field of
occupational health and safety: recommendations
First, it is recollllllended to train workers, trade union members and members of non-govenllnental organizations in the application and analysis of the results of the simple qualitative methods as described in this thesis to estinlate exposure levels. After the training, the
trainees should be able to [Goelzer 1996]:

l.

recognize obvious hazards and dangerous work practices;

2.

identify and localize conspicious hazard sources;

3.

recommend simple control measures;

4.

recognize conditions which offer itrunediate danger, or are somehow suspicious and
seem to require further study, and repOlt on them to the next level of competence, for
example, in a govennnental department.

Second, it is reconnnended that the results of these rapid appraisal techniques are shared
with all stakeholders and that the data collected serve in discussions and negotiations to improve working conditions lOry et al. 1996].
Work is an important source of satisfaction, prosperity and progrcss. It is also an important source of illness and suffering. Well directed policies towards improving occupational
health in low-income countries and the development and implementations of relatively shnpie methods of prevention and evaluation will fonn a major contribution to the health and
wellbeing of many millions.
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Summary
The labor force in low-income countries comprises marc than 50% of the world's total
labor force, but our knowledge about occupational health and safety in these countries is
rather limited. A large propOliion of the labor force in low-income countries is engagcd in
the non-fonnal sector, which is often not covered by labor laws and occupational health
services. Even in the fonnal sector, labor laws arc oftcn not enforced. Development of
labour standards and policies in low-income countries lag behind the industrial transformation in these countries with its rapid changes in tcchnology and production methods. Expmi
of hazardous waste and industries further endangcr the health of workers in low-income
countrics. As shown in chapter three, international organizations in the field of labor stand- .
ards and occupational health, like the Intemational Labor Organization and the World
Health Organization, are mainly active at the normative level, while their influence on the
shop floor is limited.
This thesis is about the health and safety of workers in low-income countries and opportunities to improvc their working conditions. It describes the Occupational Health Program
of the Indo-Dutch Envirol1ll1ental and SanitalY Engineering Project Kanpur Mirzapur under
Ganga Action Plan in Kanpur, India. The main objective of this program was the improvement of the health and safety of workers in tanneries of Kanpur. During a period of eight
years, from 1988 to 1995, tmmery owners, tannelY workers and staffmcmbers of the
Inspectorate of Factories, the Regional Labor Institute, the Employees State Insurance
Scheme and Kanpur Medical College worked together in a program to simultaneously
increase productivity and improve working conditions.
In the baseline survey, executed in 1989 among 497 workers in 20 tanneries, 28% of
tannery workers showed signs of occupational morbidity, low-back pain being the most frcquently mentioned symptom, followed by injuries, rcspiratory symptoms, and skin conditions, including chrome ulcers. Results of the basclinc survey were presented to the tmlllcry
owners in 1990 during a workshop "A highcr productivity and a better place to work" in
close collaboration with the !LO. As a result of thc workshop, seven tannelY owncrs implemented industrial modification in thcir tanncries, such as local exhaust ventilation, mechanization of material transfer, installation of guards Oll machines, and introduction of trolleys.
Thc impact of these industrial modifications on the cxposure to chemical agents and
ergonomic stressors was assessed in 1994 among 298 workers in 15 tanneries using simple
qualitativc assessment methods. The occurrcncc of rcspiratmy symptoms, skin complaints,
and low back trouble was also asscsscd among 418 workers in the same 15 tannerics. Chemical and dermal exposurc were highest among beamhouse workers, while rclcvant dust
exposure was only observed during dlY finishing activities. Most workers wcre exposed to
severe physical load due to work in trunk flexion and rotation for more than 50% of their
daily worktime. Manual material handling with loads more than 20 kg occurred frequently.
Thc size of the tannelY showed no systematic influence on exposurc profiles. The survey
suggested that mechanization of material transfer and application of trolleys reduced work-
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time with tnUlk flexion and rotation and implied less manual lifting. The presence of local
exhaust ventilation in large tanneries seemed to reduce the chemical exposure. In the crosssectional survey on health symptoms, 61 % of the workers complained oflow-back pain,
38% had symptoms of asthma, 23% symptoms of dermatitis, and 14% complained of
chronic bronchitis. In general, beamhouse workers repOlied the highest prevalences but
only chronic low-back pain was significantly elevated compared with workers in the finishing department. When using individual exposure estimates, clear associations were present-

ed for manual lifting over 20 kg and low-back pain, and dermal exposure and dennatitis.
Frequent lifting ofloads was also associated with self repOlied asthma. About 44% of the
workers reported at least one period of sickness absence and 17% were involved in a serious accident, requiring a visit to a local physician. Logistic regression analysis showed that
sickness absence OCCUlTed more often in small tanneries and also was significantly associated with low-back pain and occupational accidents. The surveys have demonstrated the
impOliance and feasibility to apply rapid appraisal methods for evaluating the impact of
hazardous working conditions at plant leve!.
Adopting the concept of industrial counselling, implying increased productivity, quality
improvement, envirornnental protection, and improved working conditions, proved to be an
effective strategy to improve working conditions in tanneries of Kanpur. The linkage of
occupational health problems to environmental protection proved to be effective in drawing
attcntion to working conditions.
It is recommended to approach working conditions in low-income countries from two
angles: at the intell1ational level aud at the plant-level, under the motto: "think local, act
global". Rapid appraisal techniques, such as used in these studies, are valuable assets to
demonstrate hazardous working conditions and to draw attention to places where improvements and protection of laborers are imperative. Activities at international level should
strongly support the development at localleve!.
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Samenvatting
Meer dan dc helft van de werkcnde bevolking woont en werle! in lage lonen landen, maar
onze kelmis ovcr beroepsziekten en veiligheid op de wcrkplaats in deze landen is nogal
beperkt. Een groot gedeelte van de werkende bevolking in lage lonen landen heeft een
betrckking in de informele scctor, die niet wordt bereikt door arbeidswetgeving en diensten
voor bedrijfsgezondheidszorg. Zelfs in de formele sector wordt in lage lonen landen de
arbeidswetgeving nauwelijks afgedwongen. Beleidsontwikkeling op het gebied van arbeidsomstandigheden in lage-Ionen landen loopt achter bij de snelle veranderingen in dezc landen door industriele transformatie, waarbij eenvoudige produetiemethoden worden vervangen door moderne productic proeessen. EXpOit van gevaarlijke stoffen en industrieen naar
lage-Ionen landen vonnen een andere gcvaar voor de gezondhcid en veiligheid van de
beroepsbevolking. Intemationale organisaties, zoals de Intemationale Arbeidsorganisatie
(ILO) en de Wereldgezondheids-organisatie (WHO) hebben vooral een normatieve en
adviserende functie en hun invloed op de werkvloer wat betreft de beseherming van de
gezondheid en veiligheid van de beroepsbevolking in lage lonen landen is beperkt.
Dit proefschrift gaat over dc gezondheid en veiligheid van arbeid(st)ers in lage lonen
landen en over mogelijkheden om de arbeidsomstandigheden in deze landen te verbeteren.
Het beschrijft het "Occupational Health Program" van de Indo-Dutch Enviromnental and
Sanitaty Engineering Project Kanpur-Mirzapur under Ganga Action Plan in Kanpur, India.
De voomaamstc doelstelling van dit programma was het verbeteren van de arbeidsomstandigheden in de leerlooierijen van Kanpur. Gedurende een periode van acht jaar, van
1988 tot en met 1995, hebben werkgevers, arbeiders en stafleden van de Fabrieksinspectie,
het Regionalc Arbeidsinstituut, van de Werknemers Verzekeringsfonds en van de Medische
Faeulteit van Kanpur samengewerkt in een programma met als doel de produetiviteit in de
leerlooierijen te verhogen en tegelijkertijd de arbeidsomstandigheden te verbeteren.
Het eerste orienterende onderzoek (base Iinc survey) werd uitgevoerd in 1989 in 20
looierijen, waarbij 497 arbeiders werden onderzocht. 28% van hen vertoonde verschijnselen van beroepsziekten, waarbij lagc rugpijn het meest werd genoemd, gevolgd
door bedrijfsongevallen, klachten van de adernhalingsorganen en tenslotte huidafwijkingen,
waaronder c1n·oom-zweren. De uitkomsten van het oricnterend onderzoek werden in 1990
aan de wcrkgevers gepresenteerd gedurende een workshop "Een hogere productie en een
bet ere werkplek", dat in nanwe samenwcrking met de Intemationale Arbeidsorganisatie
wcrd georganiseerd. De workshop had tot gevolg dat in zeven leerlooierijen de eigenaren
op eigen kosten verbeteringen aanbrachten, zoals afzuiginstallaties, rails om het Icer te
transpOiteren, machines werden beschennd en trolleys werden gelntrodueeerd.
In 1994 werd het resultaat van deze verbeteringen op de blootstelling aan chemische
stoffen en ergonomisehe belasting gemeten bij 298 arbeiders in 15 leerlooierijen, waarbij
eenvoudige kwalitaticve methoden werden gebruikt. Klaehten van dc luchtwegen, van de
huid en lage l1lg pijn werden ook onderzocht bij 418 arbeiders in dezelfde 15 leerlooierijen.
B100tstelling aan chemische stoffen in de lucht en 01' de huid waren het hoogste in de
hallen met de looiputten, terwijl blootstelling aan stof aileen merkbaar was in het gedeelte
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waar het leer werd gepolijst. De meeste arbeiders waren blootgesteld aan hoge fysieke
belasting van de l1Ig door een gebogen houding van het liehaam langer dan 50% van de
dagelijkse arbeidstijd. Het met de hand tillen en verplaatsen van materiaal dat meer dan 20
kilogram woog werd vaak waargenomen. De grootte van de looierij, waarbij de kleine
looierijen met hun eenvoudig arbeidsproees tot de infonnele sector kunnen worden gerekend, had geen systematisehe invloed 01' de blootstellingsprofielen. Het onderzoek leverde
aanwijzingen 01' dat het modemiseren van het materiaal transpOlt en het gebl1Iik van karretjes de totale arbeidstijd die met gebogcn of gedraaide l1Ig werd doorgebraeht had verminderd, waarbij ook de tijd dat het materiaal met de handen werd opgetild werd geredueeerd.
De aanwezigheid van plaatselijke afzuigsystemen in de grote leerlooierijen leek de blootstelling aan ehemisehe stoffen te venninderen. In de dwarsdoorsnede studie over
liehamelijke klaehten, had 61 % van de arbeiders klaehten over lage rugpijn, 38% had asthmatisehe versehijnselen, terwijl 14% van hen over ehronisehe bronchitis klaagde. In het
algemeen hadden arbeiders in de hallen waar de looiputten stonden de meeste klaehten,
maar alleen ehroniseh lage I1lgpijn versehilde statistiseh significant met de arb eiders van de
af\verk afdelingen. Met individuele sehattingen van blootstelling, werden duidelijke verbanden gevonden tussen het tillen van materiaal van meer dan 20 kilogram en lage I1lgpijn
en tussen blootselling van de Imid aan ehemisehe stoffen en dermatitis. Het vaak heffen van
gewiehten was ook geassocieerd met astmatisehe klaehten. Ongeveer 44% van de arbeiders
meldde temninste een periode van ziekteverzuim en 17% was betrokken bij een ernstig
ongeval, dat een bezoek aan een lokale arts vereiste. Logistisehe regressie analyse toonde
aan, dat ziekteverzuim vaker voorkwam in de kleinc leerlooierijen en ook statistisch significant was geassoeieerd met lage rugpijn en bedrijfsongevallen. Dit onderzoek heeeft het
belang en de toepasbaarheid van eenvoudige snelle methoden om blootstelling aan gevaarlijke stoffen en liehamelijke symptomen 01' de werkvloer via eenvoudige kwalitatieve
methodieken te sehatten, aangetoond.
Het concept van industricle advisering (industrial counselling), dat tegelijkertijd gerieht
is 01' het verhogen van de l'roduetie, het verbeteren van de product kwaliteit, het besehermen van het milieu en het verbeteren van de arbeidsomstandigheden, bleek een doeltrefend strategie te zijn om de arbeidsomstandigheden in de leerlooierijen van Kanl'ur te
verbeteren. De relatie tussen arbeidsomstandigheden en bedrijfsgezondheid en het besehermen van het milieu bleek doeltreffend om aandaeht te vestigen 01' de arbeidsomstandigheden.
Het wordt aanbevolen om arbeidsomstandigheden in lage lonen landen van twee kanten
te benaderen: 01' het internationale vlak en 01' de werkvloer, onder het motto: "think local,
act global". Snelle evaluatie methoden, zoals besehreven in dit proefsehrift, kUllllen
waardevolle bijdrage leveren om gevaarlijke arbeidsomstandigheden aan te tonen en de
aandaeht te vestigen 01' l'laatsen 01' de werkvloer, waar verbeteringen en beseherming van
arbeiders noodzakelijk zijn. Intelllationaal beleid zal deze ontwikkeling kraehtig dienen te
ondersteunen.
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